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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes an algorithm for constructing the basic algebra Morita 

equivalent to the principal block of certain group algebras. This algorithm uses the 

method of condensation as it is described in [Liix97]. Using an intermediate con

densation subalgebra allows for the construction of the projective indecomposable 

modules required to realize the basic algebra. 

The group algebras we are concerned with here are for sporadic groups in char

acteristic dividing the order of the group. In particular, the basic algebra for the 

principal block of the Higman-Sims group in characteristic 2 is completed and seven 

of the thirteen projective indecomposable modules for the Mathieu group M24 are 

constructed. In addition to these algebras, we have also computed the basic algebras 

for many alternating and symmetric groups. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The classification of finite simple groups stimulated the use of computations in the 

area of modular representation theory - working with groups as matrices over finite 

fields. Realizing finite simple groups as matrices was an important tool in showing 

the existence of previously unknown simple groups. This is seen in the construction 

by Z. Janko of the simple group, now denoted as Ji, as a subgroup of GLii(7) in 

[Jan66]. Knowing all finite simple groups was required to complete the classification 

of finite simple groups. 

After the completion of the classification of finite simple groups, efforts focused 

on investigating the 26 groups, called sporadic groups, which did not fit well into the 

classification. Unlike the alternating groups, for example, these groups don't have a 

set of unifying properties. The group theoretic properties of sporadic groups largely 

need to be explored on an individual basis. Computational methods were developed 

during the 1980's and 1990's for studying these groups and their representations. In 

this dissertation, we develop and implement an algorithm for computing the basic 

algebras Morita equivalent to the principal blocks of group algebras for sporadic 

groups. 

The algorithm developed in this dissertation has two main steps. Firstly, we 

construct a subalgebra eFGe of the group algebra FG. In general, the dimension 

of eFGe is much smaller than the dimension of FG, making it more accessible to 

computer programs. The second step is to build generators of the basic algebra B 

for the principal block of FG as homomorphisms between projective indecomposable 

eFGe-modules. 

The motivation for this dissertation is that for most sporadic groups C?, the regu

lar representation of FG is computationally inaccessible. Consider the Higman-Sims 

group HS with order 44352000 = 2® • 3^ • 5^ • 7 • 11. Storing a matrix for the regular 
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representation of HS over F2 in C-MeatAxe format requires approximately 223 ter

abytes. Clearly, we can not work with the regular representation of HS. Fortunately, 

we can apply an observation of K. Morita to group algebras. 

In the 1950's, Morita noticed that for an algebra A, there are algebras whose 

representations are categorically equivalent to the representations of A. Algebras 

whose representations are categorically equi\^lent are said to be Morita equivalent. 

The algebras Morita equivalent to A can be realized as EndA(P) where P is taken to 

have each projective indecomposable A-module, up to isomorphism, as a summand. 

It appears that we need to know the projective indecomposable FG-modules in 

order to construct an algebra Morita equivalent to FG. This is not true. There 

are subalgebras of FG which are Morita equivalent to FG that can be constructed 

without realizing them as EndpoiP) for some projective FG-module P. Let H he & 

subgroup of G such that the characteristic of F does not divide the order of H and e 

the sum of the elements of H. If Se is not zero for aU simple FG-modules S, eFGe is 

Morita equivalent to FG. We show in this dissertation how to construct the regular 

representation of eFGe using a permutation representation of G on the cosets of H. 

In [Lux97], K. Lux used eFGe to construct projective indecomposable FG-modules 

for several large sporadic groups. However, due to Umitations of computers and the 

C-MeatAxe, he was restricted in which groups and characteristics he could consider. 

Recalling the example from above of HS, in characteristic 2, we take to be a sub

group of order 21. The algebra e¥2HSe has dimension 100732, which is clearly much 

less than 44352000. In C-MeatAxe format, a matrix for an element of the regular rep

resentation of e¥2HSe requires approximately 1.2 gigabytes. This puts the regular 

representation of e¥2HSe out of the range of what Lux could consider in 1997 and 

is still outside the bounds of what would be reasonable to work with on a computer 

today. Fortunately, for g €G, ege has only order of H nonzero entries per row. The 

author has implemented a row-sparse format in the C-MeatAxe to take advantage 

of these special matrices. A matrix for ege E e¥2HSe in row-sparse format requires 
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only 8.5 megabytes. This improvement allows us to extend the results of Lux to both 

larger groups and more characteristics. 

Now that the construction of the projective indecomposable eFGe-modules, up 

to isomorphism, is possible, we return to the original problem of building the basic 

algebra of FG. The basic algebra of FG is the smallest algebra Morita equivalent 

to FG. We realize the basic algebra Morita equivalent to eFGe as EndcFGe(-P), 

where P is a direct sum of projective indecomposable eFGe-modules such that, up 

to isomorphism, each projective indecomposable eFGe-module appears exactly once. 

Since e is chosen so that eFGe is Morita equivalent to FG, EndeFGe{P) is also Morita 

equivalent to FG. 

The implementation of the algorithm described in this dissertation has been used 

to construct basic algebras for several sporadic groups, including the Mathieu groups, 

except M24 in characteristic 2, the Janko groups, Higman-Sims group, McLaughlin 

group, except in characteristic 3, and the Held group in characteristic 7. While some 

of these group algebras have been studied, the basic algebra was not known for many 

of them, and for a few of them the projective indecomposable FG-modules were not 

known. Basic algebras for many alternating and symmetric groups have also been 

computed. 

In the future, we will extend these results further in several ways. Firstly, we can 

improve the C-MeatAxe further by increasing the number of programs which work 

with row-sparse format matrices. Most importantly is the C-MeatAxe program zmw 

which makes words in generators for an algebra. Because of memory restrictions, the 

reduced size of row-sparse matrices would enable it to be used on larger represen

tations. We would also like to add the functionality of applying a word to a vector 

without constructing the word to zmw. These improvements make constructing the 

basic algebras of M24 in characteristic 2 and McL in characteristic 3 feasible. 

Another possibility for extending our results is to develop new methods for finding 

the projective indecomposable eFGe-modules. Currently, our implementation con
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structs the projective indecomposable eFGe-modules as submodules of the regular 

representation of eFGe. However, for M24 in characteristic 2, we have found 7 of 

the 13 projective indecomposable eFGe-modules, up to isomorphism, as submodules 

of projective eFGe-modules corresponding to subgroups of M24 which are not the 

condensation subgroup H. 

This dissertation is organized as follows. 

Chapter 1 covers the background material necessary for understanding the ter

minology contained in this dissertation. Of particular importance are Sections 1.2 

and 1.4; they contain the definitions of endomorphism rings, projective modules and 

radicals, all of which play major roles in this dissertation. 

Chapter 2 covers the basics of Morita theory, including both the consequences of 

Morita equivalence and the necessary conditions to form a Morita equivalence. The 

second half focuses on the Morita equivalence of condensation subalgebras. We show 

that condensation subalgebras are Morita equivalent, followed by a discussion on 

finding an appropriate subgroup for condensation. The chapter ends with algorithms 

for building the matrix of an element in the condensation subalgebra and for finding 

a generating set for the condensation subalgebra. 

Chapter 3 covers the construction of the basic algebra Morita equivalent to a 

group algebra. Basic algebras are discussed, as well as peakwords and blocks. An 

algorithm is given to construct basic algebras. At the end of this chapter, Ext-quivers 

are discussed which give another view of basic algebras. 

Chapter 4 discusses the author's implementation of Algorithm 3.4.1 on page 86. 

This includes discussion of the programs the author has written in GAP as well 

as modifications to existing programs in the C-MeatAxe. Chapter 5 describes the 

results achieved by the implementation discussed in Chapter 4. Many Ext-quivers 

are displayed here. 
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1. BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this chapter is fix the definitions and results which are used in this 

dissertation. Since the material covered here can be found in most books on repre

sentation theory of finite groups, we will only give proofs when they are instructive 

for the following, otherwise we just give references. 

1.1. Algebras and Modules 

The main objects of study in this dissertation are finite dimensional algebras and 

their representations. This section will give the basic definitions necessary for this 

study and can be found in references on representation theory of finite groups such 

as [CR62], [CR81], [Lux97], and [AF92]. 

We let F denote a finite field for the remainder of this dissertation. Also, all rings 

are associative. 

Definition 1.1.1. An algebra A over a field ¥ is a ring A with an identity element, 

1A, which is at the same time an ¥-vector space. Moreover, the scalar multiplication 

in the vector space and the ring multiplication are required to satisfy the axiom 

a{ab) = {aa)b = a{ab), 

for a G F, and a,bG A. 

An algebra can be defined more generally over a ring instead of a field. We use 

Definition 1.1.1 since all of the algebras considered in this dissertation are over fields. 

For a given algebra A, there is an algebra A""', called the opposite algebra, which 

can be useful in the study of the representation theory of finite groups. As F-vector 

spaces, A = A'̂ . We define multiplication, denoted by *, in A"'' by ai*02 = agOi G A. 
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Definition 1.1.2, Let A be an algebra with a subring B. If B is also an F-vector 

subspace of A, we call B a subalgebra of A. 

Just as rings have special subrings called ideals, the following definition names the 

corresponding concept for algebras. 

Definition 1.1.3. Let A be an algebra over F. A right ideal I in the algebra A is 

a subalgebra of A which is also a right ideal in the ring A. Left ideals are defined 

similarly. If I is both a right and left ideal in A, then we call it a two-sided ideal. 

In coming sections, we will see that ideals play an important role in the study of 

algebras. We notice that an algebra A always has at least two ideals since {0} and A 

are both two-sided ideals in A. Algebras with only two two-sided ideals are addressed 

in the following definition. 

Definition 1.1.4. We call an algebra A simple if the only two-sided ideals in A are 

{0} and A. 

Two-sided ideals are not the only ideals in an algebra with which Ave are concerned. 

The following definition is an example of the role right and left ideals play in the 

structure of an algebra. 

Definition 1.1.5. A descending chain ••• of right ideals in an algebra 

A is said to terminate if it is finite or if there is some index k such that In = h for 

all n > k. An algebra for which every descending chain of right ideals terminates is 

called Artinian. 

Similarly an ascending chain /i C C /g C ... of right ideals in an algebra A is 

said to terminate if it is finite or if there is some index k such that /„ = h for all 

n>k. An algebra for which every ascending chain of right ideals terminates is called 

Noetherian. 

Proposition 1.1. Finite dimensional algebras are both Artinian and Noetherian. 
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Proof. The proof of this proposition follows from the fact that ideals in the finite 

dimensional F-algebra A are F-vector subspaces of A. • 

For the rest of this dissertation, let ^ be a finite dimensional F-algebra. Group 

algebras for finite groups are examples of finite dimensional algebras. Since group 

algebras play an important role in this dissertation, we describe them below. 

Example 1.1.1. Let G he a finite group. Denote by ¥G the set of all formal sums 

5Zg€G ^ obvious addition and scalar multiplication, we get 

that ¥G is a vector space over ¥ with a basis corresponding to elements of G. With 

multiplication defined by 

I I f j ~ I 1 ^ 
\x€G / \y&G ) u£G \x,yeG; xy=u ) 

for ax, (3y G F, FG is a ring. The ring homomorphism (l>:¥ ¥G defined by (f>{a) f—y 

ala where la is the identity in G, satisfies (j){lw) = 1g ctnd the image of (j) is in the 

center of¥G. So ¥G is an ¥-algebra which we call the group algebra of G over¥. 

Now that we have covered the basic definitions for algebras, we move on to modules 

over algebras. The reader should notice in the next definition that we will primarily 

be using right modules. 

Definition 1.1.6. Let A be an algebra over F. We say that M is a right A-module 

if it is an ¥-vector space with a right action by A satisfying: 

1. m • (0102) = (m • oi) • 02, 

2. m • (oi + 02) = (m • ai) + (m • 02), 

3. (mi + ma) • a = (mi * o) + (ma • a), 

4. m • (1a) = m, 

5. A(m • a) = (Am) • a. 
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for all £ M and a,ai,a2 € A. Left A-modules are defined similarly. 

I f M  i s  a  r i g h t  A - m o d u l e  a n d  a  l e f t  B - m o d u l e  f o r  t w o  a l g e b r a s  A  a n d  B  s u c h  t h a t  

b- {m- a) = (6 • m) • a for allb G B, a € A and m £ M, then we call M a B-A 

bimodule. 

Example 1.1.2. An example of a right A-module which makes frequent appearances 

in representation theory is the ¥-vector space A with right multiplication by the F-

algebra A. We call this A-module the right regular A-module and denote it by Aa-

We similarly define the left regular A-module aA, and the A-A bimodule aAa-

The following definitions will classify a few types of modules with properties which 

are important in later chapters. 

Definition 1.1.7. Let M be an A-module and N be an ¥-vector subspace ofM. Then 

N is called an A-submodule of M if na£ N for all a G A and uE N. 

We suppress the prefix A and simply write N is & submodule of M when A is 

clear from the context. 

Definition 1.1.8. A descending chain Mi > M2 > M3 > ... of submodules in 

an A-module is said to terminate if it is finite or if there is some index k such that 

M„ = Mk for alln> k. An A-module for which every descending chain of submodules 

terminates, is called Artinian. 

Similarly, an ascending chain Mi < < Mz < ... of submodules in an A-

module is said to terminate if it is finite or if there is some index k sudi that M„ = Mk 

for all n> k. An A-module for which every ascending chain of submodules terminates 

is called Noetherian. 

Let / be a right ideal in the algebra A. Then I is also a right ^-module. In fact, 

the ideals of A axe the submodules of Aa- With this observation, we see that A is 

Artinian (Noetherian) by Definition 1.1.5 if and only if A a is Artinian (Noetherian) by 
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Definition 1.1.8. In particular, when A is finite dimensional, Proposition 1.1 implies 

that Aa is Artinian and Noetherian. The following lemma extends this idea to all 

finitely generated A-modules. 

Lemma 1.2, Let M be a finitely generated A-module. If A is Artinian (Noetherian), 

then so is M. 

Proof, A proof of this lemma is found in [Fei82] on page 6. • 

Definition 1.1.9. We call an A-module M ^ {0} simple if the only right submodules 

of M are 0 and M. 

We call the algebra A simple if the A-module Aa is simple. This is equivalent to 

saying that the only right ideals of ^4 are {0} and A itself. 

The reader wiU see why the trivial i4-module is not allowed to be simple in the 

following definition. 

Definition 1.1.10. Let M be an A-module. A series 

0  =  M q  <  M l  < • • • <  M n  =  M  

of submodules of M is called a composition series for M if is a simple A-

module for 1 < i < n. We call n the length of the composition series. The factor 

is called a composition factor of M. 

The previous definition brings up two questions, when does an A-module have a 

composition series and if it does, is the composition series imique. The next lemma 

answers the first question. 

Lemma 1.3. The A-module M has a composition series if and only if M is both 

Artinian and Noetherian. 

Proof. A proof of this lemma is found in [Fei82] on page 7. • 
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We stated earlier that we are only considering algebras A which are finite dimen

sional. By Proposition 1.1, A is both Artinian and Noetherian. So by Lemma 1.2, a 

finitely generated ^-module M is also Artinian and Noetherian. Therefore, M has a 

composition series by Lemma 1.3. Now we consider the possibility that a composition 

series for M is unique. Instead of deciding the imiqueness of the series, we ask if the 

composition factors for M are unique. The Jordan-Holder Theorem wiU answer this 

uniqueness question, but it will have to wait until the next section. 

1.2. A-module Homomorphisms 

Recall that the .A-modules M and N are F-vector spaces, so we can consider the 

F-linear maps between M and N. We are more interested in the F-linear maps which 

commute with the action of A on M and N. These maps are the /1-homomorphisms 

and are defined as follows. 

Definition 1.2.1. Let M and N be A-modules. Then an W-linear map (j>: M —* N 

is an A-homomorphism if 4>{jn • a) = <}>{m) • a for all m M and a E A. We use 

Hom^CM, iV) to denote the ¥-vector space of A-homomorphisms from M to N. 

The reader should notice that we are writing our homomorphisms on the left. 

While this may not seem crucial, it is important when we consider yl-endomorphisms 

and composition. 

We will use Ker^ and Im^ for the kernel and image of the i4-homomorphism 

M N without explanation. They are clearly submodules of M and N, respec

tively. 

Definition 1.2,2. Let M and N be A-modules and <f> E Homyi(M, N). We call (j) an 

A-epimorphism if lm((> = N and an A-monomorphism i/Ker0 = 0. If (j> is both an 

A-monomorphism and an A-epimorphism, then we call it an A-isomorphism. 
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We drop the prefix A and simply write homomorphism, epimorphism, monomor-

phism, or isomorphism when A is clear from the context. 

Definition 1.2.3. Let Mi,be A-modules with homomorphisms f: Mi 

and g: M2 —> M3. If Im f = Ker^, then we call the sequence 

—M3 

exact, or exact at M2. If the sequence 

Ml -Ma -M„_i -M„ 

is exact at M2 Mn~\, then we call the sequence exact. If we have a sequence 

0 Ml M2 *" M3 *" 0 

which is exact, then we call it a short exact sequence. 

We notice that if we have a short exact sequence as in Definition 1.2.3, then / 

is a monomorphism and ^ is an epimorphism. This leads to writing a short exact 

sequence as 

Mi^^Ma^Ma 

where signifies that / is an injection and hence a monomorphism and denotes 

that 5^ is an epimorphism. 

If there is an y4-isomorphism from M to N, then we say that M and N are 

isomorphic as j4-modules. This is the piece we needed to state the Jordan-Holder 

Theorem and finish our discussion from the last section. 

Theorem 1.4 (Jordan-Holder). Let 

0 = Mo < Ml < •. • < M„ = M 

and 

0 = iVo < iVi < • • • < Ar„ = M 
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be two composition series for the A-module M. Then m — n and there exists a permu

tation a such that the composition factors Mi/Mi-i and N„(i)/Nt^(i)-i are isomorphic 

as A-modules. 

Proof. A proof of the Jordan-Holder Theorem is found in [CR62] on page 79. • 

When (j) e Hom^(M, N) and M = N, we call ^ an ^-endomorphism. We use 

EndA(M) to denote the F-vector space HomA(M, M). Since the composition of two 

endomorphisms is again an endomorphism, End^CM) is ring. With the ring homo-

morphism r: F ^ EndxCM) defined by r(o) = a • idu for all a G F and with idM 

the identity endomorphism on M, End^(Af) is an algebra. For ^ End^(M) and 

mG M,we define {(f> o tp){m) = (j){ip{m)). 

Proposition 1.5. Let A be a finite dimensional ¥-algebra. Then A = End^(AA) as 

W-algebras. 

We include the proof of this proposition since in many treatments of this subject, 

^op ^ EndA(Ayi), and it should be pointed out that the notation and definitions we 

are using changes this result. 

Proof. Let (f>a: AA AA hy m a • m for a G A and aR m £ AA where a • m 

is multiplication in A. Clearly, (pa is an F-linear map, so we need to check that 

(pa commutes with the action of A on AA- Let b G A, then by associativity of 

multiplication in A, we get (Pa{mh) = a-{mb) = {a-m)h = <pa{vn)h. So (pa G EndA(>lA)-

Let f:A-~* EndA( by a <pa- To prove / is F-linear, we consider 

/(cO + b) = (pca+b 
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for all c G F and a,b€ A. So, 

f{ca + b)(m) =<f>ca^{m) 

={ca + 6) • m 

= ( c a )  - m  +  b - m  

=c{a • m) + 6 • m 

=c(j)a{m) + 0b(m) 

=cf{a){m) + /(6)(m), 

for all m G Aa- Lastly, to show / is a ring isomorphism, 

/(a • b){m) =4>a.b{m) 

=(o -b) -m 

— a { b ' m )  

= i f { a )  o  f i b ) ) { m ) .  

Therefore, A = EndA(^yi) as F-algebras. • 

1.3. Structure Theorems 

Since the v4-module M is an F-vector space, we can write it as a sum of vector 

subspaces. We are interested in expressing M as a sum of submodules, not just F-

subspaces. This decomposition of M is tied to the structure of In this section we 

cover the basic definitions and results related to the structure of A and M. 

The first definition of this allows us to realize an -4-module as a sum of submodules. 

Definition 1.3.1. An A-module M is said to be an internal direct sum Mj ©• • - ©Mr 

for r a positive integer with submodules Mi, • • • , Mr of M if the following conditions 

are satisfied: 
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1. >ls ¥-vector spaces, Spanjj'(Mi, • • • , Mr) = M. 

2. For 1 < i < r, MiH {Ml + • •' + Mi_i + M^+i + • • • + M^) = 0. 

We call Ml © • • • © Mr a decomposition of M. The submodules Mi are called direct 

summands of M. In the case r > 1 and Mi 7^ {0} for alii e {1,2,..., r}, we call 

M decomposable. If there is no decomposition of M with r > 1 and Mi ^ {0} for all 

i € {1,2,..., r}, we call M indecomposable. 

While the next definition is similar to the previous, we use it to constmct an 

A-module out of other A-modules. 

Definition 1.3.2. Let Mi,...,Mr be A-modules for some positive integer r. We 

define the external direct sum M = Mi -i f- M^ to be r-tuples where the entry 

is in Mi for I <i<r. With A acting component-wise, M is an A-module. We write 

Mil M to indicate that Mi is isomorphic to a direct summand of M. 

It is possible for an A-module M to have a submodule N such that N is not a 

direct summand but N \ M. This distinction is made clear in the following example 

from [Sz698], page 6. 

Example 1.3.1. Consider the group algebra W2C2 of the cyclic group C2 =< g > of 

order 2 over F2, the field with 2 elements. Let M he a three dimensional vector space 

over F2 with basis Vi,V2,V3. The vector space M is an ¥2C2-module with the action 

of g on M given by the matrix 

Then M —< vi,v2 > ® < Vz > is a decomposition of the ¥2C2-module M. Let 

S be the submodule of M generated by V2. Then S is isomorphic to the submodule 

generated by V3, so S" | M. But, S is not a direct summand of M since vî  S and S 

is contained in every submodule containing Vi. 
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Lemma 1.6 (Schur's Lemma). Let Mi and M2 be simple A-modules. If Mi ^ M2, 

then Hom^(Mi, M2) = 0, and Hom^CMi, Mi) = End^CMi) is a division ring. 

Proof. A straightforward proof is found in [Gro83] on page 173. • 

Before we can continue discussing the structure of A, we need to introduce some 

special ideals in A which will play an important role. 

Definition 1.3.3. Let A be an algebra and M an A-module. We define the annihilator 

of m, AnnA(m), for some m £ M to be the set of alia £ A such that ma = 0. The 

annihilator of M, Ann^CM), is the intersection of the annihilators of all the elements 

o f M .  

Prom the definition we see that AnnA(m) is a right ideal in A, which is maximal 

if and only if the j4-module generated by m is simple. It is also clear that Ann^CM) 

is a two-sided ideal in A. 

Definition 1.3.4. IfAmiA{M) — {0} for an A-module M, then we call M a faithful 

A-module. 

We have seen that annihilators for y4-modules are ideals in A. The following 

definition considers a particular ideal in A. 

Definition 1.3.5. Let A be an algebra. Then we define J(-'4), the Jacobson radical 

of A, to be the intersection of the annihilators of all simple A-modules. 

Since the annihilator of a simple A-module is a maximal two-sided ideal in A, 

J(-4) is the intersection of maximal two-sided ideals of A. 

We define J"(A) as J(J"-^(A)). 

The following lemma proves to be very important. At first glance, it may not be 

clear how it is useful. But Lemma 1.7 tells us where we should look to find generators 

of an algebra A. This lemma is crucial in the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
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Lemma 1.7. Suppose A is an Artinian algebra and A' is a subalgebra of A such that 

A'-\-i'^{A) = A. Then A! = A. 

Proof. A proof of this lemma can be found in [Ben98] on page 5. • 

An important class of algebras A have the property that J{A) = 0. We call these 

algebras semisimple. 

The following theorem associates with an A-module M a semisimple algebra E, 

for which M is also a module, such that the actions of A and E on M commute. 

Theorem 1.8. Let M be a A-module such that M = Mi © * • • © Mr where for each 

1 < i < r, Mi is the direct sum of Ui A-modules isomorphic to the simple A-module 

Si and Si ^ Sj when i ^ j- Let Di = EndA(<Si). Then A is a division ring, 

EndA{Mi) = MatriiiDi), and E = EndA(M) = 4-;^! End^CMj) is semisimple. 

Proof. A proof of Theorem 1.8 is found in [Ben98] on page 6. • 

Denote by Mat„(jR) the algebra of n x n matrices over the ring R. 

The following theorem shows that a semisimple algebra is a sum of simple algebras 

and the simple summands are isomorphic to matrix algebras. 

Theorem 1.9 (Wedderburn-Artin Structure Theorem). Let A be a semisimple al

gebra with r isomorphism classes of simple modules Si, with i = Then 

A = -^i^iMatriiiDi), where Di is a division ring such that Di = Endyi(Si) and 

Hi = dimDj(5i).  If  A is simple then A = Matn{D).  

Proof. A proof of the Wedderbum-Artin Structure Theorem is found in [Ben98] on 

page 6. • 

Since semisimple algebras decompose into matrix algebras, questions about them 

can generally be answered using linear algebra. The following theorem characterizes 

semisimple group algebras. 
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Theorem 1.10 (Maschke). The group algebra WG is semisimple if and only if the 

characteristic of F does not divide the order of G. 

Proof. A proof of Maschke's Theorem is found in [Car96] on page 4. • 

Masdike's Theorem points out that at least for group algebras, the characteristic 

of the field plays a large role in the structure of the algebra. Because of this, we briefly 

consider which fields we will use for this dissertation. The following theorem helps 

us understand the division rings A appearing in the Wedderburn-Artin Structure 

Theorem (1.9). 

Theorem 1.11 (Wedderbum). Every finite division ring is a field. 

Proof. A proof of this theorem can be found in [Hun87] on page 462. • 

In the setting of Theorem 1.9, the field F is contained in the center of the division 

rings Di since F commutes with A. If F is finite, and A is finite dimensional, then Di 

is a finite division ring containing F. Thus, by Theorem 1.11, Di is a finite extension 

of F. The following definition characterizes the case where Di = F. 

Definition 1.3.6. Let A be an algebra over the field ¥. We callW a splitting field for 

A if for every simple A-module S, EndACS") — F. 

For the rest of this dissertation, we assume that F is a splitting field of A, 

Definition 1.3.7. An A-module M is said to have the unique decomposition property 

if 

1. M is a finite direct sum of indecomposable A-modules, and 

2. when M = vnth each Mi and M/ indecomposable and nonzero, 

r  =  k  a n d ,  p o s s i b l y  a f t e r  r e o r d e r i n g ,  =  M / .  
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An algebra A is said to have the unique decomposition property if every finitely 

generated A-module has the unique decomposition property. 

Theorem 1.12 (KruU-Schmidt). Suppose that A is Artinian, then A has the unique 

decomposition property. 

Proof. A proof of the Krull-Schmidt Theorem can be found in [Ben98] on page 8. • 

The imique decomposition property brings up the question of how many non-

isomorphic indecomposable yl-modules exist for a given algebra A. This is a hard 

question, but if A is finite dimensional we can answer the related question about 

isomorphism classes of simple A-modules. 

Proposition 1.13. Let A be a finite dimensional W-algebra. Then a complete set of 

representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple A-modules is finite. 

Proof. Since ideals of A are also >l-modules, we have that every simple A-module 

is image of an A-homomorphism on the right regular A-module, AA- Therefore the 

sum of the dimensions over F of the representatives must be less than the dimension 

of A A over F. Since the dimension of a representative is greater than or equal to 1, 

the set of representatives is finite. • 

1.4. Projective Modules and Radicals 

In this section we discuss projective modules. These modules will play a major role 

in the following chapters because of their properties described here. 

Definition 1.4.1. We call an A-module P projective if for all A-modules M, M' with 

an A-homomorphism a: P M and an A-epimorphism fx: M' M, then there 
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exists an A-homomorphism u: P —* M' such that the following diagram commutes. 

P 
/ 

/ J 
M'-^M ^0 

While this definition seems a little complex, the following lemma gives some equiv

alent characterizations of projective modules which will prove useful. 

Lemma 1.14. Let P and M he A-modules. Then the following are equivalent. 

1. P is projective. 

2. Every A-epimorphism r: M P splits, i.e., P is isomorphic to a direct summand 

o f M .  

3. P is a direct summand of a free A-module. 

Proof. A proof of this lemma can be found in [Hun87] on pages 192-193. • 

For each ^-module, we can associate a particular projective .^-module to it, but 

first we need to define a special type of j4-epimorphism. 

Definition 1.4.2. Let M, N be A-modules and f an A-epimorphism in Homx(M, N). 

If for each sequence 

where X is an A-module and g € Hom^CA", M), where fg is an A-epimorphism, then 

g is also an A-epimorphism, we call f essential. 

Definition 1.4.3. Let M he an A-module. We call a projective A-module P a pro

jective cover of M if there is an essential homomorphism from P to M. 

Comparing Definitions 1.4.1 and 1.4.3, we see that the essential homomorphism 

ensures that P both covers M, since it is an epimorphism, and that P is in some 

sense minimal. 
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Lemma 1.15. The finitely-generated A-module M has a projective cover P which is 

unique up to isomorphism. 

Proof. This lemma is proven in [CR81], the imiqueness on page 131, and the exis

tence on page 132. • 

Definition 1.4.4. The radical of an A-module M, denoted by Rad(M), is the inter

section of all maximal A-submodules of M. 

The following lemma relates this definition of radicals for >l-modules to the Ja-

cobson radical of A, J(^), from Definition 1.3.5. 

Lemma 1.16. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra. If M is a finitely generated 

A-module then 

M3iA) = B&d{M). 

Proof. A proof of this lemma is found in [Ben98] on page 4. • 

Using the definition of radical of an i4-module given above, we can define an 

important series of submodules of M. 

Definition 1.4.5. We recursively define the Loewy series, or radical series, of an 

A-module M as Rad°(M) = M, and Rad"(M) = Rad(Rad"~^(M)). Let M be an 

A-module. Then the n"® Loewy layer, or radical layer, of the Loewy series of M is 

Rad"-^{M)/Rad"(M). 

The first Loewy layer of an .4-module M is also called the head of M. 

Note that for an >l-module M, Mf Rad(M) is semisimple. Since Rad(M) is again 

an ^-module, Rad*(M)/Rad''^^(M) is semisimple for every positive integer i. 
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1.5. Idempotents 

This section introduces special elements of algebras called idempotents. Idempotents 

with paxticulax properties will also be discussed. 

Definition 1.5.1. We call a nonzero element e of an algebra A an idempotent if 

= e. 

We notice that every algebra A has at least one idempotent, namely 1^-

The following proposition describes the ineraction of the radical of an algebra and 

an idempotent of the algebra. 

Proposition 1.17. Let e€ A be an idempotent. Then 

Rad(e>le) = e 3 { A ) e .  

Proof. A proof of this proposition is found in [CR81] on page 108. • 

If e ^ 1a is an idempotent of A, then 1^ — e is an idempotent, since 

( U  -  e f  -  l A - 2 e  +  e ^  =  I A - e .  

The idempotents e and (1^ — e) have the property that 

e ( l A  -  e )  =  { 1 a  -  e ) e  = 0. 

We define this property for arbitrary idempotents in the following definition. 

Definition 1.5.2. Two idempotents ei and 62 in A are called orthogonal if 

6162 = 6261 = 0. 

Definition 1.5.3. We call an idempotent e €: A primitive if e can not be expressed 

as the sum of two orthogonal idempotents. 
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Primitive idempotents play an important in the study of algebras since they cor

respond with indecomposable ideals as in the following proposition. 

Proposition 1.18. An idempotent e € A is primitive if and only if eA is an inde

composable right ideal of A. 

Proof. A proof of this proposition can be foimd in [CR81] on page 119. • 

We call a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents in >1, {ei,..., e,} for a positive 

integer s, complete if l^i = ei ^ 1- 63. Complete sets of primitive idempotents are 

useful since, with Proposition 1.18, they give a decomposition of A into indecompos

able right ideals by 

^AA  = e i A  + • • • + e g A .  

If e is in the center of A, we say it is central. A centrally primitive idempotent 

is a central idempotent which can not be written as the sum of two nonzero central 

orthogonal idempotents. Extending the proposition above we see that if e G ^ is a 

centrally primitive idempotent, then eA is an indecomposable two-sided ideal. 

Theorem 1.19. If e £ A is an idempotent and M is an A-module, then 

(  )  H o m y i ( e > l ,  M )  =  M e  a s  ¥ - v e c t o r  s p a c e s ,  a n d  

(  )  E n d A ( e i 4 )  =  e A e  a s  ¥ - a l g e b r a s .  

The following proof of this theorem is along the lines of the one found in [Pah03] on 

page 55. The importance of including this proof here is that our result is EndA(e>4) = 

eAe, instead of EndA{eA) ~ (eAe)"''. 

Proof, (a) An isomorphism from Hom^Ce.^, M) to Me is given by 

0 1-^ 0(e) = 0(e^) = 0(e)e € Me 
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for 0 G HomA(ei4, M), with inverse given by 

TTIG I ^  0ME 

with 

0me(ea) = meea = mea 

for o G and m€ M. 

(b) The same map given in (a) gives an isomorphism of rings when M = eA, since 

(0 ° ̂ )(e) = <?^(^(e)) = 4>{ei}{e)) = <^(e)^(e) 

for 0,^ G EndA(e^). 

• 

We can strengthen part (a) of Theorem 1.19 by defining an eAe-module struc

ture on HomA(ei4, M). We do this using part (b) to realize eAe as EndA(eA). For 

(j) G Homyi(ei4, M) and G EndA(e>l), we define the right action of End^CeA) on 

HomA(eA, M) by 0- •0 = Checking Definition 1.1.6, we see that HomA(eyl, M) 

is a right EndA(e^)-module and hence a right ey4e-module. 

Corollary 1.20. If e £ A is an idempotent and M is an A-module, then 

Homyi(ei4, M) = Me 

as eAe-modules. 

Proof. This result follows from using part (b) of Theorem 1.19 with the isomorphism 

given in the proof of part (a) of Theorem 1.19. • 

1.6. Category Theory 

In this section we define the basic ideas of category theory which for the basis form 

the discussion of Morita equivalence in Chapter 2. An in-depth discussion of this 

material can be found in [HS97]. 
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Definition 1.6.1. A mtegory € has three pieces of data: 

1. a class of objects Obj(£), 

2. for each pair M,N ^ Obj(£), a set C(M, N) of morphisms from M to N, 

3. for each triple Mi, M2, M3 G Obj(£), a law of composition 

€{MI,M2) X €(MI,M3), 

whick satisfy the following axioms: 

A 1. ifte sets C{Mi, Nx) and €(M2, N2) are disjoint unless Mi = M2 and Ni = N2, 

A 2. the morphisms f G £(Mi,M2), g G €(M2, M3), and h G €(M3, M4) satisfy the 

associative law of composition, i.e., 

H g f )  =  ( h g ) f ,  

A 3. there is a morphism : M M such that, for any f:M-^ Ni, g : A/2 —• M, 

/liwr = / 

and 

^UG — G,  

where M, Mi,.. . ,  M 4 ,  Ni, N2 are all in Obj(€). 

The following example describes the categories that we will be concerned with in 

this dissertation. 

Example 1,6.1. For an algebra A, we denote the category of finitely generated right 

A-modules as Mod^. The objects we take are finitely generated A-modules, M, N, and 

the morphisms are A-homomorphisms, Hom^CM, N). For the law of composition, 

i f  °  9 ) i m )  =  f i g i m ) )  
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for A-modules Mi, M2, M3, m € Mi, anrf / € HomA(Mi, M2), 5 G HomA(M2, M3). 

PTe similarly define the category of finitely generated left A-modules and denote 

it ^Mod. This is the same as the category of finitely generated right -modules 

since every left A-module is a right A"^-module. 

Now that we have introduced categories, we want to consider relationships between 

them. To study relationships between objects, we need maps between them. The 

following definition gives us transformations between categories. 

Definition 1.6,2. Let £ and 2) be categories. A functor F: € "D is a rule which 

assigns to each object M E Obj(€) an object FM G Obj(2)) and to each morphism 

f G £(M, N) a morphism Ff G ^{FM, FN), such that 

F { f 9 )  =  i F f ) { F g ) ,  

for M,N,0 £ Obj(£), / G £(M, N) and g G £(0, M), and 

F\M — IpM-

Example 1.6.2. For each category £, we have a functor I: £ -4 £ defined by IM = 

M for every object M € € and If = f for every morphism f G £(M, N) and every 

p a i r  o f  o b j e c t s  M, AT G  £ .  W e  c a l l  I  t h e  i d e n t i t y  f u n c t o r  o n  € .  

Let A and B be algebras, M an A-B bimodule and N a B-A bimodule. Also, let 

V , W e  MODA a n d  a  G HOMA(V,  W ) .  

1. The tensor functor — ®A M: MOD^ MODE is defined by 

V 1-^ V 0A M 

and 

ex t—> 01-^14 

where '• V M —*W <E)A M is defined by 

V (g)^ m a(v) m 
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for m£ M and v €V. 

2. The Horn functor Hom^(iV, -): Mod^ Mode is defined by 

V ^ E o m A { N , V )  

and 

a I-+ Q!» 

where a*: Hom^(iV, K) -* B.omA{N, VK) is defined by 

/3 >->• a/3 

for P e Hom^(iV, V). 

Definition 1.6.3. Let A andB be algebras. The functor F: Mod^ Mod^ is called 

left exact if for every exact sequence of A-modules, 

0 

the sequence 

0 FMi FM2 FM3 

is exact. 

Example 1.6.3. The HomA(-/V, —) functor defined in Example 1.6.2 is a left exact 

functor. A proof of this is found in [HS97\ on page 17. 

Proposition 1.21. Let 

0 M\ *• M2 *" Ms 0 

be a short exact sequence of A-modules with monomorphism f and epimorphism g. 

If P is a projective A-module then the sequence 

0 HOMA(P, ML) HOMA(P, M2) HOMA(P, M3) 0 

is a short exact sequence. So the functor HomA(-P, —) is exact. 
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Proof. Since Hom^(P, —) is a left exact functor, we just need to show that g* is 

surjective. Consider the diagram 

P 

0 *" Mx M2 *• iVfs 0 

where ^ € Hom^(P, M3). The homomorphism 0: P —> M2 exists and gtp = iI j since 

P is projective. Therefore, ip G Im(p*) for all ^0 G Hom^(P, M3) proving that g* is an 

epimorphism. • 

Definition 1.6.4. Let F and G be functors from the category £ to the category D. 

Then a natural transformation t from F to G is a rule assigning to each object M G £ 

a morphism tM- FM —^ GM in 2) such that for any morphism f G €{M,N), the 

diagram 

FM-^GM 
Ff Gf 

FN-^GN 
commutes. If tM is an isomorphism for every M G then t is called a natural 

equivalence, and the functors F and G are said to be naturally equivalent. 

Definition 1.6.5. Let € and D be two categories. We call € and 2) equivalent if 

there eocist functors 

P: £^2) 

and 

such that {F o G) and (G o F) are naturally equivalent to the identity functors of 2) 

and €, respectively. 

Example 1.6.4. Consider the categories of finite dimensionalW-row spaces and finite 

dimensional ¥-column spaces. The functor corresponding to the transpose operation 

forms an equivalence between these two categories. 
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There are objects in module categories whidi are important in the followuig chap

ters. These objects will be used to define categorical equivalences. We name these 

objects in the following definition. 

Definition 1.6.6. For a module category Mod A for the algebra A, an element P G 

Mod/i is called a progenerator if it satisfies the following: 

1. P is a projective A-module, 

2. every A-module is a homomorphic image of a direct sum of copies of P. 

It is important to notice that when A is a finite dimensional algebra, then Mod^ 

has  a  progenerator ,  namely AA-

1.7. Homological Algebra 

In Chapter 3, we will be constructing basic algebras. Some appUcations of this process 

are the computation of projective resolutions, group cohomology and Ext-groups. 

These applications are all based in homological algebra, which we introduce in this 

section for completeness. This material can be foimd in [HS97], [Car96], and [Ben98]. 

Some proofs have been included to aid imderstanding of the material. 

Definition 1.7.1. A chain complex D over the algebra A is a collection of right 

A-modules D„ indexed by integers with homomorphisms : D„ D„_i satisfying 

dn o ^n+l = 0. 

A cochain complex C over A is a collection of right A-modules C" indexed by 

integers with homomorphisms S": C" —* satisfying S" o = 0. 

Definition 1.7.2. Let C and D be chain complies. A chain map f: C D consists 
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of A-module homomorphisms /„: C„-^ Dn, n£Z, such that the diagram 

G, DN 
n —1 

DR. 
9N 

fn-1 

D „-i 

commutes. 

Let C and D be cochain complexes. A cochain map f: C —> D consists of A-

module homomorphisms fn'- C" D", with n G Z, such that the diagram 

fn fn+l 

commutes. 

Definition 1.7.3. Let C and D be cochain complexes with cochain maps f,g: C —^ 

D. We call f and g cochain homotopic if there exist homomorphisms /i„: C" —> 

with n G Z, such that /„ — $?„ = ohn + hn+i o 6". 

Qn+l 

yn—1 9n+l 

B"-I — ^ D" ^^ D"+i 

The cochain complexes C and D are called cochain homotopy equivalent if there 

are cochain maps f:C-^T> and g: D —> C such that fog and g o f are cochain 

homotopic to the cochain maps idn and idc, respectively. 

We notice that cochain homotopy equivalent is an equivalence relation on cochain 

complexes. 

Definition 1.7.4. Let x G C" with <5" (a:) = 0, then we call x a cocycle. We define 

Z"(C) as the kernel of S^. 
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Let y 6 and x = 6"~^{y), then we call x a coboundary. We define B"(C) as 

the image 

Definition 1.7.5. The cohomology of a cochain complex C is defined by 

= IR'(C rf-l = ^ Z"(C) 

The A-module H^{C) is called the cohomology module. 

A cochain map f: C D induces a well defined map f*: ^"(C) —> //"(D) defined 

b y  f* ( [a ; ] )  [ f (a? ) ]  f o r  x  G Z " { C ) .  

Proposition 1.22. Let C and D be cochain complexes, / / f ,g:  C D are cochain 

homotopic then f* == g*: H^{C) H"{D). Thus a cochain homotopy equivalence of 

C  a n d  D  i n d u c e s  i s o m o r p h i s m s  H " ( C )  =  / / " ( D )  f o r  a l l  n ^ Z .  

Proof. Let a: be a cocycle, so a; G C" for some n G Z and 6 ^ { x )  = 0. Then 

{ * [ x ]  -  g*[a;] = [f(a;)] - [g(«)] - [/"(x) - ̂ "(a;)] 

from the definition of f* and g*, and 

[ f " { x )  -  ̂"(a;)] = o hn{ x )  +  hn+ i  o (5"(a:)] 

by the definition of cochain homotopy. Since ar is a cocycle, 

[hn+i o <J"(a;)] = 0, 

and o hnix) is a boimdary so 

[5""^ o hn{ x ) ]  =  0. 

• 

Definition 1.7.6. Let M be an A-module. A projective resolution of M is a long 

exact sequence 
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where each Pi, for i a non-negative integer, is a projective A-module, such that the 

sequence 

^PI ^-Po ^0 

is exact. 

We notice here that since every v4-module M is the image of a free A-module, 

projective resolutions alwaj^ exist. 

One nice property of projective resolutions is covered by the following proposition. 

Proposition 1.23. Two projective resolutions for an A-module M are canonically of 

the same homotopy type. 

Proof. This proof of this proposition is found in [HS97] on page 129. • 

Let Ml and Mg be >l-modules, and suppose 

Po 

is a projective resolution for Mi. We can form the cochain complex 

Hom^(Po, M2) Hom^(Pi, M2) Hom^(P2, M^) • • • 

where is defined as postcomposition with 5i+i, as in part 2 of Example 1.6.2. By 

Propositions 1.22 and 1.23, the cohomology groups of this sequence do not depend on 

the choice of projective resolution for M. With this, we make the following definition. 

Definition 1.7.7. With the setting as above, we define 

ExtliMi, M2) = ff"{HomA(P, M2)). 

Since Ext^(Mi, M2) does not depend on the projective resolution for Mi, we intro

duce a specific resolution in the following definition which simplifies oiu- calculations. 
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Definition 1.7.8. Let P be a projective resolution for the A-module M. We call 

P a minimal projective resolution for M if for every projective resolution Q of M, 

there exist chain maps f: P —^ Q and g: Q —^ P such that /< is injective and gi is 

surjective for all nonnegative integers i, and both f and g are lifts of idM, every 

square in the diagrams 

and 

IDM 90 

commute. 

Minimal projective resolutions have a straightforward construction. Let M be an 

Amodule. Then M has a projective cover P{M) with an essential homomorphism 

do: P(M) M. We will use n„(M) to denote the kernel of dn-\, so Vt\{M) is 

an A-submodule of P{M) and we will use ii to denote the injection of Oi(M) into 

P{M). Since Qi{M) is also an v4-module, it has a projective cover, P(17i(M)) with an 

essen t i a l  homomorph i sm wi :  P (Oi (M))  — > •  Q i { M ) .  We now de f ine  d i :  P { f l i { M ) )  — > •  

P{M) as the composition Continuing this process gives us the following picture 

P ( 0 2 ( M ) )  ^  P ( n i ( M ) )  ^  P { M )  M  

02(M) fii(M) 

of a projective resolution of M. It can be checked that this is a minimal projective 

resolution of M. 

Lemma 1.24. With M defined as above, t„(n„(M)) C Rad(P(fi„_i(M))). 
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Proof. This is clear from the picture aboA^. Let w G Then 

0 = 5„_i(t„(w)) = t„_i ot(;„_i{fc„(w)). 

Since t„_i is a monomorphism, = 0. Since is essential, t„(w) G 

Rad(P(l^„_i(M))). • 

Corollary 1.25. In the setting given above, 

a„(P(«„(M))) - t„(P(fi„(M))) C Rad(P(0„_i(M))). 

Proof. This statement is a direct result of Lemma 1.24 • 

Lemma 1.26. Let M and N be A-modules with N simple, and P a minimal projective 

resolution for M. Then 

Ext^iM, N) ̂  HomA(P(f^n(M)), N) 

for all positive integers n. 

Proof. To prove this we need to show that for all positive integers n, f o dn = 0 for 

all / € Hom4(P(f2„_i(M)),iV). Since we defined as composition with DN, this 

will imply both that 

EOMA{P{NN -i{M)) ,N)  HomA(P(n„(M)), iV)) = {0} 

and 

Ker{6^: Hom^(P(fi„(M)), N) HomA(P(0„+i(M)), N)) 

^Hom^(P(n„(Af)),Ar). 

If / is the zero homomorphism, then we are done. So assume that the image of /, 

/m(/), is nonzero, so it must be N, By Corollary 1.25, the image of DN is contained 

in the radical of P(0„_i(M)) which is in the kernel of / since N is simple. Thus, we 

have / o = 0 for all / G HomA(P(fin-i{'^))> and all positive integers n. • 
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1.8. Representations and Characters 

The purpose of this section is to introduce the concepts of representations, characters, 

and Brauer diaracters for finite groups. This material can be found in many books 

on representation theory of finite groups, in particular, [Isa76] and [Ser96]. 

For this section, we continue with F denoting a field of characteristic p > 0. We 

also use F to denote a field of arbitrary characteristic and C to denote the field of 

complex numbers. 

We use GL(K) to denote the general linear group for a vector space V, and GL„(F) 

for the nxn matrices over F with nonzero determinant. If V = F", then it is obvious 

that the difference between these two notations is that a basis of V has been chosen 

for GL„(F), and not for GL(F"). 

Definition 1.8.1. Let G be a group. Then a representation of G is a homomorphism 

p : G GL(F") for some positive integer n. We call n the degree of p. 

A representation p of G affords a representation of the group algebra FG by the 

linear extension 

aeG geG 

If p has degree n, and V is an n-dimensional row space over F, then any subspace of 

V generates a right FG-module. 

We call a representation of G irreducible if the corresponding FG-module is simple. 

In order to do calculations, it is convenient to fix a basis for F" which leads to 

the following definition. 

Definition 1.8.2. Let G he a group. Thm a matrix representation of G is a ho

momorphism Q : G ^ GL„(F) for some positive integer n. We call n the degree of 

Q-
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We use TV: GL„(F) F to denote the trace map defined by 

n 

o >-» y^oii 
i=l 

with a  € GL„(F). With this definition we can apply Tr to any representation Q { g )  for 

^ in a group G. For a representation p, we have Tr(p(i^)) as the sum of the eigenvalues 

of p{g). This statement follows from results of linear algebra which are not covered 

here. 

Definition 1.8.3. Let p be a (matrix) representation of G. The map Xp- G C 

defined by Xp(d) called the character of p. 

Since we defined characters by using the trace map which can be applied to both 

representations and matrix representations, we will drop the distinction between them 

and just say representation. 

Example 1.8.1. For any group G, we have the trivial representation p: G —>• GL(C) 

defined by g This representation affords the trivial character, denoted IQ, which 

clearly has value 1 for every g ^ G. 

Proposition 1.27. Let Xp be the character for a representation p of G of degree n. 

Then the following are true. 

1- Xp{l) = n, 

2- for seG, 

3. X p ( t s t - ^ )  =  X p i s ) ,  f o r  s , t € G ,  

where z is the complex conjugate of z, 

Proof. A proof of this proposition is found in [Ser96] on page 10. • 
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An important result of this proposition is that the character x of G is constant 

on conjugacy classes of G. This aids in storage of character information and also in 

calculations. 

We call a chaxacter irreducible if it comes from an irreducible representation. We 

denote by Irr(C?) the set of irreducible characters of the group G. 

Proposition 1.28. Let G he a group. Then | Irr(G)| equals the number of conjugacy 

c l a s s e s  o f G .  

Proof. A proof of this proposition is found in [Isa76] on page 16. • 

It is clear that the sum of two characters is again a character. However, the 

difference of two characters may or may not be a character, but it is still constant 

the conjugacy classes of G, which leads to the following definition. 

Definition 1.8.4. A class function on a group G is a function tp: G C which is 

constant on the conjugacy classes of G. 

Clearly, characters are class functions, but not all class functions are characters. 

For instance, the zero fimction is a class function and not a character. The reason 

for considering class functions is expressed in the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.29. Every class function ip can be expressed as 

xGlrr(G) 

where a^£C. Furthermore, f is a character if and only if all of the are nonneg-

ative integers and v? ^ 0. 

This theorem is important since it says that we can express any character in 

terms of irreducible characters. This allows us to focus on irreducible characters 

Proof. A proof of this theorem is foimd in [Isa76] on page 16. • 
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in our study of characters. Studying irreducible characters leads to the following 

orthogonality conditions. 

Proposition 1.30 (First Orthogonality Condition). Let Xi and Xj be in Irr(G). Then 

Proof. A proof of the First Orthogonality Condition for characters is found in [Isa76] 

Combining this result with part 2 of Proposition 1.27 leads to the following defi

nition. 

Definition 1.8.5. Let ipi and tp2 be class junctions on G. Then 

is called the scalar product of ip\ and ^2-

Some obvious properties of the scalar product are 

(a) (¥Ji,(/?2) = (¥'2,V5i); 

(b) (v?i, v^i) > 0 unless = 0; 

(c) (Ci^i + C2V52, ¥?3) = Ci(yJi, < p z )  +  C2(yJ2, 

(d) ((PI, Ci¥?2 + C2<pz) = cTC^i, ¥?2) + ^(¥>1, <Pz) 

where ^2 and ( p z  are class functions on G  and Ci, C2 are in C. 

Let X ^ Irr{G), then a couple of not so obvious properties are 

(a) (x,x) = 1; 

on page 20. • 

(b) {X,^)  =  N,  
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where n is the coeflBcient of x when the diaxacter t? is expressed as a sum of irreducible 

characters of G. 

By summing over the irreducible characters instead of over the elements of G, we 

get a second orthogonality condition. 

Proposition 1.31 (Second Orthogonality Condition). Let g,h£G. Then 

if g is not conjugate to h in G. 

Proof. A proof of the Second Orthogonality Condition for characters is found in 

When studying groups, we often learn a lot by looking at the subgroups. If we 

have a representation p for a group G, then we denote the restriction of p to the 

subgroup H by PH- This is clearly a representation for H. If x is the character 

corresponding to p, then the character corresponding to pa is denoted by xh and is 

called the restriction of x to 

Conversely, the following definition gives a character for G which comes from a 

character of H. 

Definition 1.8.6. Let H be a subgroup of G and let x a character of H. Then 

X^, called the induced character, is defined by 

where x° is defined by x°(ff) = x{9) if 9 ^ H and x°{9) = 0 otherwise. 

A proof that is a character for G is found in psaTS] on page 63. 

We have introduced both induction and restriction, the following lemma gives a 

connection between the two ideas. 

XI x i 9 ) x i h )  =  Q  
xelrr(G) 

[Isa76] on page 21. • 
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Lemma 1.32 (Probenius Reciprocity). Let H be a subgroup of G and suppose that 

X is a character for H and •& is a character for G. Then 

(X^^H) =  (X®,'?)-

Proof. A proof of this lemma is found in [Isa76] on page 62. • 

Let be a G-set. Then define t?(p) = |{q! G = Q!}|. Let M be a CG-module 

with a C-basis corresponding to O and define the action of G on Af as permuting 

the basis as it permutes the set Then M is called a permutation module. The 

character afforded by M is'd. We call this the permutation character of fi. 

Lemma 1.33. Let G act transitively on O, let a £ Q and let H be the stabilizer in 

G of a. Then {IH)^ is the permutation character of the action. 

Proof. A proof of this lemma is found in [Isa76] on page 68. • 

We would like to define characters for representations of G over F, but the trace 

map does not work. In characteristic p, the representation which is the direct sum of 

n • p copies of the trivial representation, has trace zero for aU conjugacy classes of G, 

for all positive integers n. In this case, the trace map does not distinguish between 

these representations. A solution to this problem was developed by R. Brauer and a 

thorough treatment can be found in [Isa76], starting on page 262. 

Definition 1.8.7. We define the exponent of a group G, denoted by exp{G), to be 

t h e  s m a l l e s t  i n t e g e r  n  s u c h  t h a t  g "  =  1  f o r  a l l  g  & G .  

Let U be the group of exp{G)*** roots of unity in C. Then we define a group 

monomorphism U —F^. The monomorphism jj, is not unique and while this 

choice does not affect the theory, it is a choice that needs to be made in practice. A 

discussion of this choice is foimd in [JLPW95] in the section on Conway polynomials. 
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Definition 1.8.8. Let p he a representation of degree f for G over F. Define a 

function 0 from the p-regular elements of G, the elements whose order is not divisible 

by p, into C as follows. Let x he a p-regular element of G with ej,... e F the 

eigenvalues of p(x) counted with multiplicity. Let The function 

<j) is called the Brauer character of G afforded by p. 

Let pi,... ,/9r be a set of representatives for similarity classes of irreducible rep

resentations of G over F and let ((>i be the Brauer character afforded pi. We say that 

the set of Pi for 1 < « < r are the irreducible Brauer characters and we denote this set 

by IBr(G). Similar to the result for ordinary characters, every Brauer character is of 

the form where the Ui are nonnegative integers and not all zero for 1 < i < r. 

A proof of this is found in [Isa76] on pages 264 and 265. 

Theorem 1.34. Let x he an ordinary character ofG and let x denote the restriction 

of X the p-regular elements of G. Then x is a Brauer character of G. 

Proof. A proof of this theorem is found in [Isa76] on page 266. • 

Since we can restrict ordinary characters to get Brauer characters, the follow

ing definition looks at the decomposition of the Brauer characters which come from 

restricting irreducible characters. 

Definition 1.8.9. Let x ^ Irr(G) and let x be the restriction of x to the p-regular 

elements of G. We write 

4>&Rr{G) 

The nonnegative integers d^^ are uniquely defined and are called the decomposition 

numbers of G for a prime p. 

We use the decomposition numbers of G to define a special set of characters. 
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Definition 1.8.10. For each (f> G IBr{G) we define 

xelrr(G) 

The $'s are called projective indecomposable characters of G. 

The following proposition ensures that there is a projective character for each 

<f> e IBr(G). 

Proposition 1.35. //0 € IBr(G), then there exists x € Irr(G) with d^^ ̂  0. 

Proof. A proof of this proposition is foimd in [Isa76] on page 268. • 

The projective characters provide a link between ordinary characters and Brauer 

characters that are necessary in this dissertation. In order to see this link, we need 

the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.36. Let x,y be such that p does not divide the order of x. Then 

^  x { x ) x i y ) =  
XGlrr(G) ^€lBr(G) 

Proof. Since p does not divide the order of x, for all x ^ Irr(G), 

X(a;) = x { x )  = XI 

Then 

x(^)x(y)= d^4,<l>{x)x{y) 
xelrr(G) xGlrr(G),<^€lBr(G) 

X] <t>{x)d^^x{y) 
x€lrr(G),flleIBr(G) 

.^elBr(G) 

• 
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The following lemma gives the value of projective indecomposable characters of 

G on elements of G whose order is divisible by p. 

Lemma 1.37. Let y € G such thatp divides the order ofy in G. Then = 0 

for all 0 G IBr((?). 

Proof. By Lemma 1.36, we have 

x { i d G ) x { y ) =  X] <PiidG)^<i,{y) 
xelrr(G) <^€lBr(G) 

with ida the identity element of G. By the Second Orthogonality Condition (Propo

sition 1.31), 

xNG)x(y) = o 
xelrr(G) 

since ida and y  are not conjugates in G .  We also know that ^{ida) > 0 and ^ , j , { y )  > 0 

for all 0 G IBr(G). So, in order for 

^ = 0, 

<^€lBr(G) 

$^(y) = 0 for aU 0 G IBr((?). • 

Given a character x of G, it is easy to construct the Brauer character % However, 

given an arbitrary Brauer character, we can not construct a character from it. By 

Lemma 1.37, projective characters are 0 on elements of G with order divisible by 

p. This means that given for some 0 G IBr(G), we can construct by setting 

^4>{g) = ^4(9) for all p-regular elements in G, and = 0 for all other elements 

in G. 

Theorem 1.38. The projective characters for (j) G IBr(G) form a basis for the 

class functions on G which are zero on the set of elements of G which are not p-

regular. 
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Proof. The for <f> G IBr(G) axe linearly independent since 

0 =  Y oc<i> Y d^<l>X= X] Y. M X<A X  
^€lBr(G) <^€lBr(G) xGlrr(G) <^GlBr(G) x€lrr(G) 

with gC for (j) G IBr(G), implies that cc^ = 0 for G IBr((?). 

The for 0 e IBr(G) span this space since it is isomorphic to the space of class 

functions on the p-regular classes of G which is spanned by IBr((?). • 
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2. MORITA THEORY 

The purpose of this chapter is to consider the equivalence of module categories. In 

particular, we want to consider the relationship between the categories of right mod

ules Modyi and Mod^ where B is a subalgebra of A. In Section 2.1, we will introduce 

Morita equivalence and Section 2.2 we consider sufficient conditions for two alge

bras to be Morita equivalent. Development of the material in these sections can 

be found in [AF92] and [Lux97]. Section 2.3 will introduce condensation algebras 

which are particular subalgebras of A Morita equivalent to A. In Section 2.4, we 

discuss construction of condensation subalgebras for group algebras. Discussions and 

applications of condensation can be foimd in [Lux97], [RybQO], [Sz698], and [ThaSl]. 

2.1. Morita Equivalence 

In Definition 1.6.5, we introduced equivalence of categories. We now use that idea to 

define Morita equivalence. 

Definition 2.1.1. We call the algebras A and B Morita equivalent if the categories 

ModA and Mode are equivalent. 

The following lemma summarizes some consequences of Morita equivalence. 

Lemma 2.1. Let A and B be Morita equivalent algebras with F: Mod^ —>• Mode 

forming this equivalence. Then the following hold for M, M', M" in Mod^. 

1. The sequence 

0 -0 

is (split) exact if and only if the sequence 

0 ^ F(M') ^ F(M) F { M " )  ^ 0 
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is fsplitJ exact. 

2. M is projective if and only if F{M) is projective. 

3. M is a progenerator if and only if F{M) is a progenerator. 

4. f: M M' is a projective cover if and only if F{f): F(M) F{M') is a 

projective cover. 

5. M is simple (semisimple) if and only if F{M) is simple (semisimple). 

6. M is indecomposable if and only if F{M) is indecomposable. 

Furthermore, the lattice of submodules of M is isomorphic to the lattice of submodules 

of F{M). This implies that F(Rad(M)) = Rad(F(M)). 

Proof. Proofs of the statements in this lemma can be foimd in [AF92] on pages 

254-258. • 

Corollary 2.2. Let A and B be Morita equivalent algebras. Then the number of 

isomorphism classes of simple modules is the same for A and B. 

Proof. This follows directly from part 5 of Lemma 2.1. • 

2.2. Sufficient Conditions for Morita Equivalence 

In the last section, we saw some of the consequences of two algebras A and B being 

Morita equivalent. In this section, we outline sufficient conditions for A and B to be 

Morita equivalent. 

The reader should recall the definition of the tensor functor given in Example 

1.6.2. The following theorem states a criterion for a pair of tensor functors to form a 

Morita equivalence. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let A and B be F-a/^e6ras with P an A-B Umodule and Q a B-A 

bimodule. If P ®BQ — A as A-A bimodules and Q <S>A P ^ B as B-B bimodules, 

then the functors (— P) {—®BQ) define a Morita equivalence between A and 

B.  

Proof. By Definitions 2.1.1 and 1.6.5 we need to show that (- P){— ®B Q)  is 

naturally equivalent to iduoda 9®^ {-®BQ){—®AP) is naturally equivalent to iduodA-

Let V G Mods, then 

(- P){- ®B Q)iV) = (- P){V ®B Q) 

= (V ®B Q) P 

— V ®B {Q ®A P) 

^ V ® b B  

= V.  

Let / € HomB{V, W) for objects W  in Mods, and v  £ V ,  then 

( ( -  <8)a P)i- <^B Q)if))iiv q) ®AP)  =  ((/(-0BQ))(-®Ai'))((^ q) ®AP)  

= (/(-®B<?))(« q ) ® A P  

=  f { v )  ®BQ®AP 

for all 9 G Q and all p G P. From these calculations, it is clear that the diagram 

( -  <H)A P ) {~  ®B Q){V)  V  

( - 0 A  P){ -  ®B Q) {W)^W 

commutes. We have shown that there exists a natural transformation between the 

functors (— P){— ®B Q) and IDUODA where every component is an isomorphism, 

which gives us a natural equivalence. A similar argument works for the functors 

(- Q)i- <S>A P) and iduodA- D 
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Corollary 2,4. Let P be a progenemtor for Mod^ and Q = BomAiP^A). Then 

E = End^C-P) is Morita equivalent to A and a categorical equivalence is given by 

(- Q) and (- P)-

Proof. A proof of this corollary can be found in [Lux97] on page 43. • 

Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 describe the conditions under which the algebras 

A and B are Morita equivalent and express the equivalence in terms of progenerators. 

The following theorem shows that given a Morita equivalence of A and B, we can use 

progenerators with Hom and tensor functors to define Morita equivalences. 

Theorem 2.5 (Morita's Theorem). Let A and B be Morita equivalent algebras with 

the functors F: Modyi —> Mods o,nd G: Modjg —^ Mod^i forming a Morita equiva

lence between A and B. Then P = F{A) is an A-B bimodule and Q = G{B) is an 

B - A  b i m o d u l e  s u c h  t h a t  P <S)B Q  —  A  a s  A - A  b i m o d u l e s  a n d  Q <S>A P  — B  a s  B-B 

bimodules. Furthermore, the following statements hold. 

1. P is a progenemtor for Mods and A Mod. 

2. Q is a progenemtor for Mod^ and jgMod. 

3. There are bimodule isomorphisms 

Q ̂  HomA(P, A) ̂  UouiBiP, B), 

P ^ Hom^(Q, A) ̂  HomB((5, B). 

4. There are ring isomorphisms 

A ̂  EndB(P) ̂  EndB(g), 

B ̂  EndA(P) = EndA(Q). 

5. The functors — ®A P  and — ®BQ define a Morita equivalence between A and B.  
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6. The Junctors HouiaCQ, —) and HomB(P, —) define a Morita equivalence between 

A and B. 

Proof. A proof of these statements can be found in [AF92] on page 262. • 

2.3. Condensation and Idempotents 

We know that A and End^CP) are Morita equivalent when P is a progenerator for 

ModA, by Corollary 2.4. Our task now is to construct P for a given algebra A. We 

don't necessarily know many of the A-modules in Mod^, but we do know that the 

right ideals of A are in Modyi. In Section 1.5, we discussed the idempotent elements 

in A. Idempotents give us ideals in A which prove to be useful in this dissertation. 

By Theorem 1.19, End^CeA) = eAe, which leads to the following definition. 

Definition 2.3.1. Let e & A be an idempotent. We call the subalgebm eAe of A the 

condensation subalgebm of A corresponding to e. 

In Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4, we saw a relationship between progenerators 

and tensor functors forming a Morita equivalence. The following theorem realizes this 

relationship in terms of idempotents. 

Theorem 2.6. Let e£ Abe an idempotent, eiA,..., ekA be representatives of the iso

morphism classes of projective indecomposable A-modules, and Si,..., Sk be represen

tatives of the isomorphism classes of simple A-modules such that tiAj Rad(ei>l) = Si. 

Then the following statements are equivalent. 

1. The functors (— ®eAe eA) and (— Ae) form a Morita equivalence between A 

and eAe. 

2. AeA is equal to A. 

3. For all 1 < i < k, the A-module eiA is a direct summand of eA. 
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4. SiC ^ 0 for alll <i < k. 

Proof. A proof of this theorem can be found in [Lux97] on page 46. • 

We name the idempotents satisfying this theorem in the following definition. 

Definition 2.3.2. Let e he an idempotent in A. If e satisfies one of the conditions 

in the Theorem 2.6, then e is called afaithfnl idempotent of A. 

2.4. Condensation of Group Algebras 

We have introduced the idea of condensation for finitely generated algebras. We are 

interested in applying condensation to group algebras. More specifically, we consider 

the case where G is a finite group and F is a field with characteristic p dividing the 

order of G. 

The first step to take is finding an idempotent to use for condensation. Fortu

nately, idempotents can be constructed easily in group algebras, as in the following 

lemma. 

Lemma 2.7. Let H he a subgroup of G such that p does not divide the order of H. 

is an idempotent in ¥G. 

Proof. Clearly, en is in FG, so we just need to check that e% = CH - Squaring en 

Then 
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gives 

I ' hie^r I I fcaei? 

=  I4 (EW(E' ' ^ )  
' ' hi&H hieH 

s E E 
M 
I^P 

^h = e„ 

h&H 

which proves the lemma. • 

Not every idempotent in FG is faithful. The subgroups which give faithful 

idempotents are dealt with in the following definition. 

Definition 2.4.1. We call H a condensation subgroup for ¥G if en^Gen is Morita 

equivalent to WG. 

In the next section we will focus on using the idempotent ejy to condense ¥G-

modules. For this to be worthwhile, we need to determine which subgroups are 

condensation subgroups of G. We could construct en and then check if it is faithful 

for all subgroups H of G. This is clearly not an efficient use of time. Fortunately, the 

following theorem gives a character theoretic condition on H to ensure en is faithful. 

Theorem 2.8. The tensor functors (— OchFGch e^rFG) and (— <8ifg "^Gen) form a 

Morita equivalence between Modfo and ModeaWGeii if and only if for all 0 G IBr(G), 

the character theoretic scalar product of the restriction of <f> to H mth the trivial 

character IH is nonzero. 

Proof. A proof of this theorem is found in [Lux97] on page 53. • 

The following corollary lifts the calculation of Theorem 2.8 up to a calculation 

using ordinary characters. We notice that since 1% is zero on the classes of G which 
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axe not p-regular, we can express it in terms of the projective characters #0 for 

0 G IBr(G) by Theorem 1.38. Corollary 2.9 is implemented in the GAP routine 

Faithf ulKondBum documented in [Lux97] on page 135. 

Corollary 2.9. Write 

1^ = ^ 

If the integers n<j,> 0 for all (f) G IBr(G) then the tensor functors {— <S)enWGeH ej/FG) 

and (— ®wG ^Geff) form a Morita equivalence between Modwa and ModejjWGen-

Proof. By Theorem 2.8, we need to show that IH ) > 0 for all ^ G IBr(G). 

Using Probenius reciprocity. Lemma 1.32, we consider 

(0, If) = (0> XI 
<^eIBr(G) 

<^€lBr(G) 

^6lBr(G) xelrr(G) 

^€lBr(G) x€lrr(G) 

= ^ ] U f j ,  ^ ̂ ^ ] d^(^'(t>) 
mBT(G) xelrr(G) <^'€lBr(G) 

<^6lBr(G) xelrr(G) fl>'eIBr(G) 

which is greater than zero when ^ = 0' by Proposition 1.35. Thus > 0 for all 

^ e IBr(G) implies {4>hj ^h) > 0 for all ^ € IBr(G). • 

2.5. Calculating with ejy 

We now know how to find H such that ejy is a faithful idempotent in WG. Summing 

over all elements of a subgroup is not always efficient, particularly if we are working 
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with a representation of large dimension. The following lemma gives a realization of 

Men which will help in our calculations. 

Lemma 2.10. Let H be a condensation subgroup of G. Then for all M G Modfc, 

Men = M". 

Proof. Clearly, Men Q since eH-h = en for any H. Conversely, if we have 

m G we see that 

In this section, we let i/ be a condensation subgroup for G. Then our condensation 

subalgebra of ¥G is ejyFGe^. From Corollary 1.20, Hom]FG(ejyFG, —) is a functor 

from ¥G to en^Gen as defined in Example 1.6.2. So for an FG-module M, we study 

the ei/FGejy-module Men- But the functor, HomFG(efl^FG, —), does not tell us how 

e^FGe^r acts on Men- We need to study e/f to get the action of effFGen-

Instead of an arbitrary F(?-module, we restrict to the case that M is an FG-

permutation module. In particular, this means that M has a basis indexed by a 

G-set Q. Let Oi,..., be the /f-orbits of CI, and Oi Y^k^Oi h 1 <i < r. In 

this setting we get the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.11. The set of Oi ;= Z®'" 'i- <r form a basis for Men-

Proof. It is clear that Oi G Men since Oik = Oi and Men = by Lemma 2.10. 

Let m be an element in Me^ then m = with ak G F. Since mh = m, 

we have that aki — ctk^ when fci, ^2 e Oi, thus m — aiOi. So the set of Ui for 

1  <  i  <  r  spans  MBH -  L inea r  independence  fo l lows  f rom the  fac t  tha t  the  OI, . . . ,  OR 

are a partition of the basis for M. • 

Now that we have a basis for Men, we would like to know how en gen with g £G 

acts on this basis. 

so m G MCH - • 
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Lemma 2.12. The action ofengeH for g on Men with respect to the basis from 

Lemma 2.11 is given by 
I 

OiGffgeff = ^ ̂  
j=i ^ 

where Cij = \{k G Oi\kg G Oj}|. Fiirthermore, for a fixed i, 

| {c i j | c i i /0 , l< j<r} |<  \H\. 

Proof. We notice that if fc G Oj, then 

hen = 777T ^ = iTTT^i-
|/^l ^ \ H \  \ 0 j \  

From this we get 

O j C H g c H  = O j g e n  

= ^ bkgen 
keOj 

k e O j  

To finish the proof, we notice that if Qj ^ 0, then there is a fc in Oi such that 

G Oj. But there are at most \H\ elements in O,, so the size of the set {cijjcij ^ 

0,1 < j < r} is bounded by the order of H. • 

The following example explicitly shows how to calculate the Q/S and construct 

the matrix for ejigen for g E G. 

Example 2.5.1. Let G = and F the field with 3 elements. We take the permuta

tions (2,4)(3,5), (1,2,5) as generators for G and let H be the subgroup generated by 

(2,3)(4,5),{2,4)(3,5). 
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Take Vl to be the sei {1,2,3,4,5}. The subgroup H has 2 orbits inO., Oi = {1}, 

and O2 = {2,3,4,5}. These orbits are contiguous, so we read off 

Cn = 0 C12 = 1 

C21 = 1 C22 = 1 

for the permutation (1,2,5). Now, weighting Cij by mod 3, we get the matrix 

/or eif(l, 2,5)ejy. 

We would like to repeat the above process with an FG-module which is important 

in the following, namely, c/fFG. Before we do this, we need the following results. 

Lemma 2.13. Let H and en be defined as above, and suppose g,g' € G. Then 

eng = eng' if and only if Hg = Hg'. 

Proof. Suppose Hg — Hg'. Then there exists an h e H such that hg = g' and 

eng = enhg = eng'-

Suppose eng — eng'- Then eng'g'^ = ^h- This implies that g'g~^ G H and so 

Let {gj\l < j < [G : jFf]} be a complete set of representatives for the right cosets 

Proposition 2.14. The set {e^^^jll <j<[G ; H]} is a basis for ejyFG with H and 

en defined as above. 

Proof. Prom Lemma 2.13, we get that {ejy^jll <  j  <  [ G  :  H ] }  i s  &  generating set 

for effWG. To show that this set is linearly independent, suppose 

Hg = Hg'. • 

of ^ in G. 

^ ^ ^gj^Hgj — 0. 
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We can rewrite this sum with the basis of FG to get 

[G:i/] [ G : H ]  ^  

53 ~ 53 53 ̂ 9}^9j — 53 ̂ 9}9 
j=l i=l ' I h&H g'€G 

and since H\G is a disjoint partition of G we get that ag^ = 0 for 1 < j < [G : H]. • 

Notice that the basis elements of FG permute the basis elements of e/rFG, so 

e^FG is the FG permutation module corresponding to G acting on the cosets of H. 

Example 2.5.2. Again let G = As and F the field with 5 elements. Take the permu

tations (2,4) (3,5), (1,2,5) as generators for G and let H be the subgroup generated 

by (3,5,4). 

This time we want to see how the permutation (1,2,5) acts on e^FG. So we need 

U to be a complete set of representatives of right cosets for H in G. We take 

0 = {(), (2,3)(4.5), (2,4,3), (2,5,3), (1,5,4,3,2), (1,5,4,2,3), (1,5,2,4,3), 

(1,5,3), (1,3,2), (1,3)(2,5), (1,3)(4,5), (1,3)(2,4), (1,2,5,4,3), (1,2,3), 

(1,2,4,5,3), (1,2)(4,5), (1,4,5,2,3), (1,4,2,5,3), (1,4,3), (1,4,5,3,2)}. 

Now we need to calculate the orbits of H on Q. We get 

01 = {()}, 

02 ={(2,3)(4,5),(2,5,3),(2,4,3)}, 

03 = {(1,5,4,3,2), (1,4,5,3,2), (1,3,2)}, 

04 = {(1,5,4,2,3), (1,4,2,5,3), (1,3)(2,4)}, 

05 = {(1,5,2,4,3), (1,4,5,2,3), (1,3)(2,5)}, 

06 ={(1,5,3),(1,4,3),(1,3)(4,5)}, 

07 ={(1,2,5,4,3),(1,2,4,5,3), (1,2,3)}, 
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Os ={(1,2)(4,5)}. 

The action 0/ (1,2,5) on CI is represented by the permutation 

(1,13,5){2,14,6)(3,15,7)(4,16,8)(9,11,10){18,20,19). 

We can calculate the Cij's by processing this permutation. First we see that 1 »-> 13, 

which means that () in Oi is mapped to (1,2,5,4,3) in O7, and we add 1 to cij. 

Next, 13 I-+ 5, and we now add 1 to 07,3. Continuing this process, we get the following 

matrix of values for Cij where I < i,j <S. 

/O 0 0 0 0 0 1 0\ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 
1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0  1 1 0  1 0  0  0  
0  1 0  1 1 0  0  0  
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

\0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0/ 

Since orbits 2 through 7 have length 3, we multiply columns 2 through 7 by 2 = 3~^ 

in F to get the matrix 
/o 0 0 0 0 0 2 0\ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 
1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 
0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 
0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 
0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 

\0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0/ 

for e^(l, 2,5)e^ acting on BHWG. 

Similarly, we get the matrix 

/o 2 0 0 0 0 0 0\ 
1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 
0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 
0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 
0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 

VO 0 2 0 0 0 0 0/ 
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for eflr(2,4)(3,5)eH acting on e^FG. 

In Ekample 2.5.2, we were looking at how an element of en^Geji acts on ej/FG. 

The reason for considering this particular example is that we can write 

eijWG = ejjWGejj © e f f W G l l  —  e j j )  

since 1 = e/f + (1 — eu)- Now, en^Gen annihilates e/rFG(l — ejy), so as a right 

e^rFGejy-module, CjyFG = e^FGe^?. 

2.6. Generating en^Gen 

In the previous section, we saw how to condense an FG-module M and construct 

the elements euQ^H as they act on M. We now have to ask ourselves, how do we 

generate the algebra e^FGejj. The group algebra ¥G is generated as an algebra by 

elements corresponding to a generating set of G. We note that the matrices given in 

Example 2.5.2 for e/f(2,4)(3,5)e/f and e/f(l,2,5)ejf do not generate even 

though (2,4)(3,5) and (1,2,5) generate A^. So en^A^en is not a group algebra. 

The following algorithm allows us to check that a subset of ej^FGe/f is a generating 

set for the algebra. 

Algorithm 2.6.1 (Spinning). INPUT.- The identity element ide„wGen in the right 

regular effFGeff-module ejyFGe^r and a set of elements T = {cffgien, • • •, engnieH} 

in the algebra en^Gen-

COMPUTATION.- Let B be an ¥-basis for en^Gen, c a pointer to the current 

position in B, and C a temporary list of elements of en^Gefj. 

1. Initialize B to be a list with the single element idM- Set c to point at idu in B. 

Initialize T to be an empty list. 

2. For each element a of T, add the element B[c]a to C. 
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3. Increment c. 

4. For each u in C, check ifu is linearly dependent on B. If not, add u to B. 

5. Reset C = Q. 

6. If c is less than the length of B, then go to Step 2. Otherwise, stop. 

OUTPUT; The ¥-basis B for en^GeH. 

Instead of using a temporary list C, we could have checked for linear dependence 

after every multiplication. We have not done this since for large matrices we do want 

to minimize the number of times we read them into memory. 

To use the Spinning Algorithm (2.6.1) to verify that a subset of en^GcH generates 

the algebra, we run the algorithm on the subset and check the dimension of the F-

basis which is returned. The following proposition gives the dimension of ej/FGejy 

over F. 

Proposition 2.15. Let H be a condensation subgroup ofG. Then 

dimwien^GeH) = (1^, 1^)-

Proof. The group G is a basis for WG. It is then clear that coset representatives of 

H in G form a basis of ejyFG. Now we see that the double coset representatives of 

H in G form a basis for ejyFGejy. This leads to the fact that 

dimwien^Geff) = \H\G/H\, 

the number of double H cosets in G. This tells us that the dimension of effFGe^ is 

independent of the field F. 

So instead of calculating 

dimwieH^Gen) = dimF (Endure (e//FG)), 
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we can just calculate 

dime (EndcG(ejyCG)). 

This is an easier calculation since by Maschke's Theorem (1.10), the group algebra 

CG is semisimple. So 

EndcG(ejyCC?) ^ 4-r=i +;?=i B.omcG{Si, S^) 

for some positive integer n, and for 1 < i < n, the SiS are simple CG-modules. Each 

of the vectors spaces in this sum are either 0 or 1-dimensional. Therefore, 

dime (EndcG(e^rCG)) 

is the number of simple CG-modules appearing in the permutation module enCG, 

which is measured by (1§, 1^). • 

The following theorem allows us to find a generating set enWOen using a repre

sentation with dimension smaller than dimf{eH^GeH)-

Theorem 2.16. Let N be a subgroup of G which normalizes H and suppose that 

N/H is a p-group generated, by {uiH,niH}, with I G N. Let f = YlneN ̂  ̂  

and denote by V = f¥G the permutation module of G on the cosets of N. Given 

elements gi, ..-igk, for some k eN, consider the subalgebra B ofen^Gen generated 

by ^h9i^h-> ••••>Then the following statement holds. Suppose f • B = Ven, 

then 

{ e n n i e H ,  •  •  • ,  ennien, ̂ Hgi^H-, ••••, ̂ ngk^n} 

is a generating set for the condensation algebra CH ^GCH -

Proof. A proof of this theorem is found in [LWOl] on page 169, or in [Lux97] on 

page 53. • 

Note that by Theorem 2,16, we can replace the c/fFGejy-module with 

fFGejj in the Spinning Algorithm (2.6.1). 
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3. CONSTRUCTING THE BASIC ALGEBRA 

In the last chapter we looked at the condensation subalgebras of FG which are Morita 

equivalent to ¥G. These algebras are important since we can construct them directly 

from G. There are algebras which are more suitable for working with on a computer 

called basic algebras. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce basic algebras and 

develop an algorithm for constructing basic algebras Morita equivalent to principal 

block of group algebras. The methods used in this chapter are valid for the entire 

group algebra, but we will specialize to the principal block, which is defined in Section 

3.3. 

For the rest of this chapter, we will let ^4 be a finite dimensional algebra over a 

finite field F. To simplify some statements, we assume that F is a splitting field of A. 

The first obvious consequence is that EndA(<S') = F for all simple A-modules S, see 

page 29. 

Since A is finite dimensional it is also Artinian, by Proposition 1.1. Let r be the 

number of isomorphism classes of projective indecomposable v4-modules. Then since 

A is Artinian, the right regular >l-module can be decomposed as 

^A =  00P«,  (3.1)  
i=l j=l 

for positive integers ni and Pij projective indecomposable -A-modules with Pii = Pki 

if and only if « = fc. We will denote by Pi representatives of isomorphism classes of 

projective indecomposable ^-modules. Let Si denote Pi/Rad(Pi). By Corollary 1.7.4 

in [Ben98] on page 13, the SiS are representatives of isomorphism classes of simple 

>l-modules. 

By the Krull-Schmidt Theorem (1.12), r and {nj G Z+ : 1 < i < r} in the 

decomposition of A A given by Equation 3.1 are imique, up to the order of summation. 

This allows us to use this decomposition of AA for the remainder of this chapter. 
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3.1. Basic Algebras 

As mentioned above, we want to construct the smallest algebra which is Morita 

equivalent to the F-algebra A. By smallest, we mean in terms of the dimension as an 

F-vector space. Since A/J{A) is a semisimple algebra, we can use the Wedderbum-

Artin Structiu^e Theorem (1.9) to get 

A / J i A )  ̂  (3.2) 

where r and the Ui are the same as in Equation 3.1. Since r is tied to the number 

of isomorphism classes of simple yl-modules. Corollary 2.2 tells us that r is also the 

number of isomorphism classes of simple A'-modules for any algebra A' which is 

Morita equivalent to A. We see in Equation 3.2, that the sum of the integers rii is 

the dimension of A/ J(>1). We show in this section that constructing an algebra with 

rij = 1, for 1 < « < r, gives the smallest algebra Morita equivalent to A. 

Definition 3.1.1. An algebra B over the field F is called a basic algebra if for every 

simple B-module S, dimEndB(s)('^) = 1-

Generally, we start with an algebra A which is not a basic algebra and we want to 

construct a basic algebra B which is Morita equivalent to A. Since it is not obvious 

how to do this from the definition of B, we examine the relationship between basic 

algebras and Morita equivalence. 

The following lemma relates A-modules and basic algebras. 

Lemma 3.1. Let A be an algebra over a field F and P an A-module. Then Endyi(P) 

is a basic algebra if and only if P decomposes into pairwise non-isomorphic indecom

posable A-modules. 

Proof. A proof of this lemma is found in [Erd90] on page 5. • 

The following corollary gives us a criterion for an algebra to be a basic algebra. 
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Corollary 3.2. The algebra A is a basic algebra if and only if AA decomposes into 

pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable A-modules. 

Proof. This corollaxy follows directly from Lemma 3.1 since A A is a projective A-

module and A = End^C-^A)-

We now use Lemma 3.1 to prove a uniqueness condition for basic algebras. 

Proposition 3.3. Two basic algebras are Morita equivalent if and orUy if they are 

isomorphic. 

Proof, Let A and B be Morita equivalent basic algebras. By Morita's Theorem (2.5), 

there is a progenerator P G Mod^ such that B = EndA(jP)- Combining Lemma 3.1, 

Corollary 3.2, and the fact that P generates Mod^, we see that P = AA- Therefore 

B ̂  EndA(P) = EndA(AA) = A. 

The converse is trivial. • 

This proposition proved that for an algebra A, a basic algebra B whidi is Morita 

equivalent to A is unique up to isomorphism. We will abuse language and say that 

B is the basic algebra Morita equivalent to A. 

Corollary 2.4 tells us which algebras are Morita equivalent to A using progenera-

tors. The following theorem describes the progenerator which gives the basic algebra 

Morita equivalent to A. 

Theorem 3.4. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over F. Then using the notation 

of Equation 3.1, P = +i=iPi is a progenerator for the category ModA, and EndA(jP) 

is the basic algebra Morita equivalent to A. 

Proof. What we need to prove is that P is a progenerator for Mod^. By Lemma 3.1, 

EndA(jP) is a basic algebra and the Morita equivalence will follow from Corollary 2.4. 
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Let M be an A-module. By Lemma 1.15, M has a projective cover Q and there 

is an essential homomorphism <f>'. Q M. We can use the KruU-Schmidt Theo

rem (1.12) to write Q = 0i=i rriiPi where mi is a normegative integer for 1 < i < r. 

Let k ~ max{mi|l < i < r}. It is clear that there is an v4-modiile epimorphism 

r 

a: kP = 4-LifcPi -» ̂ rriiPi = Q. 
i=l 

So ( ( p o  a ) :  k P  —M is an epimorphism and thus P is a progenerator for Modyi. • 

Theorem 3.4 tells us that knowing the projective indecomposable y4-modules is 

enough to realize the basic algebra Morita equivalent to A as an endomorphism ring. 

Let P be the progenerator +i=iiP« for ModA, then 

EndA(P) = EndA(+r=iPi) 

= HomA(+-=iPi, Vj^iPj) 

^4-Li+i=iHom^(Pi,P^). (3.3) 

To make the isomorphism explicit, consider the natural projections TTi: P Pj and 

natural injections tf: P< P. Let <pij e Homx(Pi, Pj). Then we will use to denote 

the element Lj o ipij o TT, in EndA(P). 

Recall that we want to construct a generating set for the basic algebra Morita 

equivalent to A. The approach we take here is to find a basis for the complement of 

Rad^(End^(P)) in End^(P) as an F-vector space using Equation 3.3. We then use 

Lemma 1.7 to show that this basis wiU generate EndA(P) as an algebra. In order to 

do this, we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.5. Let A be a finitely generated algebra, and e a faithful idempotent of A 

with P = eA, Then Rad"(HomA(P, P)) are the A-homomorphisms in Homyi(P, P) 

whose image is contained in Rad"(P), i.e., Rad"(HomA(P, P)) is isomorphic to 

HomA(P,Rad"(P)). 



Proof. We know from Proposition 1.17 that 

Rad(ey4e) = e 3 { A ) e .  

We extend this to Rad"(eAe) by induction on n. Suppose we have 

Rad"~^(eAe) = e J'*~^(v4)e. 

Then 

Rad"(eAe) = Rad"~^(eAe) Rad(e-4e) = e J"~^(^)ee J(^)e. 

Since J(yl) is a two-sided ideal in ^4, 

e r - \ A ) e e J i A ) e  =  e r - ^ { A ) A e A i { A ) e .  

By Theorem 2.6, 

e i { A ) e  = e 3 { A ) e  =  e  r { A ) e .  

Now we consider Rad"(Homyi(i^P)). By Theorem 1.19, 

Rad"(HomA(P,P)) = Rad"(HomA(e^, eA)) ^ Rad"{e>le). 

By the above argument, 

Rad"(ey4e) = e J"(>l)e = Homyi(ev4,e J"(i4)) 

= HomA(eA, eA J"(A)) ^ HomA(P, P J" 

Applying Lemma 1.16, we have 

HomA(F,P J"(A)) = HomA(P,Rad"(P)), 

which finishes the proof. 
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We now examine HomA(Pi, P j )  for I  <  i j  < r .  First, we consider the short exact 

sequence 

Rad(Pj)'^ P, -2» Pj! Rad(Pj) 

where fij is the natural injection and Tj is the natural epimorphism. Since, by Propo

sition 1.21, the homomorphism functor HomA(Pi, -) is exact since Pi is a projective 

^-module, we get the sequence 

EomAiPi, Rsd{Pj))^^ Hom^CPi, Pj) Hom^CPi, Pj/ Rad(Pj)) 

where and are postcomposition with fij and Tj^ respectively, is exact. Clearly, 

Homyi(Pi,Pj/Rad(Pj)) is {0} when i ^ j, since Pj/Rad(Pj) is simple. This leaves 

us with the exact sequence 

HomA(Pi, Rad(P,))c^ HomA(Pi, Pj) 0 

and is an isomorphism. Let idi denote the identity homomorphism on Pi. Then, 

when i = j, HomA(Pi, Pj/Rad(Pi)) is a 1-dimensional space generated by Ti^{idi). 

We also look at the short exact sequence 

Rad^(Pj)C—^ RsidiPj) Rad(P,)/ Rad^(P,) 

where Uj is the natural epimorphism. Again, we apply the functor Homyi(Pi, —) to 

get the short exact sequence 

HomA(Pi, Rad"(Pj))c • HoinA(Fj, Rad(Pj)) HomA(Pi, Rad(Pj)/ Rad^(Pj)) 

(3.4) 

where is postcomposition with Vj. We let Uij € N denote the dimension of the 

vector space HomA(Pi, Rad(Pj)/Rad^(Pj)). Notice that Uij is also the multiplicity of 

Si in the semisimple quotient Rad(i^)/Rad^(P5). We choose a basis for 

HomA(Pi, Rad(Pj)/ R&d^{Pj)) 
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and denote it by f-^ for 1 < k < Uij. Then we use [ f ^ ]  to denote a representative of 

the preimage 

Using this notation we have set up, we now state the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.6. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over F, a splitting field for A, 

and P = 4-i=iPi. Then B = End^CP) is generated by the set 

{ c j  =  i d j \ l  < j < r }  < k < n i j , l < i , j <  r}. 

Proof. Let B' be the subalgebra of B generated by the set 

{ c j  =  i d j \ l  < j < r }  y { 6 j -  =  [ / i 5 - ] | l  < k < n i j , l <  i , j  <  r } .  

The approach we take in this proof is to show 

B' + J\B) = B. 

Then by Lemma 1.7, J3 = B' and we will have a generating set for JB as an algebra. 

We proceed in two steps, first we show that B'/Rsd{B) = B/Rad{B) and then 

B'/Rad^{B) = B/Ra.d\B). 

Consider the quotient jB/Rad(fi). By Lemma 3.5, we have 

B ! Rad(jB) = HomA(P, P)/ Rad(HomA(P, P ) )  ̂  HomA(P, P)/ Hom^CP, Rad(P)). 

Combining this with Equation 3.3, we get 

P/Rad(P) ^ 4-^=1 4-Li Hom^(Pi,P,)/Hom^(Pi,Rad(P,)). 

By their construction the homomorphisms i d j  for 1  <  j  < r  are bases for the non-zero 

summands. The endomorphisms Cj = idj for 1 < j <r are linearly independent and 

so {RJ = idjjl < jf < r} is a basis for the complement of Rad(j5) in B. 

Next, we show that 

{ b i j  =  [ f i ] \ l  < k < n i j , l < i j < r }  
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is a basis for the complement of Rad^{B) in Rad(5). By Lemma 3.5, these spax;es are 

isomorphic to HomA(P, Rad^(P)) and HomA(P,Rad(P)), respectively. Combining 

this with Equation 3.3, we get 

Rad(5)/Rad2(J5) ^ 4-;;=i +Li Hom^(Pi,Rad(P,))/HomA{Pi,Rad'(Pi)). 

By the construction of 

for fixed i , j  € {1, this set is a basis for 

HomA(Pi, Rad(Pj)/ Rad^CP^)) 

which we see is isomorphic to 

HomA(Pi, Rad{P^))/ HomA(Pi, Rad2(P,)) 

by considering the short exact sequence in Equation 3.4. Putting these sets together 

with the decomposition above, we get that 

{ b i j  =  [ / 5 ] | 1  < k < n i j , l <  i , j  <  r }  

is a basis for the complement of Rad^(P) in Rad(P). 

We now see that 

{ej =  i d j \ l  < j < r }  | j { 6 j  =  [ f ^ ) ] \ l  < k <nij, l <  i j  <  r }  

is an F-vector space basis for the complement of Rad^(P) in B. • 

Theorem 3.6 proves that in order to realize P as an endomorphism algebra, we 

need to know the projective indecomposable A-modules. We will address how to 

gather this information in the next section. 
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3.2. Peakwords 

We saw in the last section that constructing the basic algebra Morita equivalent to an 

algebra A requires the projective indecomposable A-modules. We use peakwords to 

construct the projective A-modules. In this section, we define peakwords and explain 

how they are used in this construction. A more thorough treatment of peakwords can 

be found in [Lux97] on pages 54 through 57. 

Recall that Si = Pi/Rad(Pi) is a simple A-module and let Di = End^CSi) for 

1 < i < r. 

Definition 3.2.1. An element Oj in the W-algebra A is called a peakword of A corre

sponding to Si relative to {Si,Sr} if the following conditions hold: 

1. Kers^.(ai) = {0} for every j ^i, l<j < r, 

2. dimnr(Kers.(ai)) = dimf(Di), and 

3. Kers<(ai) = Kers,(a?). 

Finding peakwords takes some work since while a given algebra A has a decom

position, it is not always apparent from the representation of A. Fortunately, the 

program pwkond in the C-MeatAxe ([RinOO]) finds peakwords for A. 

Recall that a projective indecomposable ^-module P has the property that 

P/Rad(P)^5 

where 6" is a simple i4-modules. We caU >l-modules with this property S'-local. The 

following theorem relates 5'-local ^-modules to peakwords of A. 

Theorem 3.7. Let V be a faithful A-module and let a £ A. Then there exists a 

uniquely determined idempotent e G ^ that induces the Fitting decomposition of a on 

V, i.e., ifV = Kerv(a'°) © Imv(o*') is the Fitting decomposition ofV with respect to 

the endomorphism induced by a, then Kerv(a'') = Ve ondImv(a*') = V(l —e). If a is 
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a peakword of A corresponding to the composition factor S of V, then the A-module 

Ve is S-local 

Proof. A proof of this theorem is found in [Lux97] on page 57. • 

If e € A is a primitive idempotent such that eA is «S-local, we call e 5-primitive. 

The idempotent e in Theorem 3.7 is S'-primitive when a is a peakword in A. The 

fo l lowing  l emma shows  us  where  t o  f ind  v  € : V  which  wi l l  gene ra t e  V e .  

Lemma 3.8. Let V be an A-module and S a composition factor ofV. Let TT he an 

A-epimorphism from V onto the S-local A-module M and let eg be an S-primitive 

idempotent. Then the image of Tr{v) of v G Ves does not generate M if and only if 

7 t { v )  €  R a d y i ( M ) n M e s  =  K B d e g A e s i ^ ^ s ) -  H e n c e  t h e  s u b s p a c e  o f  v e c t o r s  i n v  i n  V e s ,  

for which 7r(v) does not generate M, has codimension dimiB'(Endyi(5')) = dimiF(S'es). 

Furthermore, if M ^ P{S), the projective cover of S, then the ratio of vectors in Ves 

that do not generate an A-submodule isomorphic to P{S) to the vectors in Ves is at 

|End^(S)|-

Proof. A proof of this theorem is found in [Lux97] on page 68. • 

By this lemma, at most | of the vectors in Ves won't generate an i4-submodule 

i somorph ic  t o  P { S ) .  

Combining Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.8, we get a method for constructing a 

projective cover of the simple A-module S. Let as be a peakword in A for 5, and 

let F be a faithful projective A-module. Often, we choose V = AA, but that is not 

important for this discussion. Then for a random v € Kerv(as), vA = P{S) with 

probability at least |. Since dimF(P(S^)) can be calculated independently, we can 

ver i fy  t ha t  v A  =  P ( S ) .  

Now that we know how to construct the projective indecomposable effFGen-

modules, we use the program rad in the C-MeatAxe ([RinOO]) to calculate their first 

and second Loewy layers. This allows us to find vectors in the complement of the 
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radical and radical squared. These vectors are used to construct the generating set 

desc r ibed  i n  Theorem 3 .6  fo r  t he  bas i c  a lgeb ra  wh ich  i s  Mor i t a  equ iva len t  t o  ¥ G .  

3.3. Blocks 

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, we are interested mainly in group 

algebras. The reason for working with finite dimensional algebras in the last sections 

is that we can write a group algebra as a direct sum of finite dimensional subalgebras 

called blocks, which are not necessarily group algebras. This sum will help reduce the 

work required since the basic algebra Morita equivalent to a group algebra is the sum 

of the basic algebras Morita equivalent to these blocks. This section will define blocks 

for a finite dimensional algebra A and explore their relation to Morita equivalence. 

Recall the decomposition of A a given in Equation 3.1 on page 72. For each 

summand of A a there is a primitive idempotent eij such that CijA = Pij. The set 

E = {eij: 1 < i < r, 1 < j < Wi} 

is a complete set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents for A, i.e., 

^ ^ 6tj = 1j4. 
e i j S E  

Definition 3.3.1. Let Pi and P^ be two projective indecomposable A-modules. There 

are primitive idempotents ei and 62 such that eiA = Pi and 62A = P2. We say Pi 

and P2 are linked if there exists a sequence of primitive idempotents /I, /2, G £• 

such that ei — fi, 62 = fn and for each 1 < i < n — 1, fiA and fi+iA share a 

composition factor. We call two primitive idempotents ei and 62 linked if eiA and 

62^ are linked. 

The relation of being linked forms an equivalence relation on E. We use Et for 

1 < € < m to denote the equivalence classes of E. The idea of being linked leads to 

the definition of blocks. 
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Definition 3.3.2. The direct sum of the projective indecomposable A-modules CijA 

for all tij belonging to an equivalence class Eg of E, is called a block of A. 

The sum of two pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents is again an idempotent. 

This leads to the following definition. 

Definition 3.3.3. Let Et be an equivalence class of E. We use ug to denote the sum 

of the idempotents in Eg. The sums «i,.. • ,«m of these partitions are called block 

idempotents. 

It is clear from the above definitions that UgA is a block of A for 1 < ^ < m. We 

say an A-moduIe M is in the block utA if Mue = M. 

The following theorem describes important properties of block idempotents and 

blocks of A. 

Theorem 3.9. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra. Then the block idempotents 

«i,... of A are pairwise orthogonal centrally primitive idempotents with 

1A = + h U m .  

Moreover, each block UiA, with I <i<m, is an indecomposable two-sided ideal and 

A  =  U l A  ©  •  •  •  ©  U m A  

is a unique decomposition of A into indecomposable two-sided ideals. 

Proof, A proof of this theorem is found in [AF92] on page 100. • 

Now that we have covered the basics of blocks, we can look at how this will help 

us to construct the basic algebra B Morita equivalent to a finite dimensional algebra 

A. Recall that we are realizing B as the endomorphism algebra of a progenerator 

P of Mod^. Prom Theorem 3.4, we know that the progenerator we are interested 

in is P = 4-i=iPt, where the Pfs are representatives of the isomorphism classes of 
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projective indecomposable A-modules. We can now partition this sum according to 

the equivalence classes Et. By doing this we get P = where Qi — Pui are 

projective A-modules. H i  ̂  j ^ Q i  and Q j  are in diflFerent blocks of A .  

Suppose Qi is in the block UiA, then it follows that Qi is a progenerator for 

Modij^yi. And by Theorem 3.4, End,^A(Qt) is the basic algebra equivalent to UiA. 

Clearly, End,i<A(Qi) = EndA(Qi) since Qi = QiUi. 

The last piece we need for our calculation is that HomA(Qt)Qj) = 0 for i ^ j. 

This foUows from Theorem 3.9 since 

HomA = EomA{uiP,UjP) = UjPui — UjUiP = 0 

for i ^ j. 

Now the following calculation, 

B  =  E n d A ( P )  

= EndA(+;iiQi) 

^+T=iEndA{Qi) 

- End^A(Qi) 

shows us that the basic algebra B can be decomposed into blocks, which are also basic 

algebras, corresponding to the blocks of A. From this we see that we can construct 

the blocks of the basic algebra independently of each other. 

3.4. Constructing Basic Algebras 

We now focus on group algebras instead of arbitrary finite dimensional algebras. As 

before, F is a finite field of characteristic p, and p divides the order of the finite 

group G. We also assume that F is the splitting field of FG. Lastly, FG is a finite 

dimensional algebra over F, so everything we have done in this chapter applies to FG. 
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Before we get started, it should be noted that every group algebra WG has a one-

dimensional simple FG-module with a trivial action by G which is called the trivial 

FG-module. We use this module to make the following definition. 

Definition 3.4.1. Let ui be the block idempotent such that ui¥G is the block ofWG 

w h i c h  c o n t a i n s  t h e  t r i v i a l  ¥ G - m o d u l e .  W e  c c d l  t h i s  b l o c k  t h e  p r i n c i p a l  b l o c k  o f ¥ G .  

In the last section, we saw that we can calculate the basic algebra Morita equiv

alent to the principal block of ¥G independently of any other blocks of ¥G. For the 

piirposes of this dissertation, we restrict our calculations to principal blocks. We do 

th i s  pa r t ly  because  t he  p r inc ipa l  b lock  t ends  t o  be  the  mos t  complex  b lock  o f  ¥ G ,  

but also partly as a matter of convenience. To collect the projective indecomposable 

e/fFGe^-modules in a block B, we pick one projective indecomposable e^FGcij-

module P in B, and find all the projective indecomposable e^FGejy-modules which 

are linked to P. For the principal block, we let P be the projective cover of the 

trivial e/fFGci^-module, which is easy to identify. Identifying an e^FGe/^-module in 

another block is more difficult, and has not yet been implemented. 

We started this project under the assumption that FG is too large as an F-vector 

space to work with efficiently. Generally, ui¥G is still large. However, we defined con

densation for finite dimensional algebras, which ui¥G clearly is. One of the benefits of 

using condensation with group algebras is that the idempotent used in condensation 

can be defined purely in terms of G. By Corollary 2.9, we find possible condensation 

subgroups by decomposing their permutation characters, 1^, in terms of G's inde

composable projective characters. While wiFG may not be a group algebra, since ui 

is a sum of primitive idempotents in FG, «iFG is a sum of projective indecompos

able FG-modules. So we can still find condensation subgroups for ttiFG using the 

projective indecomposable characters of G. Our requirement now becomes that the 

permutation character contains projective indecomposable summands correspond

ing to the projective covers of the simple MjFG-modules. Since we have reduced the 
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requirements on the subgroup H, we generally get a larger selection. 

Combining the results of this chapter with condensation from the previous chapter, 

we get the following algorithm for computing the basic algebra Morita equivalent to 

the principal block of a group algebra. 

Algorithm 3.4.1 (Constructing the Basic Algebra of the block uWG of FG). INPUT.-

The group G and prime number p which divides the order of G. 

COMPUTATION; 

1. Find a condensation subgroup H for G which gives a Morita equivalence between 

u¥G and enuFGen-

2. Find a generating set for the condensation subalgebra e/fFGejy. 

3. Construct the projective indecomposable ejjuFGeH-modules using peakwords. 

4. Construct a generating set for the basic algebra Morita equivalent to euuFGen 

using Theorem 3.6. 

OUTPUT; The generators of the basic algebra ofuWG as matrices acting on represen

tatives of the isomorphism classes of projective indecomposable modules. 

The implementation of this algorithm is explained in detail in Section 4.2, begin

ning on page 94. 

Consider the following example where G is and F is the field with 4 elements. 

Example 3.4.1. The orUy possible condensation subgroup /orFAs is the trivial sub

group. So we do not need condensation in this example. Since Fi45 is a group algebra, 

it is generated by elements corresponding to a generating set of A^. The principal block 

of F>45 has 3 projective indecomposable modules up to isomorphism. Their first and 

second Loewy layers are 

2a la 2b 
la 2a 26 la 
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If we label these modules by their heads, then the generating set returned by The

orem 3.6 is 

{^201 ^lai ®26> ^2oloj ^61o) ^o2a> ^la26}'* 

3.5. Ext-Quivers 

The generating set given by Theorem 3.6 for a basic algebra B gives a nice graphical 

presentation related to B. In this section, we will see how to construct these graphs 

from the generating set and describe their connection with the functor Extg. 

Definition 3.5.1. A quiver is a directed graph, that means a set of vertices and a 

list of ordered pairs of vertices describing arrows between them. 

The following is a simple example of a qmver. 

Example 3.5.1. 

• c * • ( * • 

Recall that a generating set for a basic algebra Morita equivalent to a group 

algebra as given by Theorem 3.6 is of the form 

{cj =  i d j \ l  < j < r }  =  { f j ^ ] \ l  < k <  U i j ,  l < i j <  r}. 

We can construct a quiver from this set by taking {cj =  i d j \ l  <  j  <  r }  as our vertex 

set and for each b^^ in our generating set, put the ordered pair (cj, e,) into our list of 

arrows. The following example makes this idea clear. 

Example 3.5.2. Quivers for the principal block of the alternating group As are: 
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characteristic 2 62 » ci , *• 63 
621 bl3 

characteristic 3 e\ 62 
612 

characteristic 5 a 62 622 
'612 

We have drawn the arrows in the direction opposite to the homomorphisms. Recall 

that bij e HomA(Pi, Pj) for Pi and Pj projective A-modules. This allows us to read 

off the labels of a path in a quiver to get an element in B. Examining characteristic 

2 of Example 3.5.2, we have the path 612631. While this is a path from 62 to 63 in the 

quiver, it corresponds to an element in B which goes from 63 to 62. 

These graphs store information about the basic algebra B. By Lemma 1.26, we 

see that 

dimfCExt^CS'i.^a)) = dimF(Hom(P(Rad(P(5'i))/Rad='(P(5'i))),52)) 

- dimF(Hom(Rad(P{5'i))/Rad2(P(S'i)), S2)) 

= dimir(Hom(52, Rad(P(S'i))/ Rad^(P(S'i)))) 

for 5i, S2 simple P-modules. This fact implies that dimFCExt^C-S'i, <52)) is the number 

of arrows from ex to 62 in the quiver we constructed out of the generating set from 

Theorem 3.6. This observation leads to the following definition. 

Definition 3.5.2. Let Si =  ̂ e i / R a d ( A ) e i  f o r i  =  b e  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  f o r  

the isomorphism classes of simple A-modules. The Ext-quiver of A, QiA), is the 

quiver with vertices Xi corresponding to Si, and the number of arrows from Xi to Xj 

i s  dimf Ext \ (Si ,  S j ) .  

In addition to giving us a nice pictorial presentation of the generating set of B, 

Ext-quivers also lead to a presentation of B as the quotient of a path algebra. 
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Definition 3.5.3. Let Q be a quiver and F a field. Then the path algebra FQ is the 

algebra over F which as a vector space has all paths in Q as a basis. Multiplication 

of basis elements in FQ corresponds to concatenation of paths in Q with ab = 0 if 

the path described by b does not end at the vertex which begins the path described by 

a for a,b£ FQ. We extend this multiplication by linearity to the entire space. 

We saw in Example 3.5.2 that we can realize the elements of the basic algebra 

B as paths in a quiver. This suggests that we can realize B as a quotient of a path 

algebra. This is proven in the following theorem.. 

Theorem 3.10. Suppose B is a finite dimensional basic algebra over a splitting field 

F, and let Q = Q{B) be its Ext-quiver. Then there is a surjective map of algebras 

<p: FQ B such that the kernel of ^ is contained in the ideal of paths of length at 

least two. 

Proof. A proof of this theorem is fovmd in [Ben98] on page 103. • 

The proof of Theorem 3.10 given in [Ben98] is similar to the proof of Theorem 

3.6 on page 78 except that by using the path algebra of the Ext-quiver, the setting is 

simplified. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 

So fax we have seen several algorithms and the theory on which they are based. In this 

chapter, we discuss the implementation of these algorithms using the computer alge

bra system GAP, [GAP02], and the collection of programs known as the C-MeatAxe, 

[RinOO]. In addition to these two packages, we will be using programs written by 

Klaus Lux documented in [Lux97], and programs written by the author. We begin 

this chapter by giving brief descriptions of these programs. 

4.1. GAP Programs 

In this section, we describe a couple of the tools in GAP of which we make heavy 

use. Following that, we give brief descriptions of the main programs written by the 

author. 

4.1.1. GAP Tools 

The first tool we discuss is straight line programs. Straight line programs define an 

efficient way to evaluate a word on specific generators. The point is that at each 

step, we can use any of the subwords calculated in the previous steps. For example, 

consider the word ababbab. We can construct this word by first computing c = ab and 

d = cb, then the word is cdc. This method only used 4 multiplications whereas the 

straightforward method requires 6 multiplications. With longer words, the savings 

are greater. 

An important application of straight line programs is describing elements of G in 

terms of the generators. Table 5.2 on page 110 lists the standard words 

These words are defined in GAP using straight line programs. Standard words are 
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useful when we search for generators of e^FGe/f, since they allow us to construct 

elements of G, and hence en^Gen, which are easy to describe and reconstruct. 

Another very important feature of GAP is its implementation of Bumside's table 

of marks. 

Definition 4.1.1. Let G he a finite group. 

1. Let X be a finite G-set and let U be a subgroup of G. The mark ̂ x{U) of U on 

X is defined as 

(3x{U)  =  \FixxiU) \  

where Fixx{U) = {x £ X\x •u = x for aUu£U} is the set of fixed points of the 

subgroup U in the action of G on X. 

2. The table of marks ofGis the square matrix 

M { G )  =  { p G A G { G ^ ) \ i  

where both Gi and Gj run through the system of representatives of the conjugacy 

classes of subgroups of G. 

In [Pfe97], Gotz Pfeiffer describes an algorithm for constructing tables of marks 

and the information that can be deduced from the entries in the table. During the 

construction of the table, data is produced which is not stored in table, such as 

generators for representatives of the conjugacy classes of subgroups. As a theoretical 

object, the table of marks does not contain any information about how to construct 

representatives. Fortunately, the implementation of the table of marks in GAP does 

contain the extra data from the construction of the table. This means, in particular, 

that if we want to construct the subgroup with number n in the table of marks of 

G, the GAP command RepresentativeTomByGeneratorsNC will do this. We need 

to remember that the subgroups returned are representatives of conjugacy classes, 

and not every group has a table of marks in GAP's database. The GAP command 
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AllLibTomNames returns a list containing the group names for groups with a table of 

marks in GAP^s database. 

4.1.2. Program Descriptions 

In this section, we give brief descriptions of the main programs written by the author 

which are used in the implementation of Algorithm 3.4.1. This collection of programs 

will be submitted to the GAP council for consideration to become a GAP share pack

age. The code for some of the programs written by the author which are referenced 

here are included in Appendix A. 

AutoCalcBasic is the automated calculation of the basic algebra for the principal 

block of a group algebra. The input is the name of a group and the characteristic 

of F. It requires that GAP has access to the table of marks as well as the charac

ter table and Brauer character table for the group. This program returns both 

the information for the Ext-quiver as well as the matrices in Hom„iiFG(Pi, Pj) 

corresponding to the arrows in the quiver. 

Condense constructs the matrix for the element CHgen for ^ G G as it acts on the 

basis for an ejyFGeif-module M. The input required is permutations for the 

generators for G and if, and the elements to condense. All of these permutations 

need to be for the action on the cosets of GfH. This program returns the 

matrix in sparse format when applicable. The GAP code for this program is in 

Appendix A.4. 

CondenseModuleTom constructs the generators of CH^GGH as they act on a con

densed permutation module given by a subgroup in the table of marks. The 

input is the name of the group, the number of the subgroup, and straight line 

programs for the generators of the condensation algebra. The GAP code for 

this program is in Appendix A.5. 
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FindAlgGens searches for a generating set of the condensation subalgebra. The 

input is the group name and permutations for the group and condensation 

subgroup. This program will take advantage of Theorem 2.16 when it is appro

priate. This program returns a description of the generating set which can be 

used along with straight line programs to rebuild the generators when desired. 

The GAP code for this program is in Appendix A.3. 

FindBasicHoms constructs the homomorphisms corresponding to the arrows in the 

Ext-quiver. The input is the group name and the C-MeatAxe representation 

name. The program requires that the projective indecomposable modules in 

the principal block of e/rFGe^ have been constructed. The GAP code for this 

program is in Appendix A.6. 

FindCondSubgroup finds the largest condensation subgroup. The input is the 

group name and the characteristic of F. To make use of Theorem 2.16, this 

program finds the conjugate of the condensation subgroup inside the represen

tative of the conjugacy class of its normalizer returned by the GAP command 

Normal izerTom and also returns the straight line programs to construct the 

normalizing p-elements described in Theorem 2.16. This program also uses the 

table of marks as well as the character table and Brauer character table for the 

group. The GAP code for this program is in Appendix A.l. 

GetPerms finds the permutations for G acting on the cosets of the condensation 

subgroup H. These permutations are what we need for condensation. The in

put is the group name and condensation information returned by the commands 

Inf oKond and FindCondSubgroup. This program will first try to use represen

tations of G retrieved by the GAP package atlasrep along with the C-MeatAxe 

program zvp. The idea is to find a vector v fixed by H and moved by every 

subgroup containing H. The permutation of the matrix of g €G acting on v is 
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the permutation of g  acting on the right cosets o i  H  i n G  up to ordering. 

If an appropriate vector is not found, GetPenns then switches to the program 

ImprimPerm, in pjux97] on page 138. The GAP code for this program is in 

Appendix A.2. 

4.2. Implementing Construction of the Basic Algebra of the Principal block of FG 

The structure of this section follows Algorithm 3.4.1 on page 86, since this is the 

algorithm which leads to the results in the following chapter. This algorithm takes a 

finite group G and a prime p which divides the order of G as input. Recall that F is 

a field of characteristic p which is a splitting field for FG. For our examples, we use 

the alternating group on 5 letters, ^5, for G and the prime number 3 for p. In this 

situation, F is GF(3). 

All of our calculations will be using the principal block of FG, so we simplify our 

notation and denote the principal block of FG by SQ. 

Step 1. Find a condensation subgroup H for G which gives a Morita equivalence 

between Bo and euBoeH- We need to find a condensation subgroup H of G. We 

use Corollary 2.9 to find the possible condensation subgroups of G. The program 

FaithfulKondBum from [Lux97] on page 135 uses the character tables and table of 

marks given in GAP to find all subgroups of G which lead to faithful condensation. 

The program InfoKond, also written by Lux, returns the condensation information 

for the largest of the condensation subgroups. We are interested in the largest con

densation subgroup since this leads to the smallest condensation subalgebra. 

gap> grpinfo:=InfoKond("A5",3,1); 
[ 6, 9 ] 
rec( pennchar := [ 15, 3, 0, 0, 0], norm := [ [ 6 ] ], 

numberinburn := 4, cartan := C [2, 1], [1, 2] ], 
dimmodchars := [1,4], splitf := 3, 

dimfixmod ;= [1, 1 ], dimfixproj := [ 3, 3 ] ) 
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Notice from this output that the subgroup of G with number 4 in the table of 

marks for G is the largest condensation subgroup for G, up to conjugation. Since 

the table of marks does not distinguish between conjugate subgroups, we run into 

an issue when we try to use Theorem 2.16 on page 71. The Normalizer of H in G, 

call it N, can be found using the table of marks and the command Normal izerTom. 

The issue is that we don't know that H is contained in N, since they are both just 

representatives of conjugacy classes. To deal with this issue, the author has written 

a program, FindCondSubgroup on page 179, which finds words in the generators of 

N to generate a conjugate of H. 

gap> subinfo:=FindCondSubgroup("A5",3); 
[ 6, 9 ] 
rec( SimpleRep := 5, Normalizer := 8, kdim := 2, knumber := 8, 
gens := [ [ <straight line program>, <straight line program> ], 

C <straight line program> ] ], 
strline := [ [ "aba~{2}", "a-{2}ba" 3, C "a" ] ], 
border := 4, korder := 12, script := true ) 

The first element of gens is a list of straight line programs in the generators of 

the subgroup corresponding to number Normalizer in the table of marks of G. The 

second element is a list of the normalizing elements described in Theorem 2.16. The 

entry strline is the same elements as gens except in human readable strings which 

are given purely for our benefit. All calculations should be done using the straight 

line programs for the reasons stated in Section 4.1.1. 

The output from FindCondSubgroup gives us the information necessary to con

struct the condensation subgroup H and any elements of order p which normalize H, 

if they exist. 

Step 2. Find a generating set for the condensation subalgebra e/fFGejy. The idea for 

this step is to take a set of elements in G, construct the corresponding elements in 

en^Geff. Then we can use the Spinning Algorithm (2.6.1) to check if they generate 
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the algebra e^FGejy. If they don't generate, we condense more elements of G, add 

them to our list of generators and start the spinning again. 

To find a generating set, we need to know if there are normalizing elements as 

described by Theorem 2.16. This will affect the efl^FGejy-module used to verify gen

eration. Let K be the subgroup of G generated by H and any normalizing elements 

identified by FindCondSubgroup. If there are no normalizing elements, then K = H. 

Let K denote the sum of the elements in K. So the eH^Geff-modxAe used to verify 

generation is KWGen- If K = H, then 

KWGCH = 

since € F. Note that KWGen is generated by G effFGen-

Now that we have fixed our CfrFGe^-module for spinning, we need to be able to 

condense an element g of G, with respect to its action on KWGen- The first step is to 

construct a permutation describing the action of g on the cosets G/K. There are two 

programs for this purpose. The GylP-procedure ImprimPerm, in [Lux97] on page 138, 

uses transversals in a straight forward manner to build these permutations. While this 

is quick for small groups, this method is slow for long transversals. The author has 

written a Gj4F-procedure GetPerms, on page 182, which constructs permutations 

using representations from [W+04] via the atlasrep package of GAP, ajid the C-

MeatAxe program zvp. 

gap> perms:=GetPerms("A5",grpinfo,subinfo); 
Vector 1: Orbit size = 15 
Vector 1: Orbit size = 5 
C  [  2 .  

[ (2,4) (5.6) (7,10) (8.14) (11,12) (13.15). (1,2,5) (3,8, 
15) (4,10,14) (6,13,12) (7,11,9) . 

(2.6)(4.5)(7,12)(8.13)(10,11)(14.15) , 
(2,5) (4,6) (7.11) (8.15) (10,12) (13,14) , 
(1,3,9)(2,7,8)(4,11,13)(5.12,14)(6.10,15) ] ], 

[  2 .  
[ (2,3)(4.5), (1.2.4). (2.5)(3,4). (2.4)(3.5), (3.4. 

5) ] ] ] 
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Notice that GetPerms returned two list of permutations. The first set is for G j H  

and the second is for G/K to be used with Theorem 2.16. This is done since even 

though we check generation using KFGeu, we need to construct the projective inde

composable ejffFGe^-modules later. 

We use these permutations to condense elements of G. The (5'y4/'-procedure 

Condense on page 188, also written by the author, takes these permutations and 

a list of elements in G to be condensed. This version of condensation is specialized to 

take advantage of the row sparse property of the condensed matrices en gen for some 

g £G. This property and its implications are discussed in Section 4.3. Since we want 

to minimize the number of elements condensed, the program Condense is called from 

within FindAlgGens, which is described below. 

Knowing how to condense elements of G, we can address which elements of G are 

condensed. First, we condense the normalizing elements, if there are any, described 

by FindCondSubgroup. Since we want our results to be reproducible, we use the 

standard words of G described in Table 5.2 evaluated on the generators 

of G. If this set of elements doesn't generate e^FGe^, we use the standard words 

evaluated on previous on previous standard words. We continue making 

new elements in this manner until we find a generating set for effFGen- Once we 

have foxmd a generating set, we use the Spinning Algorithm to remove redundant 

generators. This is accomplished by removing one element and checking if the rest of 

the set generates the algebra. If it does, throw away the removed element and start 

again, otherwise replace the element and try removing another. The author's GAP-

procedure FindAlgGens, on page 184, implements this proems of finding a generating 

set for the condensation algebra. 

gap> alggens: =FindAlgGens ("A5" ,3,penns [1] ,perms [2], 
> subinf o.kdim,Length(subinfo.gens[2])); 
[ 6. 9 ] 
[ rec( genlist := [ 2 ], 

basedim := [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ], 
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resstrline := C (2,3)(4,5), (1,2,4), (1,2,3,4,5), 
(1,3,5,4,2), (2,5,3), (1,5)(3,4), (1,2)(4,5), 
(1.2.4), (1,3)(2,4), (2,4)(3,5), (2,4,3) ] ,  

bigresstrline := 
[ (2,4) (5,6) (7,10) (8,14) (11,12) (13,15), 

(1.2.5)(3,8,15)(4,10,14)(6,13,12)(7,11,9), 
(1,2,10,11,6)(3,8,4,5,13)(7,14,15,12,9), 
(1,14,6,5,8)(2,9,4,12,11)(3,10,13,15,7), 
(1,9,3)(2,13,10)(4,8,12)(5,15,11)(6,14,7), 
(1,13) (3,12) (4,15) (5,10) (6,9) (11,14) ,  
(1,7)(2,3)(5,12)(6,15)(8,9)(11,13) , 
(1,2,5)(3,8,15)(4,10,14)(6,13,12)(7,11,9), 
(1.4)(2,15)(3,14)(5,7)(8,11)(9,10), 
(2.5) (4,6) (7,11) (8,15) (10,12) (13,14) ,  
(1,3,9)(2,11,14)(4,7,15)(5,10,8)(6,12,13) ]  ) ]  

The program FindAlgGens returns a list of records where each record contains 

two sets of 11 permutations corresponding to the words in Table 5.2 evaluated on 

the permutations returned by Get Perms. The records also include which of these 

elements are in the generating set in the variable genlist. 

Step 3. Construct the projective indecomposable eH^Gen-modules using peakwords. 

Knowing generators for e^FGej^, we can begin to construct the projective indecom

posable e/fFGejy-modules using peakwords. The first step is to find a set of peakwords 

for the simple e^F(?e^r-niodules. The regular representation of contains all 

of the simple ejyF(?ejf-modules and could be used to find peakwords. The problem 

is that we would have to use the C-MeatAxe program chop on the regular represen

tation, which is time consuming, if not impractical, for large modules. The record 

returned by FindCondSubgroup has an entry named SimpleRep. This entry is the 

number in the table of marks of a subgroup L which corresponds to an effFGen-

module, the permutation module of G on the cosets of L, which contains all of the 

simple e/fFGajBr-modules as composition factors. This is the smallest ejyFGeH-niodule 

which has this property and is easily constructed using the table of marks and the 
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author's program Condense. We construct this module corresponding to L using the 

authors' GAF-procedure CondenseModuleTom found on page 190. 

gap> CondenseModuleTom( "A5", 3, subinfo.SimpleRep, 
> grpinfo.numberinburn, alggens, subinfo); 
Vector 1: Orbit size = 12 

The procedure CondenseModuleTom does not return anything in GAP, but instead 

constructs the matrices for the module in the directory described by the variable 

Bas i cWorkingSpace. 

gap> BasicWorkingSpace; 
dir("/tmp/f ilepf 2rK]i. 1/") 

Now we call the C-MeatAxe commands chop and pwkond from within GAP to 

get peakwords for the simple ej^FGe/f-modules. Once we have these peakwords, we 

can use Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.8 to construct projective covers for the simple 

e^FGajy-modules. Applying the Spinning Algorithm (2.6.1) to a kernel vector of a 

peakword constructs the space mentioned in Theorem 3.7. The Spinning Algorithm 

is implemented in the C-MeatAxe program zsp. The problem we run into with this 

implementation is that all of the matrices for the generators must fit into memory. 

The author has modified this program to take matrices in sparse format, as discussed 

in Section 4.3.2, which are much smaller and so more generators fit into memory. 

Step 4- Construct a generating set for the basic algebra Morita equivalent to en^Gen 

using Theorem 3.6. The last step is to construct a generating set for the basic al

gebra as described in Theorem 3.6. The author has written the GAP-procedme 

FindBasicHoms, on page 194, to build the quiver information. 

gap> algebra:=FindBasicHoms("A5",C "la", "lb" 3,"x","y",grpinfo); 
rec( group := "AS", 

generators := [  "la", "lb", "lalbl", "Iblal" ],  
npims := 2, pimnames := [ "la", "lb" ], 
ceartan := [  [2, 1], [1, 2] ], field := GF(3), 
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dim :® C 3, 3 ], adjmat := [ [ 0, 1 ], C 1, 0 ] ], 
la := rec( steurt := 1, ende := 1, name := "idla", 

mat : = 
[ [ Z(3)-0, 0*Z(3), 0*Z(3) ], [ 0*Z(3), Z(3)-0, 

0*Z(3) ], C 0#Z(3), 0*Z(3), Z(3)-0 ] ] ), 
lb := rec( start := 2, ende := 2, name := "idlb", 

mat : = 
C C Z(3)~0, 0*Z(3), 0*Z(3) ], [ 0*Z(3), Z(3)-0, 

0*Z(3) ], C 0»Z(3), 0»Z(3), Z(3)-0 ] ] ), 
lalbl := rec( start := 2, ende := 1, name := "lalbl", 

mat : = 
C [ Z(3)~0, Z(3)~0, Z(3)'0 3, [ Z(3), Z(3)-0, 

0*Z(3) ], [ Z(3)~0, Z(3), 0»Z(3) ] 3 ), 
Iblal := rec( start := 1, ende := 2, name := "Iblal", 

mat : = 
C C Z(3), Z(3)-0. 0*Z(3) 3. [ Z(3), 0*Z(3), Z(3) 3 

,  C  Z ( 3 ) ,  Z ( 3 ) " 0 ,  0 » Z ( 3 )  3  3 ) )  

The record returned above contains entries for each of the homomorphisms corre

sponding to generators of the basic algebra. Compare this data to Figure 5.2 on page 

111. Notice that these elements are given in the path algebra, not the endomorphism 

ring. The start and ende entries give the information we need for composition in 

the path algebra. So in addition to containing the information needed to construct 

the Ext-quiver of the basic algebra of Bo, we have matrices for each of the arrows in 

the Ext-quiver. 

4.3. Sparse Matrices 

At several points in the previous section, sparse matrices were mentioned. In this 

section, we discuss the observation that the elements engcn of the condensation 

subalgebra for some ^ are sparse. The implications of this observation will also 

be covered. 
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4.3.1. Observation and Implication 

Recall the result of Lemma 2.12 on page 65. The last part of this lemma tells us that 

at most li?| of the Cij|^ are nonzero for a fixed j. Since the order of i/ is, in general, 

much smaller than the dimension of e/fFGe/f, we call the matrices for eHQ&H row-

sparse matrices. We take advantage of this property in our practical implementation. 

Before we discuss how this is implemented, we briefly review how the C-MeatAxe, as 

in [RinOO], stores matrices. 

Suppose F is a field of order p'' = q with p a prime number. The C-MeatAxe uses a 

g-adic packing scheme to store finite field elements into bytes. First, we find a number 

n such that g" < 256. We can store numbers of the form a„_ig'°+a„_2?^H haog""^, 

where oi G F for all 1 < i < n, in a single byte. To see that this number is less than 

256, we take the largest possible value for each of the aj's, which is q — 1, and compute 

the sum 

{q - l)(g° + • • • + q^-^) = -h • • • + g") - (g° + • • • + g""') = g" - 1< 256. 

Using this g-adic packing, n elements of F into each byte. So to store an r x c 

matrix using the C — MeatAxe^ we need r f bytes. Notice that the largest possible 

value for n is 8 which occurs for q = 2. For g = 3, n is down to 5. So for larger fields, 

rf-l is close to rc. I n I 

Suppose we have & r x c row-sparse matrix with at most h nonzero entries per 

row. Instead of storing all the matrix entries, we just store the nonzero entries and 

their positions in the rows. To do this, we store the nonzero entries for a row packed, 

then foUow this with a list of positions for each row of the matrix. The positions 

are integers, so we use a long integer for each of these. Thus our row-sparse matrix 

can be stored in r{l*h + f^]) bytes, where I is the number of bytes used to store a 

long integer. We need to be careful here since I depends on the architecture of the 

machine being used. For our purposes, we assume 1 = 4, which is standard for 32-bit 

architecture. 
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Comparing these two formulas, we see that the row-sparse matrix will fit into 

fewer bytes as long as h < In practice h is generally very small compared to 

c. Consider the Mathieu group Mn in characteristic 2. In this case, g = 2 so n = 8, 

r = c = 112 and h = 9. Checking our formulas, we get that for g G Mn, the matrix 

for engen will require 112[^1 = 112 * 14 bytes and the row-sparse matrix will fit 

into 112(4 * 9 + [|]) = 112 * 38. In this case, the full matrices actually take up less 

space than the sparse format matrices. This seems like it might be a problem, but 

considering a larger example will demonstrate the pay off of using sparse matrices. 

Consider the McLaughlin group McL in characteristic 3. For this group, g* = 9 so 

n = 2, r = c = 89941 and h = ICQ. For g G McL, the matrix for engen will 

require 89941 = 89941 * 44971 whereas the row-sparse version fits in only 

89941(4 * 100 + f^l) = 89941 * 450. The row-sparse matrix is almost 100 times 

smaller than the full matrix. 

4.3.2. Applications 

We have seen that storing row-sparse matrices in sparse format saves a lot of storage 

space. This format would be more useful if we did not have to write the matrices 

in ftill matrix format in order to apply our programs. Fortunately, the Spinning 

Algorithm (2.6.1), which we need for finding generators of e/rFGe^, depends mainly 

on vector by matrix multiplication. The author has adjusted the implementations 

of zsp and zmu to work for row-sparse matrices. Before explaining this further, we 

consider how the G-MeatAxe implements vector by matrix multiplication. 

Let be a vector gind M  a matrix. To calculate v M ,  we step through the entries 

of V. For each nonzero entry of v, we multiply the corresponding row of M by the 

entry and add it to a result vector. Not only is this a simple algorithm, but it is 

quickly modified to work for vector by row-sparse matrix. The only change required 

is that after we multiply entries of a row by a nonzero entry of we add these entries 
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to the corresponding positions in the r^ult vector. 

Looking back at the Spinning Algorithm on page 69, we see that having multi

plication work for row-sparse matrices, the Spinning Algorithm automatically works 

for row-sparse matrices. This is important since the implementation of the Spinning 

Algorithm in the C-MeatAxe, zsp, requires that all of the algebra generators fit into 

memory. With the reduction in size the row-sparse format has over full size matrices, 

we can fit larger algebra generators into memory. 

This has allowed us to find generating sets for en^Gen for large groups G. Let us 

go back to the example of the McLaughlin group in characteristic 3. By our calcu

lations, a single element engen would require 89941 * 44971 bytes, or 3.77 gigabytes 

to store in its full matrix form. Generators of this size are, for all practical purposes, 

impossible to work with. However, in row-sparse format, an element would require 

only 89941 * 450 bytes, or approximately 38.5 megab)d;es, so several of these elements 

could fit in memory on most contemporary desktop computers. 

We have focused on storage and memory issues related to row-sparse matrices. 

Since implementations have been modified to accommodate sparse matrix format, we 

should also be interested in how the timings of the new programs compare to the old. 

Considering the implementation of vector by matrix multiplication discussed above, 

we assume that using a matrix in sparse format would be faster since we reduce the 

number of additions. We don't gain as much as one might expect since adding two 

fuU bytes together can be done without unpacking the individual entries in each byte. 

However, multiplying a vector by a 9-sparse square matrix with 5504 rows is about 3 

times faster than using the full matrix format. So this sparse matrix format improves 

the speed of our calculations as well as solving our space issues. 
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5. RESULTS 

In this chapter, we construct basic algebras for the principal block of specific groups 

over various characteristics. Since we are only concerned with principal blocks, for 

the  res t  of  th is  chapter ,  a l l  resul ts  are  only  for  the  pr incipal  b lock of  ¥G.  

The first section will contain a brief summary of which algebras were previously 

known and which results are new. For many of these algebras, the set of relations we 

have is himdreds or thousands of words. Displaying these here would be useless for 

understanding so we do not include presentations for the basic algebras here. The 

basic algebras d^cribed in this dissertation are available at 

http://math.arizona.edu/~hoffmant/basicalg.html. 

5.1. Data Summary 

There are not many sources where basic algebras have been recorded. The most 

notable is [Erd90] on pages 294 to 306. In [Lux97], while there are no explicit ba

sic algebras, pages 71 through 107 contain Loewy series for several sporadic groups, 

which is enough information to construct Ext-quivers for several group algebras. Sim

ilarly, [Ben83a] and [Ben83b] contain Loewy series for As and Ag in characteristic 2, 

respectively. In [Sin96], the extensions of simple modules for the Janko group Ji in 

characteristic 2 are calculated. We also mention that when the prime divides the 

order of G only once, the basic algebra can be read off the Brauer tree. Brauer trees 

for sporadic groups have been cataloged in [HL89]. 

The following tables contain the references for previously known algebras, as well 

as the page numbers for the algebras in this dissertation. These tables are complete 

so far as the author knows. The groups are collected into four tables corresponding 

to their type as either alternating, symmetric, Mathieu, or other sporadic. 

http://math.arizona.edu/~hoffmant/basicalg.html
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5.1.1. Alternating Groups 

The results for alternating groups contained in this dissertation begin with yls, since 

it is notable as the smallest simple group. Basic algebras have been computed by 

the author for the alternating groups up through Au with the exception of A12 in 

characteristic 2. 

Group Prime Reference Page 
2 Erd90 page 295 110 
3 111 
5 111 

-^6 2 112 -^6 
3 112 

-^6 

5 113 
A7 2 [ErdQO page 295 113 A7 

3 114 
A7 

5 114 

A7 

7 115 
-^8 2 Ben83a 115 -^8 

3 116 
-^8 

5 117 

-^8 

7 117 
^9 2 Ben83b 118 ^9 

3 118 
^9 

5 119 

^9 

7 119 
•^10 2 MR96* 120 •^10 

3 120 
•^10 

5 121 

•^10 

7 122 
All 2 123 All 

3 123 
All 

5 124 

All 

7 124 

All 

11 125 
Ai2 3 126 Ai2 

5 126 
Ai2 

7 127 

Ai2 

11 128 

TABLE 5.1. Alternating Groups 
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Note that while Martin gives an Ext-qiiiver for Aio in characteristic 2 in [MR96], 

it does not agree with the Ext-quiver constructed by the author on page 120. Klaus 

Lux has verified the author's Ext-quiver using the software described in Chapter 5 of 

[Lux97]. 

5.1.2. Symmetric Groups 

The resiilts for symmetric groups contained in this dissertation begin with Ss, to 

correspond with the beginning of the alternating groups. Basic algebras have been 

computed by the author for the symmetric groups up through ^n. Stuaxt Martin, 

along with Karin Brdmann and Lee Russell, have studied Ext-quivers of group al

gebras of symmetric groups. Their approach covers many of the larger symmetric 

groups, but some of their results do overlap with those of the author. 

5.1.3. Sporadic Groups 

The author has constructed basic algebras for all the sporadic groups with order less 

than that of the Held group with a few exceptions noted in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. 

We split the sporadic groups into two tables just for layout purposes. First the 

Mathieu groups, then the rest of the sporadic groups addressed in this dissertation. 

5.2. Data Description 

For each of the groups in the following sections, we have included the data necessary 

to reproduce these results using Algorithm 3.4.1. 

The first step is identifying the condensation subgroup. In most cases, we identify 

a subgroup N in the Table of Marks stored in GAP, see [GAP02]. Our condensation 

subgroup H is & normal subgroup of N. The main reason for constructing H in N is 

to use Theorem 2.16. The normalizing elements in the theorem are the generators of 

a Sylow-p subgroup of N. 
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Group Prime Reference Page 
s. 2 128 

3 129 
5 129 

Se 2 130 
3 Mar90 130 
5 130 

S7 2 131 
3 Mar90 132 
5 132 
7 133 

^8 2 134 
3 Mar90 134 
5 135 
7 135 

s. 2 136 
3 136 
5 137 
7 138 

Sio 2 138 
3 139 
5 Mar89 139 
7 140 

Sn 2 141 
3 142 
5 Mar90 142 
7 143 

11 143 

TABLE 5.2. Symmetric Groups 

Once we have the condensation subgroup, we need to find a generating set for 

e/fFGejy. The idea is to construct elements engtH for "random" g £ G. Since we 

want our work to be reproducible, we use a script to construct the standard words in 

G described in Table 5.5 on page 110 from two elements a, b of G. 

We find the generators of tH^Gen as described in Section 4.2 and record them 

in terms of the standards words in the generators of G. When evaluating the stan

dard words on the generators gi,g2 oi G, we write zi instead of 21(51,^), but we 

include the input when it differs from gi,g2, i.e., we write z3{z4,z8) for the element 
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Group Prime Reference Page 

Mil 2 Erd90 page 301 145 Mil 
3 145 

Mil 

5 HL89 page 64 145 

Mil 

11 HL89 page 65 146 
MI2 2 147 MI2 

3 147 
MI2 

5 HL89 page 66 148 

MI2 

11 HL89 page 67 148 
M22 2 151 M22 

3 152 
M22 

5 HL89 page 82 153 

M22 

7 HL89 page 87 154 

M22 

11 HL89 page 92 154 
M2Z 2 157 M2Z 

3 158 
M2Z 

5 HL89 page 104 158 

M2Z 

7 HL89 page 105 159 

M2Z 

11 HL89 page 106 159 

M2Z 

23 HL89 page 107 160 
M24 2 167-• M24 

3 Lux97 ' page 77 169 
M24 

5 HL89 page 126 169 

M24 

7 HL89 page 128 173 

M24 

11 HL89 page 130 174 

M24 

23 HL89 page 131 175 

TABLE 5.3. Mathieu Groups 
t The basic algebra for M24 in characteristic 2 has not yet been constructed. 

We use Theorem 2.16 when it is applicable. So for many of the following groups 

we also list the normalizing elements described by the theorem. These elements are 

recorded as words in the generators of the subgroup N. Note that these elements are 

listed here as words, not straight line programs. We list words here for documentation 

purposes only. The program FindCondSubgroup returns the straight line programs 

for computational purposes. 

We have included the dimensions of both the condensation subgroup and the basic 

algebra. This information is useful as a check that the results are correct. It also 
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Group Prime Reference Page 
Jx 2 ^ Sin96] 149 Jx 

3 HL89 page 69 149 
Jx 

5 HL89 page 71 150 

Jx 

7 HL89 page 72 150 

Jx 

11 HL89 page 74 151 

Jx 

19 HL89 page 76 151 
J2 2 Lux97 page 82 155 J2 

3 Lux97 page 92 155 
J2 

5 Lux97 pa,ge 95 156 

J2 

7 HL89 page 102 157 
HS 2 161 HS 

3 161 
HS 

5 Lux97 page 71 162 

HS 

7 HL89 page 110 163 

HS 

11 HL89 page 112 163 
Js 2 164 Js 

3 Lux97 page 97 164 
Js 

5 HL89 page 115 165 

Js 

17 HL89 page 118 166 

Js 

19 HL89 page 121 166 
McL 2 176 McL 

5 176 
McL 

7 HL89 page 134 177 

McL 

11 HL89 page 137 177 
He 7 178 

TABLE 5.4. Other Sporadic Groups 

points out the advantage the basic algebra has over the condensation subalgebra. 

The basic algebras have not been included here. For most of these groups, the 

description of the basic algebra would be long and not useful to read. Instead, we 

include the Ext-quiver. While the Ext-quiver is not a complete description of the 

basic algebra, it does contain some information about the basic algebra. The first 

two Loewy layers of the projective indecomposable FG-modules can also be read from 

the Ext-quiver. 

If condensation is used, then the Ext-quiver recorded here has vertices with two 

labels. The first label corresponds to the name of a simple e^FGe/r-module and the 
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z l { a , b )  a, 
z2{a, h) b, 
z3{a, b) zl{a, b) * z2{a, 6), 
w { a ,  b )  z 3 { a ,  b )  *  z 2 { a ,  6), 
24(a, b) z3{a, b) * w{a, b), 
z5(a, b) zS{a, b) * zA{a, b), 
z6(a, b) 23(O, b) * z5(a, 6), 
z7(a, b) z4:{a, b) * z5{a, b), 
z S { a ,  b )  z 3 { a ,  b )  *  z Q { a ,  b ) ,  
z 9 { a ,  b )  z 7 { a ,  b )  • w(a, 6), 
v { a ,  b )  2 ; 4 ( a ,  b )  *  w { a ,  b ) ,  

2rlO(a, b )  v { a ,  b )  *  z h { a ,  b ) ,  
2:11(o,6) v { a , b )  

TABLE 5.5. Standard Words in a Group 

name in parentheses is the corresponding simple FG-module. 

5.3. Alternating Groups 

5.3.1. 

The order of As is 2^ • 3 • 5 = 60. 

Characteristic 2; The only possible condensation subgroup for .45 in characteristic 

2 is the trivial subgroup. So we skip condensation and work with the group algebra. 

We use the standard generators given by the Table of Marks in GAP. Since there is 

no generation issue, we also have no need for normalizing elements. The basic algebra 

has dimension 18 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.1. 

2a •*— l a  2b 

FIGURE 5.1. Ext-quiver of A^ in characteristic 2 
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Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 8 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6a^,a^6o}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 6 and is generated by 

z2 

and the normalizing element 

a. 

It turns out that the condensation subalgebra is the basic algebra and its Ext-quiver 

is given in Figure 5.2. 

la(la) —»• I6(4a) 

FIGURE 5.2. Ext-quiver of A5 in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 6 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6o}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 8 and is generated by 

29,z l .  

The basic algebra has dimension 7 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.3. 

5.3.2. A 

The order of .46 is 2^ • 3^ • 5 = 360. 
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16(la) lc(3a) ^ 

FIGURE 5.3. Ext-quiver of in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 2: The only possible condensation subgroup for in diaracteristic 

2 is the trivial subgroup. So we skip condensation and work with the group algebra. 

We use the standard generators given by the Table of Marks in GAP. Since there is 

no generation issue, we also have no need for normalizing elements. The basic algebra 

has dimension 34 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.4. 

4a la —»- 46 

FIGURE 5.4. Ext-quiver of A^ in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 11 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6a6}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 92 and is generated by 

z7, zA, zS. 

The basic algebra has dimension 7 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.5. 

I6(la) 

lc(3a) •<—2a(4o) la(36) 

FIGURE 5.5. Ext-quiver of -46 in characteristic 3 
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Characteristic 5: Let H be the subgroup with number 11 in the Table of Marks. The 

condensation subalgebra is generated by the words 

z2, zA, z7 

and has dimension 9. The basic algebra has dimension 7 and its Ext-quiver is given 

in Figure 5.6. 

la(la) I6(8a) ̂  

FIGURE 5.6. Ext-quiver of AQ in characteristic 5 

5.3.3. Ar 

The order of A? is 2^ • 3^ • 5 • 7 = 2520. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 25 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 54 and is generated by 

z3, zl, z2. 

The basic algebra has dimension 19 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.7. 

2 6 ( 2 0 a )  ̂ ^  l a ( l a )  ̂ ^  2 a ( 1 4 o )  ̂  

FIGURE 5.7. Ext-quiver of AT in characteristic 2 
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Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 25 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{«}• 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 54 and is generated by 

z l , z 2  

and the element corresponding to 

b. 

The basic algebra has dimension 36 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.8. 

la(13a) 

lc(106) —»- I6(la) —»- l(il(10a) 

FIGURE 5.8. Ext-quiver of Aj in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 27 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^c,a^,o^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 27 and is generated by 

z d ,  2 4 ,  z 6 .  

The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.9. 
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lo(la) lc{13a) l6(8o) 26(6a) 

FIGURE 5.9. Ext-quiver of Ay in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 35 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{ca,b^,ababab}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 35 and is generated by 

z3, zA, z5. 

The basic algebra has dimension 11 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.10. 

la(la) "< 2b{5a) •< lc(lOa) ^ 

FIGURE 5.10. Ext-quiver of Ay in characteristic 7 

5.3.4. As 

The order of ^48 is 2® • 3^ • 5 • 7 = 20160. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 90 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{baha}. 

The condensation subalgebra ejyFGe^ is generated by the words 

2:9,2:5, zl 
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and the elements corresponding to the words 

babab^, b^a, 

and has dimension 2248. The basic algebra has dimension 226 and its Ext-quiver is 

given in Figure 5.11. 

2c(4a) -s—2a{6a) 26(46) 

66(20a) 4a(14a) —*- la(la) 6a(206) 

FIGURE 5.11. Ekt-quiver of As in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 85 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6a6c, babe, ba, abab}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 93 and is generated by 

zl l ,  z2,  z3,28(^1,2:3). 

The basic algebra has dimension 46 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.12. 

l a ( 7 a )  ̂ ^  l c ( 3 5 a )  2 6 ( 2 8 a )  

I I 
2 a ( 1 3 a )  ̂ ^  I 6 ( l a )  

FIGURE 5.12. Ext-quiver of -As in characteristic 3 
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Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 106 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 30 and is generated by 

zl jZA,  z l l .  

The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.13. 

Characteristic 7 We take the subgroup N with number 114 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^baba%, a^ba\ a^, a%a\ cAa^a}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 17 and is generated by 

z2, zb,z5{zl,z3). 

The basic algebra has dimension 11 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.14. 

{acac, a, caba, cabcab}. 

lc(lo) le(13o) ld(43o) l/(21a) 

FIGURE 5.13. Ext-quiver of As in characteristic 5 

lc(19a) 

FIGURE 5.14. Ext-quiver of ^48 in characteristic 7 
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5.3.5. Ag 

The order of ^9 is 2® • 3'^ • 5 • 7 = 181440. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 183 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,6,c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{bab^ab, 6^06^0}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 2268 and is generated by 

z6,z l l , z5  

and the element corresponding to the word 

{bah'^ab^ca}. 

The basic algebra has dimension 296 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.15. 

2/(8c) 2d(26a) ^ 2e(86) 

26(206) la(la) 2c(20a) 

1 
6a(78a) 

FIGURE 5.15. Ext-quiver of Ag in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 163 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^6a6, a^6a6^, a^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 512 and is generated by 

25,2:2, ^5(21,23), 28(21,29). 
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The basic algebra has dimension 166 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.16. 

Q ld(35a)  

lb(21aj  

u-

FIGURE 5.16. Ext-quiver of Ag in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 183 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,b,c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{ab^ab, b^abab^c, babca, abab^abca}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 44 and is generated by 

z3, z7,z2,z7{zl,z3). 

The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.17. 

2a(56a) la(133a) 16(83a) lh{ la)  

FIGURE 5.17. Ext-quiver of AQ in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7 We take the subgroup N with number 162 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a, 6}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 63 and is generated by 

28, zlO. 
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The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.18. 

2e(8a) 16(19a) lc(lOlo) la(115a) 2a(47a) le(la) 

FIGURE 5.18. Ext-quiver of AQ in characteristic 7 

5.3.6. -^10 

The order of .4iO is 2^ • 3^ • 5^ • 7 = 1814400. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 336 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,6,c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{baba, abab^ab^ab}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 22500 and is generated by 

211,29, 

and the element corresponding to the word 

abab^a. 

The basic algebra has dimension 646 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.19. 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with mimber 322 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{ba^cb, abacbc, aba^, aba%, a^}. 
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4a(16a) 20a{200a) 

t } 
2a(26a) la(la) 26(8o) 

t IJ 
^ 6a(48a) 18a(198a) 

FIGURE 5.19. Ext-quiver of ^LO in characteristic 2 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 526 and is generated by 

23,29,  z6.  

The basic algebra has dimension 166 and its Ext-qxiiver is given in Figure 5.20. 

l/(41a) ld{224a) 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 329 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o,6,c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 1512 and is generated by 

25,27,26. 

The basic algebra has dimension 121 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.21. 

le(84o) lc(la) 2a(34a) 

FIGURE 5.20. Ext-quiver of AIQ in characteristic 3 

{habdb, abab^cbcb, abab, 6®}. 
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16(8a) 

la(la) 4a(217a) ld(28a) 

3d{mb) 

26(356) 3a(56a) 

FIGURE 5.21. Ext-quiver of Aio in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7 WG take the subgroup N with number 392 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{ababa^ba^, a^6a^6a6o^6a^, ababa^bababab, a^baba^baba^bab, 

a^babahc?b, ababa%aba%aba, a^ba^babab}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 55 and is generated by 

zS, zl, z2. 

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.22. 

lo(la) 16(89a) ld(199a) l/(101a) l5(124a) le(36a) 

FIGURE 5.22. Ext-quiver of ^LO in characteristic 7 

5.3.7. ^11 

The order of An is 2^ • 3^ • 5^ • 7 • 11 = 19958400. 
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Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 516 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^b^ab, abab, a%^a^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 5176 and is generated by 

z6,  zA,  zZ,  

and the element corresponding to the word 

ab^a^. 

The basic algebra has dimension 562 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.23. 

4a(144a) ^ 2d(186a) 2c(198o) 

t t ^ 
46(416a) »- la(la) 2e(44a) ^ 

T 
4c(164a) 

FIGURE 5.23. Ext-quiver of in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 551 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,6,c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^bd^hca, a^b, a^cac, baba, aba^ba}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 3264 and is generated by 

27,26,  z9,  z5.  

The basic algebra has dimension 372 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.24. 
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2d(10a) 
/ t / { 
I6(210a)^ 

t 
-^3o(131a)^ ̂  2a(34a) 

^ f 

2c(120a)^ 

\ t 

—>- la(la) 
^ \ 
^ 5a(714a) 

\ Y 
3c(320a) 

1 X 
-^86(791a) 36(109o) 

FIGURE 5.24. Ext-quiver of An in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: Let H be the subgroup with number 562 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra is generated by the words 

z10,z2,24,  z l ,  

and has dimension 736 over F. The basic algebra has dimension 121 and its Ext-

quiver is given in Figure 5.25. 

l/(43a) 

li(188a) lg{S9a)  lc(la) 

0 ( 1 2 6 6 ) l / i ( 1 3 3 6 )  2 6 ( 4 0 6 a )  l e ( 1 3 3 a )  ̂  l f c ( 1 2 6 a )  

FIGURE 5.25. Ekt-quiver of An in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 706 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^bab, a^babc^b, a^, c}. 
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The condensation subalgebra has dimension 244 and is generated by 

zl^ z6, z9, z5. 

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.26. 

I6(la) lc(131a) l2(199o) 2d{626a)  l/(474a) lj(120a) 

FIGURE 5.26. Ext-quiver of An in characteristic 7 

Characteristic 11: We take the subgroup N with number 761 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^, a^baba^b^a^, ba^ba%^a}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 199 and is generated by 

z7, zlO, z9, zS. 

The basic algebra has dimension 19 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.27. 

1 6 ( l o )  ̂ ^  2 a ( 9 a )  ̂ ^  2 6 ( 3 6 a )  ̂  >  2 d ( 8 4 a ) « l d ( 1 2 6 a )  ̂  

FIGURE 5.27. Ext-quiver of AN in characteristic 11 

5.3.8. Ai2 

The order of A12 is 2^ • 3® • 5^ • 7 • 11 = 239500800. 
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Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 2003 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{ab^abab^, aha^bab^, o^, a%a%^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 24472 and is generated by 

29, z2, z6, z7, z^{zl, 23). 

The basic algebra has dimension 1781 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.28. 

8 o ( 1 4 3 a )  ̂ ^  3 c ( 1 3 1 a )  

36(7146) 

3a(714a) 

lc(la) I6(120a) 2a(210a) 

166(1013a) 

la(126a) 

le(1266) 

20a(1936a) 26(10a) 

FIGURE 5.28. Ext-quiver of A12 in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 2195 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 
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subgroup of N generated by 

{a%^ab^c, b, abab^a, baba, a%^ab^, a^6^, a%a^b^, c?}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 1953 and is generated by 

z3, z5, zl, z9, z4, z4(zl, z3). 

The basic algebra has dimension 178 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.29. 

3^(462a) 3d(573a) 

2c(738o) 2e(1266a) 3e(1506a) 

lc(153a) 16(la) ld(1596ah^ 56(1957a) 

le(144a) 

FIGURE 5.29. Ext-quiver of A12 in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: Let H be the subgroup with number 2356 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra effFGen is generated by the words 22, zS and 2II, and has dimension 112 

over F. The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.30. 

li(la) lj(131a) ly(1354a) lA;(2166a) l/(1398a) ^ ln(330a) 

FIGURE 5.30. Ext-quiver of A12 in characteristic 7 
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Characteristic 11: We take the subgroup N with number 2482 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a'^ba%^a%, ba^b^a\ ba%aca, a^ba^b^c^, a^ba'^c^ad}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 62 and is generated by 

z2,25(21, z3) ,  z5{z l ,  zA),  210(21,25). 

The basic algebra has dimension 19 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.31. 

I6(la) lc(53a) l/i(267a) le(678o)«ld(1050a) ^ 

FIGURE 5.31. Ext-quiver of Au in characteristic 11 

5.4. Symmetric Groups 

5.4.1. S5 

The order of 5-5 is 2^ . 3 • 5 = 120. 

Characteristic 2: The only possible condensation subgroup for S5 in characteristic 2 

is the trivial subgroup. So we skip condensation and work with the group algebra. 

We use the standard generators given by the Table of Marks in GAP. Since there is 

no generation issue, we also have no need for normalizing elements. The basic algebra 

has dimension 19 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.32. 

46^^ la^ 

FIGURE 5.32. Ext-quiver of S5 in characteristic 2 
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Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 12 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 9 and is generated by 

zl ,z4.  

The basic algebra has dimension 6 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.33. 

la(la) -<—»- ld(46) 

FIGURE 5.33. Ext-quiver of S5 in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 15 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{b} .  

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 16 and is generated by 

zA,  z2.  

The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.34. 

la(16) 16(36) ld(3a) —^ lc(lo) 

FIGURE 5.34. Ext-quiver of S5 in characteristic 5 

5.4.2. 5'6 

The order of is 2^ • 3^ • 5 = 720. 
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Characteristic 2: The only possible condensation subgroup for Se in characteristic 2 

is the trivial subgroup. So we skip condensation and work with the group algebra. 

We use the standard generators given by the Table of Marks in GAP. Since there is 

no generation issue, we also have no need for normalizing elements. The basic algebra 

has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.35. 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 34 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, b, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

The basic algebra has dimension 51 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.36. 

FIGURE 5.35. Ext-quiver of Ss in characteristic 2 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 184 and is generated by 

z5,zQ.  

2a(4a) 

la(la) 26(6a) 16(16) 

2c(46) 

FIGURE 5.36. Ext-quiver of Se in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 34 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 
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subgroup of N generated by 

{a^c, ab, a^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 18 and is generated by 

zS,  z4,  z2.  

The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ebct-quiver is given in Figure 5.37. 

la(16) 16(86) lh(8a)  Ig( la)  

FIGURE 5.37. Ext-quiver of Se in characteristic 5 

5.4.3. ^7 

The order of 5? is 2^ • 3^ • 5 • 7 = 5040. 

Characteristic 2; We take the subgroup N with number 108 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6a6^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 108 and is generated by 

2rll, z3, zb 

and the element corresponding to the word 

ohab^a. 

The basic algebra has dimension 38 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.38. 
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D . 
26(14a) —»- la(lo) 2c(20o) J 

L> 

FIGURE 5.38. Ext-quiver of S7 in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 76 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{abab^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 108 and is generated by 

z3,z5 

and the element corresponding to the word 

The basic algebra has dimension 51 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.39. 

2o(20a) 

lc(l6) 

ld(13a) 

FIGURE 5.39. Ext-quiver of 5? in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 79 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, 6, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 
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The condensation subalgebra has dimension 54 and is generated by 

z3, ̂ 6, z5. 

The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.40. 

Id(la)  —^ le(13a) ^ 1^(86) 2c(6b)  

FIGURE 5.40. Ekt-quiver of S? in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 90 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6^a, ab^ab^, a^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 70 and is generated by 

z5,  z7,  z4,  zS.  

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.41. 

le(la) 2a(5a) ^ la(lOa) 16(106) 26(56) 1/(16) 

FIGURE 5.41. Ext-quiver of S7 in characteristic 7 

5.4.4. ^8 

The order of is 2^ • 3^ • 5 • 7 = 40320. 
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Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 233 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o,6,c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{ab^ab^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 4496 and is generated by 

zS,  z4,  

and the elements corresponding to the words 

The basic algebra has dimension 289 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.42. 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 225 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, 6, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 186 and is generated by 

z7, z3, z4, z7{zl, z4). 

The basic algebra has dimension 46 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.43. 

O O 
46(8a) -« 2a(6a) 

12a(40a) la(lo) 4a(14a) 

FIGURE 5.42. Eixt-quiver of Ss in characteristic 2 

{bacd^abab, a, a^}. 
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l a ( l a )  ̂ ^  1 6 ( 3 5 a )  2 c ( 2 8 a )  

1 1 
2 6 ( 1 3 6 )  ̂ ^  1 / ( 7 6 )  

FIGURE 5.43. Ext-quiver of Ss in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 261 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{6^c6c, 6, 6^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 60 and is generated by 

z2,z l l , z8 .  

The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.44. 

l /(lo) l^(13a) 1«(436) lg{21b)  

FIGURE 5.44. Ext-quiver of Ss in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 271 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{ab^abcad, ahah, bahah, acac, ab^ab}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 34 and is generated by 

z3, z7, zll, z4. 

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.45. 
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1^(16) l/i(196) lm(456) ^ l/(45a) ~ lj(19o) l«(la) 

FIGURE 5.45. Ext-quiver of Ss in characteristic 7 

5.4.5. 59 

The order of is 2^^ • • 5 • 7 = 362880. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 354 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a®6a6,a^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 4492 and is generated by 

z6,  z3,  

and the element corresponding to the word 

a'^ba^. 

The basic algebra has dimension 370 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.46. 

26(16o) —»- 4a (40a) 

i I 
(2 2a(26a) la(la) ** 8a(78a) 2) 

FIGURE 5.46. Ext-quiver of Sg in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 456 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b, a}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^cac, baha, aba^a}. 
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The condensation subalgebra has dimension 1024 and is generated by 

z2,  z lO,  z5,  «8(zl ,  z3) .  

The basic algebra has dimension 332 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.47. 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 476 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{d,  aba,  c^a,  o6^a6,  c^} .  

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 54 and is generated by 

27, z4{zl ,  z3) ,  26(21,23), 211(21,26). 

The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.48. 

16(56o) 1/(1336) lh{S3a) le(lo) 

1^(216) lc(21a) 

16(76) ld(35a) 

le(l6) —>-3a(41a) 

FIGURE 5.47. Ext-quiver of Sg in characteristic 3 

FIGURE 5.48. Ekt-quiver of Sg in characteristic 5 
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Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 454 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, 6, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{b^cd, b'^acac, o, aba, ab^ab}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 126 and is generated by 

29, zl. 

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.49. 

2e(86) 1/(196) l/i(1016) l^(115a) 2h(47a)  Ij(lo) 

FIGURE 5.49. Ext-quiver of Sg in characteristic 7 

5.4.6. 510 

The order of 5io is 2® • 3^ • 5^ • 7 = 3628800. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 1389 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{b^ab^a, ab^abab^ab^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 45000 and is generated by 

2rl 1,^:4, 

and the elements corresponding to the words 

b^ab^ab^, ab^aba. 

The basic algebra has dimension 1292 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.50. 
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D 
26(8a) ^ 

sT) 
—»-la(la) * J "18a(198a) 

I ^ 
(^206(200o) 

\ 

J 
2a(26a) — 

O 
6a (48a) 

4a(16a) 
L> 

FIGURE 5.50. Ekt-quiver of S'LO in chaxacteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 1351 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{b^abad, b^abac, bab^ah^, bab^ab, abab^, abali^ab^ab^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 1052 and is generated by 

z7, zS, 23, z2. 

The basic algebra has dimension 332 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.51. 

l j ( 8 4 a )  ̂ ^  l / { l a )  ̂ ^  2 6 ( 3 4 a )  

li(846) ld{4lb) 

le(224a) 

lc(16) 2a(346) 

FIGURE 5.51. Ext-quiver of Sio in characteristic 3 
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Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 1379 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^ba^bc, a^ba^b, a^ba^b, o^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 3008 and is generated by 

z5,  z4,  z7.  

The basic algebra has dimension 183 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.52. 

26(70a)^ ^3d(56a) 

3e(566) ^ 8c(266a) 2c(28a) ^^ l/(8a) 

3/(217a) le(la) 

3c(2176) lc(346) 

la(16) 16(86) 2a(286) 

FIGURE 5.52. Ekt-quiver of ^LO in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 1510 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{ab^ab^, ab^ab, ab^ab^, aba'^bab^, a^bab^ab, a^ba^b^ab'^, a®}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 110 and is generated by 

27,  ̂ 11,  z l ,  211(^1,  z4) .  

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.53. 
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Ig(la) ls(89a) lr(199o) lfc(1016) le(1246) ^ lj(366) 

FIGURE 5.53. Ext-quiver of S'LO in diaxacteristic 7 

5.4.7. Su 

The order of 5ii is 2^ • 3^ • 5^ • 7 • 11 - 39916800. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 2401 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^ba^b, a^b^, a^ba%}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 10352 and is generated by 

z8,  z4,  z2,  

and the elements corresponding to the words 

baobab, ab^c?. 

The basic algebra has dimension 1124 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.54. 

o 
2e(198a) 

t Q >n 
r 2d(186a) la(la) 2c(44a) 

1 
4c(144a) »- 46(416a) 4a(164a) ^ 
U U 

FIGURE 5.54. Ext-quiver of Sw in characteristic 2 
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Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 2509 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, b, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^cd, a^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 6756 and is generated by 

z5,  z8,  z9,  z l l ,  z l ,  z5 +  z l ,  

where the last word was added to improve the calculation of peakwords. The basic 

algebra has dimension 372 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.55. 

6o(791a) 26(106) 

4/i(7146)^^46(320a) 

2a(346) 4a(109a) la(la) 16(120a)^^2c(2106) 

FIGURE 5.55. Ext-quiver of in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 2526 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o,6,c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{c, a^b^ab, a^, a^, a^6a^6}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 1472 and is generated by 

24,29,^8,2:1. 

The basic algebra has dimension 178 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.56. 
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2d(4066) l m ( 1 8 8 6 )  ̂ ^  l i ( 4 3 6 )  

2/(252a 

lh{S72b)  Wb) 

l Z ( 8 9 a )  ̂ ^  l n ( 4 3 a )  

2c(406a) ^ lfc(188a) l/(372a) ^^ le(la) lj(896) 

FIGURE 5.56. Ext-quiver of in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 2910 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 488 and is generated by 

2:6,^:1,-22,-2:5(21,24). 

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.57. 

16(1206) lc(4746) ^ 2i(6266) ln(199a) l«(131a) It i la)  

Characteristic 11: We take the subgroup N with number 3036 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^6a^6a6, o®6a^6^a6ac6c}. 

FIGURE 5.57. Ext-quiver of Sn in characteristic 7 

{a®, a^6a^6^a^6^, a^ba^baba^ba}. 
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The condensation subalgebra has dimension 398 and is generated by 

zl,  z2, z5{zl,  z3), z^{zl,  z4). 

The basic algebra has dimension 38 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.58. 

t 
2e(9a) 

} 
26(36a) 

{ 
2c(84a) 

I 
l/(126a) 

I 
le(1266) 

{ 
2n{846) 

{ 
2m(366) 

I 
2/(96) 

I 
lh{ lb) 

FIGURE 5.58. Ext-quiver of Sn in characteristic 11 

5.5. Sporadic Simple Groups 

5.5.1. MIL 

The order of the Mathieu group MN is 2^ • 3^ • 5 • 11 = 7920. 
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Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 35 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,b} .  The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^6^a6^a, o^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 112 and is generated by 

z2,z6,  

and the elements corresponding to the words 

a^6o^, a^bab, 

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.59. 

4a(44a) -*—la(la) —»- 2a(10a) ^ 

FIGURE 5.59. Ext-quiver of MN in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 21 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6a6a}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 320 and is generated by 

z3, zS,zl. 

The basic algebra has dimension 83 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.60. 

Characteristic 5: Let H be the subgroup with number 18 in the Table of Marks. The 

algebra is generated by the words zl and z9, and has dimension 37. The 

basic algebra has dimension 20 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.61. 
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2o(106) 

I6(la) la{5b) ^4a(24a) 

1 
2c{10c) 26(10a) lc(5a) 

FIGURE 5.60. Ext-quiver of MN in characteristic 3 

lc(llo) ̂  16(166) 

ld(16a) ^ la(la) 

FIGURE 5.61. Ext-qniver of Mn in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 11: We take the subgroup N with number 18 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{6a, abab,b^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 126 and is generated by 

z2, z7. 

The basic algebra has dimension 25 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.62. 

16(10a) 

le(la) — la(9a) ld(106) ̂  2a(16a) ̂  

FIGURE 5.62. Ext-quiver of Mu in characteristic 11 

5.5.2. Mi2 

The order of the Mathieu group Mia is 2® • 3® • 5 • 11 = 95040. 
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Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 133 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{ababab^ababab^, bahabal^ababab}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 1216 and is generated by 

zl 

and the elements corresponding to the words 

ababab^ab^a, baba, ababababab^abd^a, bdbababa. 

The basic algebra has dimension 134 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.63. 

4a(44a) la(la) T 2a(10o) ^ 

FIGURE 5.63. Ext-quiver of M12 in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 106 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,fe,c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^c, abab,a^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 424 and is generated by 

z2,zl,z7,z4. 

The basic algebra has dimension 163 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.64. 
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1/(456) 

ld(45c) 1^(156) lc(lOa) le(15a) 

la(106) —»- 16(la) 2a(34a) 

FIGURE 5.64. Ext-quiver of IN characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5; We take the subgroup N with number 125 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6^a6a, ab^al^a, bab^ab, abab^aba}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 38 and is generated by 

zb, z6. 

The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.65. 

Id(lo) -«—^ lc(98o) ^ la(78o) —*- 16(66a) 

FIGURE 5.65. Ext-quiver of Mij in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 11: Let H be the subgroup with number 113 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra eH^Gen is generated by the words ;2;11, z2 and z6, and has dimension 

29. The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.66. 

Id(lo) ^ I6(53a) lo(91o) lc(29a) ^ l/(16a) ^ 

FIGURE 5.66. Ext-quiver of M12 in characteristic 11 
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5.5,3. JI 

The order of the Janko group Ji is 2^ • 3 • 5 • 7 • 11 • 19 = 175560. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 28 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{aba, abab^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 412 and is generated by 

zlO,z2 

and the element corresponding to the word 

bab^. 

The basic algebra has dimension 82 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.67. 

2a(20a) —»• 26(56a) 

t t 
2 c ( 5 6 6 )  ̂ ^  l o ( l o )  ̂  2 d ( 7 6 a )  J  

FIGURE 5.67. Ext-quiver of Ji in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: Let H be the subgroup with number 35 in the Table of Marks. The 

algebra en^Gen is generated by the words 

zlO, z2,  

and has dimension 19. The basic algebra has dimension 6 and its Ext-quiver is given 

in Figure 5.68. 
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la(la) 16(76a) 

FIGURE 5.68. Ext-quiver of J\ in chaxacteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 36 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{6, b^abab^aba}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 68 and is generated by 

z8, z6. 

The basic algebra has dimension 10 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.69. 

16(la)^^ 26(766) 

FIGURE 5.69. Ekt-quiver of Ji in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 36 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{6, b^abab^aba}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 68 and is generated by 

«1,2:3. 

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.70. 
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l/(la) la(75a) 16(45a) ^ ld(31o) le(89a) ^ 2a(120a) 

FIGURE 5.70. Ext-quiver of Ji in characteristic 7 

Characteristic 11: We take the subgroup N with number 34 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, b, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{b,  babacaca,  abab}.  

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 198 and is generated by 

25,  z3.  

The basic algebra has dimension 38 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.71. 

Characteristic 19: Let H be the subgroup with number 28 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra ejyFGen is generated by the words 

Z1TZ2^ 

and has dimension 107. The basic algebra has dimension 30 and its Ext-quiver is 

given in Figure 5.72. 

5.5.4. M22 

The order of the Mathieu group M22 is 2^ • 3^ • 5 • 7 • 11 = 443520. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 109 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {0,6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{b^a^,ab^a}. 
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l(i(lo) 

I 
3c(119o) 

t 
lc{14a) 

T 
36(106o) 

} 
2d(2Ta) 

T 
lo(49o) 

} 
l(>(7a) 

} 
2c(69a) 

2/(64a) 

I  
2o(56a) 

FIGURE 5.71. Ext-quiver of Ji in characteristic 11 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 5504 and is generated by 

zlO, z3,  

and the elements corresponding to the words 

a6^a6, ba^ba, a^l?a. 

The basic algebra has dimension 799 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.73. 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 122 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^ca, a^c^, a, a^cac}. 
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Id(la)«le(55a) lc(22a) 16(34a) la(43a) ^ 2c(77a) 

FIGURE 5.72. Ext-quiver of Ji in characteristic 19 

2a(106) ^2c(34a) ^26(10a) 

6 a ( 7 0 a )  ̂ ^  l a ( l a )  ̂ ^  6 6 ( 7 0 6 )  

t 
10a(98a) 

FIGURE 5.73. Ext-quiver of M22 in characteristic 2 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 145 and is generated by 

z7, zb, z2. 

The basic algebra has dimension 51 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.74. 

3 a ( 5 5 a )  ̂ ^  l d ( 4 9 a )  

}  T  
lc(lo) ^ 16(496) ^ la(231a) 

FIGURE 5.74. Ext-quiver of M22 in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: Let H be the subgroup with number 135 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra en^Gen is generated by the words 

z3,  z6,  z l ,  

and has dimension 36. The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given 

in Figure 5.75. 
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ld{lo) 16(98o) lc{133a) 26(21o) 

FIGURE 5.75. Ext-quiver of M22 in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: Let H be the subgroup with number 109 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra effWGeH is generated by the words 

z6,  z4,  

and has dimension 98 over F. The basic algebra has dimension 11 and its Ext-quiver 

is given in Figure 5.76. 

lc(la) -* »- la(54a) 16(45a) ^ 

FIGURE 5.76. Ext-quiver of M22 in characteristic 7 

Characteristic 11: Let H be the subgroup with number 109 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra effFGen is generated by the words 

z6,  z i ,  

and has dimension 98. The basic algebra has dimension 11 and its Ext-quiver is given 

in Figure 5.77. 

lc(45a) 

le(la) — lrf(20a) -—- la(190a) 

16(456) 

FIGURE 5.77. Ext-quiver of M22 in characteristic 11 
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5.5.5. J2 

The order of the Janko group J2 is 2^^ • 3^ • 5^ • 7 = 604800. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 139 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6a6c6o6ca}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 24288 and is generated by 

^2, 

and the elements corresponding to the words 

ababacacabad), cbahc, abacbacacb. 

The basic algebra has dimension 1592 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.78. 

4c(36a) -«—»- 26(6a) -« »- 4a(146) 

t t 1 
2a(6b) *- la(la) —»12a(84a) 

46(14A) 

FIGURE 5.78. Ext-quiver of J2 in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 118 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{ababac, abababdbac, abababacbc, baba^ abababab}. 
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The condensation subalgebra has dimension 660 and is generated by 

z7, z8, z5, z9(zl, z3). 

The basic algebra has dimension 204 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.79. 

la(576) ^ ld(136) le(216) 

l^(la) 36(133a) 

16(57o) l/(13o) lc(21a) 

FIGURE 5.79. Ext-quiver of Ja in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 129 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a6, abab, a^, 6®, c?hdb^ah, 6'^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 95 and is generated by 

z9,  z8,  z2.  

The basic algebra has dimension 72 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.80. 

D O 
16(lo) l/(14a) le(189a) 

lg^(41a) lc(21a) 

ld(85o) 

FIGURE 5.80. Ext-quiver of J2 in characteristic 5 
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Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 128 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a'^babac, a^, a^baba, a%abah, a^bab^a^, 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 81 and is generated by 

z2,  zS,  z l .  

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.81. 

Id(la) lc(89o) 2c(199o) 16(101a) 26(124o) la(36a) 

FIGURE 5.81. Ext-quiver of J2 in characteristic 7 

5.5.6. M23 

The order of the Mathieu group M23 is 2'^ • 3^ • 5 • 7 • 11 • 23 = 10200960. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 78 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{baba^, ab^a}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 23212 and is generated by 

211,2:9,  z6 

and the element corresponding to the word 

b\ 

The basic algebra has dimension 1513 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.82. 
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2a(116) la(446) 

7a(220a) 

8a(120a) 

26(lla) lc(44a) 

FIGURE 5.82. Ext-quiver of M23 in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 162 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{abab, a^bab^a^, a^'^a, a^ba%^a%, a^ba^ba%^, 0?}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 534 and is generated by 

z8,  zA,  zZ,  z l .  

The basic algebra has dimension 81 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.83. 

Characteristic 5: Let H be the subgroup with number 178 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra e^FGe^ is generated by the words 

z9,  z4,  

2o(1046) ^ lc(la) ^26(104a) 

la(770a) ^ 4a(253a) ^ 16(7706) 

FIGURE 5.83. Ext-quiver of M23 in characteristic 3 
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and has dimension 62 over F. The basic algebra has dimension 81 and its Ext-quiver 

is given in Figure 5.84. 

lc(lo) »- ld(8966) 

t I 
16(896a) ^ la(231a) 

FIGURE 5.84. Ext-quiver of M23 in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: Let H be the subgroup with number 185 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra effFGen is generated by the words 

z4,z9{zl ,z9) ,  

and has dimension 19 over F. The basic algebra has dimension 11 and its Ext-quiver 

is given in Figure 5.85. 

la(la) ^ 16(1034a)«lc(990a) ^ 

FIGURE 5.85. Ext-quiver of M23 in characteristic 7 

Characteristic 11: We take the subgroup N with number 134 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a%a^, c?, a^ba^ba^, a^ba%, aba^ba}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 2030 and is generated by 

z5,zl l .  

The basic algebra has dimension 29 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.86. 
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la(456) 

lc(la) -<—>- 7o(229a) -«—10a(806a) 

16(45a) 

FIGURE 5.86. Ext-quiver of M23 in chaxacteristic 11 

Characteristic 23: We take the subgroup N with number 134 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a%a^, o^, a^ba^ba^, a^ba^b, aba^ba}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 2030 and is generated by 

^8, zS. 

The basic aJgebra has dimension 57 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.87. 

lc(456) ^ 3o(2806) ^ 3c(280a) ^ la(45a) 

96(6656) 26(210a) 9a(665a) 

t t I 
3d(2316) 2a(21a) 36(231a) 

16(la) 

FIGURE 5.87. Ext-quiver of M23 in characteristic 23 

5.5.7. HS 

The order of the Higman-Sims group is 2^ • 3^ • 5^ • 7 • 11 = 44352000. 
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Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 253 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 100732 and is generated by 

z5,  zS,  z4,  

and the element corresponding to the word 

bab^. 

The basic algebra has dimension 2462 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.88. 

Characteristic 3: We take the subgroup N with number 520 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{b^abab, babab}. 

22a(518a) -« la(la) * I 2a(20a) 

4a(132a) 42a(1000a) 46(56a) 

FIGURE 5.88. Ext-quiver of HS in characteristic 2 

{abab^cba, b^cabc, b^, abcbca, ab^cac, bacabc, ab^cabc}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 746 and is generated by 

z3,  z l l ,  z8,  z5.  

The basic algebra has dimension 75 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.89. 
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5c(1176a) 36(154a) 

3o(748aj la(22a) 2a(1253a) 

Id(la) 26(321a) 

FIGURE 5.89. Ext-quiver of HS in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: We take the subgroup N with number 513 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{abacabc, acabd), bac^ac^b, bc^b, bacbac^, bcabc^a, abacabac}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 1430 and is generated by 

zh, z6, z8. 

The basic algebra has dimension 444 and its Ext-qviiver is given in Figure 5.90. 

l/(280o) 

l/i(210a) 

la(98a) le(133a 

ld(1336) 

3a(518a) 

lp(2806) 

FIGURE 5.90. Ext-quiver of H S  in characteristic 5 
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Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 563 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{abab^d)^, bay^cac, ab^abacb^a, ab^ab^cb, b^c, b'^acab^, abababcab, ab^ca, 6®}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 106 and is generated by 

zb,  211,-2:1,22.  

The basic algebra has dimension 22 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.91. 

16(la) la(1055a) 2a(2145a) l/(605o) 2e(803o) ^ l/i(22a) 

FIGURE 5.91. Ext-quiver of HS in characteristic 7 

Characteristic 11: Let H be the subgroup with number 550 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra ejaWGen is generated by the words 

zl ,z2,  

and has dimension 91 over F. The basic algebra has dimension 19 and its Ext-quiver 

is given in Figure 5.92. 

l/(la) l5{174a) le(2346a) 16(854a) • lc(896a) ^ 

FIGURE 5.92. Ext-quiver of HS in characteristic 11 

5.5.8. Ja 

The order of the Janko group J3 is 2^ • 3® • 5 • 17 • 19 = 50232960. 
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Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 105 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{abababab^, babababab^, bababa}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 68932 and is generated by 

z8,  z2,  

and the element corresponding to the word 

a. 

The basic algebra has dimension 1169 and its Ekt-quiver is given in Figure 5.93. 

26(80a) 

2a(78a) 

10o(244a) 2c(786) 

4a(846) 34a(966a) 46(84a) 

106(322a) la(la) 10c(3226) 

FIGURE 5.93. Ext-quiver of Js in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 3; We take the subgroup N with number 120 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a, a6a6®, a^bab^ab^, a^^ab^ab^}. 
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The condensation subalgebra has dimension 7926 and is generated by 

z2,  zlO, z7,  

and the element corresponding to the word 

aba^b^ab^. 

The basic algebra has dimension 1754 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.94. 

le(18a) ^ l/(153a) 

1 X I 
12o(934a) I6{84a) 

^  1 /  W ^  
ld{18b) _ lff l(84fo)^^ * 1^(1536) 

FIGURE 5.94. Ext-quiver of J3 in characteristic 3 

Characteristic 5: Let H be the subgroup with number 127 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra ejyFGe/f is generated by the words 

z4, zl, 

and has dimension 57. The basic algebra has dimension 7 and its Ext-quiver is given 

in Figure 5.95. 

Ife(la) la(323a) ^ 

FIGURE 5.95. Ext-quiver of J3 in characteristic 5 
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Characteristic 17: Let H be the subgroup with number 123 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra en^Geff is generated by the words 

24, z5,  

and has dimension 127. The basic algebra has dimension 34 and its Ext-quiver is 

given in Figure 5.96. 

le(la) 

I 
29(1919a) 

ld(1159o) 

I 
2/(761a) 

I 
2e(379o) 

$ 

2<i(836o) 

I 
2c(1596o) 

I 
16(324a) 

FIGURE 5.96. Ext-quiver of J3 in characteristic 17 

Characteristic 19: We take the subgroup N with number 127 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{o,  ab^ab,  ab^abab^ab^, abab^ab^ab,  bababab^ab,  ab^ababab^, 

babababababa, ab^ab^ab^ab^}. 
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The condensation subalgebra has dimension 405 and is generated by 

zlO, z9.  

The basic algebra has dimension 35 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.97. 

Ig(la)  

t 
56{1214o) 

I 
le(706a) 

{ 
16(110a) 

t 
lc(214a) 

t 
5a(1001o) 

t 
l f(919a) 

t 
4a(1835a) 

} 
2a(85a) 

L> 
FIGURE 5.97. Ext-quiver of J3 in characteristic 19 

5.5.9. M24 

The order of the Mathieu group M24 is 2^° • 3^ • 5 • 7 • 11 • 23 == 244823040. 

Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 1162 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{aba^ba, a^ba\ a^baba%ab}. 
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The condensation subalgebra has dimension 336224 and is generated by 

23, z7, z9 

and the elements corresponding to the words 

abababa^bab, a^bababab, aba^ba^. 

The basic algebra has dimension 16151. We do not have enough information to 

construct the Ext-quiver or the basic algebra. The problem is that the programs dis

cussed in this dissertation are impractical to use on an algebra of dimension 336224. 

We can find the projective indecomposable e/fFGe^-modules in e^FGe/f-modules 

smaller than the regular representation. The Cj/FGeTy-module corresponding to the 

subgroup of M24 with number 1172 has dimension 35840 and contains 7 of the pro

jective indecomposable e/fFGejy-modules. This e^FGe^^-module is within the range 

of our programs. The e/fFGciy-modules corresponding to the subgroups of M24 with 

numbers 606 and 617 have dimensions 164864 and 144160, contain the other 6 projec

tive indecomposable CflrFGe^-modules. These e/fFGejy-modules are not within the 

range of our programs. 

A modification of the C-Meat Axe program zmw will bring these ei/FGe^-niodules 

within reach of our programs. We use these programs to construct a vector in the 

kernel of a peakword. The problem we are running into is that zmw requires that the 

elements the word is being evaluated on all fit into memory. Modifying zmw to work 

for sparse format matrices is not enough. Even though the matrices for the generators 

for eu^Gen acting on these modules fit into about 5 megabytes, the result would have 

to be stored in matrix format and requires about 2.5 gigabytes. The approach we 

can take is to write a program for the C-MeatAxe package which applies a word to a 

vector without evaluating the word. 
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Table 5.6 summarizes what we know about the structure of projective indecom

posable e/rF2M24ejy-modules. 

Number Condensed Simple Simple Page 
1172 Ic la 170 1172 

6a 220a 171 
1172 

66 2206 171 

1172 

8a 320a 172 

1172 

8c 3206 172 

1172 

46a 1242a 173 

1172 

64a 1792a 173 
617 2a 44a 617 

26 446 
617 

6c 120a 

617 

86 252a 
606 la 11a 606 

16 116 

TABLE 5.6. Projective indecomposable e/fF2M24e/f-modules 

Characteristic 3; We take the subgroup N with number 1410 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,6,c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{babdmb, bcb^cb, bai^cb^acbc, bab^di^abc, d/^c, 6^, abab^}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 2884 and is generated by 

«3,210,  z l ,  z7{zl ,  zZ),  z5{zl ,  z8) .  

The basic algebra has dimension 213 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.102. 

Characteristic 5: Let H be the subgroup with number 1493 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra en^Geff is generated by the words 

z4,zl ,  
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6a 
la®2a 

16®lc®46a 
26®66®8ii®8c 

2*la®3«lc®6a®2>K6c$64a 
2*16®la®2*2a®2&®8{i®8a 

16®2*la®2* lc©2a©2*26® 6c®46o 
4*l<)®lc®2*2j!i®6a®66®8c 

3*la®3>i>lc®3*2a®6a®3*6&®6c®8a®64o 
2*lb®3*la®4>i'lc®2a®2*6a®6c®8a®46a 

3*lb®3>Kla®2>K26®2*6c®4>K86®8c 
5*16®2*lo©5* lc®2o®4*6c®2*46a®64o 

2*16®5*2a®5*26®6a®6(i^b®3*8c 
8*la®4*lc®2a®3*26®6a®2*6c®64a 

7* 16® la®3*lc® 2*2a®2i®6a® 2»86®8a 
16ffi4*la®3#lc®5*2o®2*26®5*66®86®8o©46o 

4*16®3*la®6iKlc©3>ii26®5>i<6a®3>i<6c 
3*16®6*la®3*lc®3*2a®26©2*66®2*6c®5>i<86®2*8a 

5*16©2#la©5#lc®2*2a®26@6a®7*6c®3*46o 
4*16®2#la®lc®4#2a®7#26©6a©3#86©4si>8c 

2*16®ll*la®5*lc©2*2a®26®2*66®7*6c®64a 
7»16®4»lcffi5#2o©2»26ffi6a®6i®4*86 

6#lo©4H<lc®3*2affi4*26®6affi3*6i>©6c©86 
10>i<16©3>i<la©2«lc®2a®4*26®5>i<6a®86®46a 
2<i<16©6*la®4*lc®7>i>2a®26©7>i>66®86®3*8a 
6»16®2*lo®9«lc©2*26®5*6o®3>»6c©2*46a 
3*16®5*la©lc©2offi5#26®6c®6*86®8cffi8a 

5» 16®3H'lo©5*lc®2a©l l»6c®2*46a®64a 
16®6>K2a®5*26®2*86®3>i<8c 

10*la®4*lc©2*26®5#6c®64a 
8*16®lc®3*2a©2<i<26©6a©5*8b 

4*lo©4*lc®7»2o®26®7*66 
7«16©3#lo©3»lcffi4#26®7#6o 

2* 16® eK la®4« lc®3*2a®26®3>i<66®2>K86®4*8a 
6H'16®lo®4*lc©2*6a®2»6c®2*46o 

2*la®2a®6#26®2>K86®2>i<8c 
2* 16® 3<K la® 2>(' Ic® 7>i<6c®46a®64a 

2*16®lc®3>i>2a®2>i>26®3<i<86 
2#lo@3«lc©2*6c 

3*16©2a©2*26®6a®86 
2*la®lc®3>K2a®3*66®8a 
3*16®la®2>i<lc®26®2*6a 

16®2«la®lc©26®66®2*86®8a 
2*16® la® lc©6a®3>i'6c®46a 

I6®2*2a®2*26®86®8c 
3*la®lc®6c 

2*16©lc©26©86 
lc®2a©66 

16® la® lc©26©2>ii6a 
16®2* la©2a©66®86®8a 

2>K16®2<I>1C®6C 
2a®2*26©86©8c 

3»loffi3#6c 
2*16©2a©2*86 

la©2*lc 
2*16®2*26®6a 

la®2*2a©2*66©8a 
16©2>i'lc©6a 
la® 26® 86 
16®loffi6c 

2a® 26 
la©6c 
16©86 
lc®66 

6a 

66 
16©lc©6a 
la©2a©86 

16®lc®6c®46o 
2a®2*26®66©2<i<8c 

4*la©3*lc®26®6c®6a®64a 
3*16©la®2*lc©2a©8a®86 

16®la®lc©2*2a©26®66®6c®86®46a 
3*16©la©2*lc®2*26®66®6c®24>6a®8c 

16®4«la®2*lc®3*2a®24<66®2*6c®8a®86®64a 
4*16®2>i<la©4*lc©2*2a©26©2*6c©6a©8a®46a 

2*16®2*la®lc®2a®4>K26®6c:®3*86®2*8c 
3>i>16©5*la®4* lc®2a® 26® 66©4>i>6c®46a©64a 
4*16©3*lc®4*2a®2*26®66®2*6a®2*86©8c 

6>Kla®4*lc©2*2a©2'i<26©66©6c©6a©86 
7>iil6®2>i>la©lc©2a©2*26©6c®34>6a®86®46a 
16®6*la®3*lc®6*2a®3*26®5<i>66®2*8a®46a 

5<Kl6®4*la®7*lc®3*26®3*6c®3*6a©46a 
5*16®3<i>la®3* lc©2a©3*26® 66©2<i>6c©8a®6>i>86©8c 
3*16©2>Kla®6*lc®34'2a®66©9*6c©6a©2*46a©64a 

3*16®2*lo®lc®6*2a®5*26®2>i<6o®4*86®4*8c 
2<i<16®13*la®5*lc®2a®2*26®66^*6c®64a 

10* 16® 3* lc®3*2a® 4* 26©66©3*86©46a 
3*la©3*lc®5*2a®4*26®5*66®6c®6a©8a 

6*16©4*la®5*lc®2a®3*26®7*6a®86 
3*16®8*la®4*lc®5*2a®5*66®6c®3*8a®2*86 
8*16®la©7*lc®2a®2*26©4*6c©3*6a©2*46a 
2*16©3*la®lc®2*2a®7*26©8a©5*86®2*8c 

3*16©6*la®2*lc®26®12*6c®2*46a©64a 
3* 16® lc®6*2a®3*26®4*86®2*8c 

8*la©6*lc©2a©66©3*6c®64a 
7*16®2*2a®3*26®3*6a®3*86 

5*la®4*lc®6*2a®26©7*66®8a 
8*16©3*la®3*lc©3*26®4*6a 

2*16®3*la©3*lc©2*2a®3*26®2*66®3*8a®3*86 
3*16®2*la©3*lc©5*6c©2*6a©2*46a 

16®2*la®3*2a®3*26®2*86®2*8c 
2*16©3*la®3*lc®3*6c®46a®64a 

2*16®lc®2a©3*26©86 
la©2*lc®2a®66©2*6c 

2*16®la®lc®2a®26®2*6a®86 
16©3*la®lc®2*2a®2*66®8a®86 

4*16®2*lcffi26®6c®6a 
la®lc®2a®2*26®66®8a®86®8c 

16®3* la®3*6c©6a©46a 
2*16©lc©2a®26©2*86 

la®2*lc 
2*16®2*26®6a 

la®2*2a®2*66©8a 
16©la®2*lc®6a 
16®la®26©2*86 

16©lo©3*6c 
16©2*2a©26®86©8c 

2*la®lc®6c 
16®26®86 
lc®2a®66 

16©la©lc©26©2*6a 
2*la®2a©66 

2*16®lc 
26©86 
2* 6c 

2a®86 
laffilc 
16® 26 

66 

FIGURE 5.99. Radical series for projective covers of 6a and 66 



8a 
6c046a 

2*16®lc®8ii®8c 
lc®la®2&$2a®6&®64a 
l&®2*lc® la®26®2«6a 

l&®lc®3*la®2a®8a®86 
2*16®lc®2#6c©46a 
16®2*26®2a®66®8c 

lc®3*la®26®2*6c®6a 
2* 16® la®2%2a® 2*86 

16®2*lc®la®26®2a®66 
3*16® Ic® la®34>26®2>i<6a 

16®2«lc®3*la®2>i>2a®3*66®2*8a®86 
2* 16® 4» lc©3#6c® 6affi2*46o 
16®la®2*26®2a®2*86®2*8c 

16®3* lc®4#la®4*6c®64a 
2*16®26®4<i>2a®2*86 
2*lc®4>i<la®2>i>26®6c 
5*16©2*26@6a®86 

3* Ic® la® 5* 2a®4>K66®8a 
16®3*lc®2*la®26®6<^4*6a 

3*16®lc®4*la®8a®3*86 
4*l&®lc®3<i<6c®2*46a 

4*26®2>i>2a®3>K8c 
2*lc®4>i>la®44i6c®64a 
2* 16® lc®3*2a®3ii<86 
3*lc®3#lo®26ffi66 
4*lb®3>i<26®2<K6a 

lc®2*la®3*2a®3>»66®2<i>8a 
2*16®3*lc®2*6a 
2*la®26®2*86 

2*16®la®3*6c®46a 
16®2*26®2>i<2a®86 
2*lc®2*la®2*6c 

2»16®26®86 
lc®2>i>2a®2*66 

16®lc®2*la®26®2>K6a 
16®lc®2*la®8a®86 

lb®lc®2*6c®46a 
26®2a®2<K8c 

2*la®6c®64a 
16®lc®86 

Ic 
16®26®6a 

la®2a®66®8a 
16®lc 
26®86 

la®2*6c 
16®2a®86 

lc®la 
16®26 
2a® 66 

6a 
la 
16 
26 
6c 
86 
Ic 
16 
8a 

8c 
la®64a 
lc®8a 

6c® 86® 46a 
lc®2*16®6c 

2>i<2a®26®66®8c 
3iKla®lc®26®6a 
lo©2#lc®2*16 
16®2a®66®86 

la® lc®26®6c® 6a® 66 
la®16®2*6c®6a®86 

la©lcffi2«16®2*2a®6c®86®46a 
lc®16®2a®2*26®2<i<8c 

4*la®lc®16®3*2&®6c®64a 
la®2>Klc®2<i<16®2a®66®86®2*8a 

la®2*lc®2a®26®66 
la® 2* lc®2*16®26®2*6a 

3*la®lc®16®2*2a®6c®2<i<66®86®8a 
2>i>lc®3<i<16®2>K6c®6a®46a 
la®16®2a®2*26®8c®2*86 

3*la®2*lc®16®4*6c®46a®64a 
16®3*2a®26®8c®2*86 

4*la®3>Klc®26®6c 
5*16® 2a® 2*26® 6a®86 

2*la®2<i>lc®4*2a®26®3*66®8a 
loss* Ic® 2* 16®26®6c®3*6a 

3*la®lc®2*16®2a®66®2*86®8a 
2*lc®3*16®2*6c®6a®2*46a 

la®2a®3*26®2*8c®86 
3*la®2>i<lc®16®4*6c 
lc®16®3*2a®26®2*86 

3<Kla®2*lc®26®6c 
4*16®2*26®6a®86 

la® lc®3*2a®4«66® 8a 
la®2*lc®2*16®26®3*6a 
3>i>la®lc®26®2*86®8a 

la®3*16®3*6c®46a 
16®2a®2*2b®8c®86 
la®2*lc®2>K6c®64a 

16®2a®26®86 
la®lc®2a®66 

la® Ic® 2* 16® 26® 6a 
la®16®2a®66®86®8a 

2>i<lc®16®6c®6a 
la®2a®26®8c 
2*la®^®46a 

lc®16®86 
Ic 

16®26®6a 
la®2a®66 

lc®16 
26®86 
la® 6c 

2a 
la 
16 

2a® 66 
la®lc 

86 
6c 
8c 

FIGURE 5.100. Radical series for projective covers of 8a and 8c 
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46a 
lc$16®8c 

la®2a$26®6&®64a 
2*lc®la®6a®8a 

la®16e6c®8& 
2*16®2a06c®46a 

2a®2b®6b®8c 
2* lc®2>i<la® 26® 6a$6c 

la®l&$2a®86 
lc®la®16®2a®26®6ii®46a 
2*lc®la®2*16®2ii<26®6a 

2*lc©2*la©li®2offi2#6i>ffi2*6c®8affi8i 
3*lc®2*lti$2a®6a®2*6c®46a 
2*la®16®2a®3*2{i®2*86®2*8c 

2i»lc©3#la®2*li>®2#6c®64a 
lc®2*lb®2*2a®2*^6a®6&®8b 

Ic® 3* la®2a® 26® 6a®6c 
lc®la®4«16®2a®26®6a®86 

2*lc®2*la®16®3*2a®26®3>K66®8a 
3>Klc®2>Kla®2*16®2*26®2*6a®24'6c 

lc®2*la®2*16®26®8a®4>i<86 
2*lc®la®2*16®4*6c®2>i>4  ̂

16®3*2a®3*26®6a®2*8c 
2*lc®6N<la®2a®66®2>i>6c®64a 

lc®34'16®2<i<2a®24<86 
2* lc®2«lo® 24>2a®2<i'26® 2*66 
2*lc®la®4>i'16®2>i'26®2*6a 

2*lc®2*la®16®2*2a®2*66®2<i>8a®86 
2>Klc®16®2%6a®2*6c®46a 

2* la®16®2a® 26® 2*86 
lcffi2*16®3*6c®46o 

2*2a®2*26®8c 
lc®3*la®2*6c 
2*16®2a®2*86 

2* Ic® la® 2a®26®2*66 
laffi2* 16@2*26® 2*6a 
lc®2*la®2a®66®8a 
lc®2*16®6a®6c®46a 

la®26®86®8c 
lc®16®6c®64a 

2a® 26 
la® 6c 
16®86 

lc®2a®66 
16®26®6a 
lc®la®8a 

46a 

64a 
8a 

6c®46a 
Icffi2»16ffi8c 

la®26®2a®66 
la®2*lc®6a 
la®16®86 

16® 6c 
26®2a®66 

la®26®6c®6a 
la®16®2a®86 
lc®16®2a®66 

la®lc®16®2*26®6a 
2*la®lc®16®66®8a®86 

2*lc®16®2*6c®46o 
16®26®2a®8c 

2*la®lc®6c®64a 
16®2a®86 
la®lc®26 

2*16®26®6a 
la®lc®2*2a®66®8a 

lc®6c®6a 
la®16®86 

16®6c®46a 
26®2a®8c 

2*la®lc®6c 
l&e2a®86 

la®lc®26®66 
16® 26® 6a 

la®lc®2a®66 
lc®16®6a 

la®86 
16® 6c 
26® 2a 
la®6c 
16® 86 

lc®2a®66 
la®16®26®6a 

la®lc®8o 
6c®46a 

8c 
64a 

FIGURE 5.101. Radical series for projective covers of 46o and 64a 

and has dimension 27. The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given 

in Figure 5.103. 

Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 1471 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {o, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{abababa^babcb, baba^bacbc, a^ba^bababa^babc^, ba^bc^a, a^ba^bababa^c^, a^ba%, 

aba^ba%ababa^b, a^baba^ba^babab, a^baba^bababa^b, a^}. 
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le(la) 

ld(22a) 

} 
8c(1243a) lc(231a)^ 

la(770a) 7a(483a) 16(7706) 

FIGURE 5.102. Ext-quiver of M24 in characteristic 3 

Id(la) 16(2023a) la(3773a) lc(1771a) 

FIGURE 5.103. Ext-quiver of M24 in characteristic 5 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 173 and is generated by 

z8, z6(zl, z3), z7{zl, z3). 

The basic algebra has dimension 11 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.104. 

l a ( l a )  ̂ ^  4 6 ( 1 0 3 4 a ) « 1 6 ( 9 9 0 a )  ̂  

FIGURE 5.104. Ext-quiver of M24 in characteristic 7 

Characteristic 11; We take the subgroup N with number 1396 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c, d}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{cac^d, ac^acba, bdbc?, b, babc^ac, bcabac, cabad), bacaoabcac, ax?ac}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 1232 and is generated by 

zlO, z5. 

The basic algebra has dimension 58 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.105. 
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56(482o) le(la) 

I 
7a(2830a) ^ ld(456) 

l/(23a)^ ^5c(229o) 

lc(1035a)^ 5o(806a) 

la(45a) ^16(10356) 

FIGURE 5.105. Ext-quiver of M24 in characteristic 11 

Characteristic 23 We take the subgroup N with number 1347 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, b, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{6^, abab^acPa, b^ab(Pa, b^(?a, b^ac?, ab^a(?a}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 3131 and is generated by 

-2:2, z8. 

The basic algebra has dimension 69 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.106. 

3a(251a) ^ 12a(3269a) 2a(990a) ^ 16(231o) 

I 
l/i(la) 

I 
26(9906) la(2316) ^ 14a(4684a) ^ le(456) 

lc?(45a) ^ lc(770a) J 

FIGURE 5.106. Ext-quiver of M24 in characteristic 23 

5.5.10. McL 

The order of the McLaughlin group is 2^ • 3® • 5^ • 7 • 11 = 898128000. 
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Characteristic 2: We take the subgroup N with number 304 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6, c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^babca, a%^d)c^, a%^ab, a}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 15318 and is generated by 

zS, z6, zh, zll. 

The basic algebra has dimension 1004 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.107. 

2d(230a) 

6a(2124a) 

la(la) 

2a(7486) 

• 26(22a) 

14a(3584a) 2c(748a) 

66(21246) 

FIGURE 5.107. Ext-quiver of McL in characteristic 2 

Characteristic 5; We take the subgroup N with number 304 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a,6,c}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a®6a6ca, a^b^cbc^, a^^ab, o}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 15318 and is generated by 

z7, z2. 

The basic algebra has dimension 788 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.108. 
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116(32456) 2a(896a) 

76(12006) 12a(3038a) 

7a(1200a) 26(560a) 2e(230a) la(21a) 

2c(8966) lla(3245a) 

FIGURE 5.108. Ext-quiver of McL in characteristic 5 

Characteristic 7: We take the subgroup N with number 355 in the Table of Marks 

which is generated by {a, 6}. The condensation subgroup H we used is the normal 

subgroup of N generated by 

{a^b^a^, a^bab^ab^aba^, a^ab^abababab, a^baba%^aba, a'^ba^bab^ab'^, a^b^a}. 

The condensation subalgebra has dimension 704 and is generated by 

z7, z6. 

The basic algebra has dimension 14 and its Ext-quiver is given in Figure 5.109. 

1 6 ( l a )  ̂ ^  l a ( 4 4 9 9 a )  ̂ - ^ 4 6 ( 3 5 2 0 a )  

FIGURE 5.109. Ext-quiver of McL in characteristic 7 

Characteristic 11: Let H be the subgroup with number 324 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra effFGeji is generated by the words 

24, z7, 

and has dimension 389. The basic algebra has dimension 19 and its Ext-quiver is 

given in Figure 5.110. 
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l c ( l a )  ̂ ^  2 c ( 2 5 1 a )  ̂ ^  1 6 ( 1 4 9 9 a )  ̂  ^ 4 d ( 3 6 0 4 a ) « l d ( 8 9 6 a )  ̂  

FIGURE 5.110. Ext-quiver of McL in characteristic 11 

5.5.11. He 

The order of the Held group is 2^° • 3^ • 5^ • 7^ • 17 = 4030387200. 

Characteristic 7: Let H be the subgroup with number 1587 in the Table of Marks. 

The algebra en^Gen is generated by the words 

z2, z8, zS 

and has dimension 1779. The basic algebra has dimension 487 and its Ext-quiver is 

given in Figure 5.111. 

4a(798a) 

2o(3654a) 

le(la) 

Qlo(1072a) 16(426a) 

lc(153a) 

26(1700a) 

l / ( 6 1 5 4 a )  ̂ ^  2 c ( 4 2 4 9 a )  

FIGURE 5.111. Ext-quiver of He in characteristic 7 
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A. PROGRAMS 

A.l. The Gj4P-procediire FindCondSubgroup 

# Find the largest condensation subgroup inside its normalizer 
# 
# Return straight line programs for this subgroup and normalizing 
# p-elements in tezms of the generators of its normalizer 
# 
InstallGlobalFunctionC FindCondSubgroup, functionC grp, prime ) 

local gp, N, Nrep, Hrep, ellist, r, i, j, Krep, syl, sylgens, 
f, sylext, hom, kgens, kdim, numberintom, permchars, 
ct, fus, posconj, isconj, overcond, innorm, endpos, 
begpos, mattomtr, mattom, pos, normlist, result, grpinfo, 
tom, names, modtafel, dec, fil, strlinei^ens, gpgens, 
strlinekgensstring, strlinesylgens, strlinesylgensstring, 
modchars, info, script; 

# get group info 
grpinfo:=InfoKond(grp,prime,1); 
tom:=TableOfMarks(grp); 
gp:=UnderlyingGroup(tom); 
inf o: =StzuideirdGeneratorsInf o (tom) ; 
script:=fail; 
if info[1].script <> fail and infoCl].ATLAS = true then 

if IsStandardGeneratorsOfGroup(info[l],gp, 
GeneratorsOfGroup(gp)) then 

script:=true; 
fi; 

fi; 
# need this line because M24 gens are in agreement but script 
# info is flawed 

if grp = "M24" then script:=true; fi; 
# construct the normalizer of the condensation subgroup and 
# the conjugate of H in it 

N:=NormalizerTom(tom,grpinfo.numberinburn); 
Nrep:=RepresentativeTom(tom,N); 
Hrep:=RepresentativeTom(tom,grpinfo.numberinburn); 
normlist:=NormalSubgroups(Nrep); 
posconj:=Filtered(normlist,x-> Size(x)=Size(Hrep)); 
isconj:=List([1..Length(posconj)],x->IsConjugate(gp, 

posconj[x],Hrep)); 
pos:=Position(isconj.true); 
Krep:=posconj[pos] ; 

# get the prime-Sylow subgroup of the normalizer and extend H by it 
syl:=SylowSubgroup(Nrep,prime); 
sylgens : = [] ; 
names: = ["a" ,"b" ,"c" ,"d" ,"e"] ; 
f :=FreeGroup(names-C [1.. Length (GeneratorsOf Group (Nrep) )] }) ; 
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sylext:=Group(Concatenation(GeneratorsOfGroup(Krep), 
GeneratorsOfGroup(syl))); 

# find the possible entries in the table of meirks for H extended 
# by p-elements 

mattoin:=MatToin(tom) ;; 
mattointr:=TransposedMat (mattom);; 
begpos:=Position(mattomtr[1],Size(gp)/Size(sylext)); 
endpos:=Lenrth(mattomtr[1])-Position(Reversed(mattomtr[1]), 

Size(gpT/Size(sylext))+l; 
# find which of the above possible classes eire contained in the 
# normalizer of H suid contain H 

innonn:=List(Cbegpos. .endpos] ,x->Cx,ContainedTom(toin,x,N)]) ; 
overcond:=List(innorm,x->Ix[l],x[2],ContainingTom(tom, 
grpinfo.numberinburn, x[1])]); 

posconj:=Filtered(overcond,x-> x[2]>0 and x[3]>0); 
# sort through all of the posconj to see which is conj to H extended 

if Length(posconj)>1 then 
isconj:=List(posconj,x->[x[l],IsConjugate(gp,sylext, 

RepresentativeTom(tom,X[1]))]); 
for i in [1..Length(isconj)] do 

if isconj [i][2]=true then 
nuinberintoin:=isconj [i] [1] ; 

fi; 
od; 

else 
numberintoin:=posconj [1] [1] ; 

fi; 
# get the permutation cheiracters from table of marks 

ct:=CharacterTable(grp); 
fus:=FusionCharTableTom(ct,tom); 
if IsList ( fusCl] ) then 

fus :=fus[l]; 
Print("warning there is more than one possible fusion\n"); 

fi; 
permchars:=PermChEirsTom(fus,tom); ; 

# use permchcirs to calculate the dimension of the intermediate 
# algebra kFGe 

kdim: =MatScalarProducts (ct, [permcheirs [grpinfo.numberinburn]], 
[permchars[numberintom]]); 

# get modular char information eind find perm rep containing all 
# simple reps 

modtafel:=CharacterTable(Concatenation(grp,"mod".String(prime))); 
modchars:=Irr(modtafel); 
dec:=Decompos it ion(modchars,Restri cted(ct,modtaf el,permchars),5); 
fil:=Filtered(dec,x->ForAll(x,y->y>0)); 

# get straight line programs for gens of H and H extended 
hom:=GroupHomomorphismByImagesNC(f,Nrep,GeneratorsOfGroup(f), 

GeneratorsOfGroup(Nrep)J; 
kgens: = [] ; 
strlinekgens:=[]; 
strlinekgensstring: = n ; 
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for i in [1..Length(GeneratorsOfGroup(Krep))] do 
kgens [i]: =PreIinagesRepresentative (hom, 

GeneratorsOfGroup(Krep)[i]); 
strlinekgens[i]:=SplitString(String(kgens[i]),"*"); 
strlinekgens[i]:=JoinStringsWithSeparator(strlinekgens[i],; 
strlinekgens[i]:=StraightLineProgram(strlinekgens[i], 
names{[l..Length(GeneratorsOfGroup(Nrep))]};; 

strlinekgensstring [i] : =Strin^fResultOf StraightLinePrograin( 
strlinekgens [i] ,naines{ Ll.. Length ( 

GeneratorsOfGroup(Nrep))]}, "LATEX"); 
od; 
strlinesylgens: = [] ; 
strlinesylgensstring: = [] ; 
for i in [1..Length(GeneratorsOfGroup(syl))] do 

sylgens[i]:=PreImagesRepresentative(hom, 
GeneratorsOfGroup(syl)[i]); 

strlinesylgens[i]:=SplitString(String(sylgens[i]),"*"); 
strlinesylgens[i]:=JoinStringsWithSeparator( 

strlinesylgens[i],""); 
strlinesylgens[i]:=StraightLineProgram(strlinesylgens[i], 
names{Cl..Length(GeneratorsOfGroup(Nrep))]}); 

strlinesylgensstring[i]:=StringOfResultOfStraightLinePrograin( 
strlinesylgens[i],names{[l..Length( 

GeneratorsOfGroup(Nrep))]}, "LATEX"); 
od; 

# construct record of results to return 
result:=rec(); 
result.SimpleRep:=Position(dec,f il[Length(f il)]); 
result.Normalizer:=N; 
result.kdim:=kdim[l][1]; 
result.knumber:=numberintom; 
result.gens:=[strlinekgens,strlinesylgens]; 
result.strline:=[strlinekgensstring,strlinesylgensstring]; 
result.border:=Size(Hrep); 
result.korder:=Size(sylext); 
result.script:=script; 
return(result); 

end ); 
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A.2. The Gj4P-procedure GetPenns 

# 
# construct permutations for G on G/H 
# 
InstallGlobalFunctionC GetPerms, functionC grp, grpinfo, subinfo) 
local rep, j, outfile, name, infile, kperms, hperms, perms; 
hperms: = [] ; kperms: = [] ; perms: = [] ; 
#check to see if the standard generators in the table of marks 
#agree with the modular atlas 
if subinfo.script <> fail then 
#check if there are normalizing p-elements 
if subinfo.korder > subinfo.border then 
#get vectors fixed by K but not by G and a representation of G 
#constructs the perms in BasicWorkingSpace 

rep:=FindVecs( grp, grpinfo.numberinburn, grpinfo.numberinburn, 
subinfo.gens[1], 
subinfo.border, subinfo.gens[2]); 

#read in the permutations if they exist 
if rep <>0 then 

for j in [1..2+Maximum( 1, Length(subinfo.gens[1] )) 
+Length(subinfo.gens[2])] do 

outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "perm"); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
Process( BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Noneln, name, 

[ "-G", Concatenation("perm.",String(j))]); 
CloseStreamC name); 
infile:= Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "perm" );; 
name:= InputTextFile(infile);; 
Read(name); 
hperms[j]:=MeatAxe.Perms[1]; 

od; 
#get vectors fixed by H but not by G and a representation of G 
#constructs the perms in BasicWorkingSpace 

rep:=FindVecs( grp, grpinfo.numberinburn, grpinfo.numberinburn. 
Flat(subinf o.gens), subinf o.korder, []); 

tread in the permutations if they exist 
if rep <> 0 then 

for j in [1..2+Maximum( 1, Length(subinfo.gens[1])) 
+Length(subinfo.gens[2])] do 

outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "perm"); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
Process( BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Noneln, name, 

[ "-G", Concatenation("perm.",String(j))]); 
CloseStream( name); 
infile:= Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "perm" );; 
naime: = InputTextFile (infile) ;; 
Read(name); 
kperms[j]:=MeatAxe.Perms[1]; 

od; 
fi; 
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fi; 
else 
#do the same as above but just H (K=H) 

rep:=FindVecs( grp, grpinfo.numberinburn, grpinfo.numberinburn, 
subinfo.gens[1] , 
subinf o.border, []); 

if rep <> 0 then 
for j in [1..2+Maximum( 1, Length(subinfo.gens[l]))] do 

outfile:=Fileneune( BasicWorkingSpace, "perm"); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
Process( BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Nonein, name, 

[ "-G", Concatenation("perm.",String(j))]); 
Closestream ( name); 
infile:= Filename( BeisicWorkingSpace, "perm" );; 
name:= InputTextFileCinfile);; 
Read(name); 
hperms[j]:=MeatAxe.Perms[1]; 

od; 
fi; 

fi; 
else 
rep := 0; 

fi; 
#if the above method fails, use MakePermOnCond(Norm) which calls 
#ImprimPerm 
if rep = 0 then 

if subinfo.korder > subinfo.border then 
perms:=MakePermOnCondNorm(grp,subinfo.Nonnalizer, 

subinfo.gens[1], subinfo.gens[2]); 
return([perms[3],perms[2]]); 

else 
perms:=MakePermOnCond(grp,subinfo.Normalizer,subinfo.gens[1]); 
return ( [perms [1] , [2, [] J] ) ; 

fi; 
fi; 
return([[2,hperms], [2,kperms]]); 
end ); 
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A.3. The G-^F-procedure FindAlgGens 

# 
# Find generators for the algebra eFGe 
# 
InstallGlobalFunctionC FindAlgGens, 

funct i on(grp,prime,condperms,normperms,dim,numsyIgens) 
local listgens, numgens, t, n, counter, genset, orbit, brows, gens, 

perms, id, secperm, firstperm, s, chartab, i, basedim, maxpos, 
max, permlist, grpinfo, outfile, options, infile, name; 

grpinf o:=Inf oKond(grp,prime,1); 
chartab:=CharacterTable(grp); 
orbit:=String(Size(chartab;/(grpinfo.permchar[1])); 
Unbind(chartab); 
#make a vector to seed the spinning 
id:=NullMat(1,dim,GF(grpinf o.splitf)); 
id[l][1]:=One(GF(prime)); 
outfile: =Filenaine(BasicWorkingSpace, "tvec") ; 
PrintTo(outfile,MeatAxeString([id[l]],grpinfo.splitf)); 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zcv, Nonein, NoneOut, ["tvec", "vec"]); 
Unbind(id); 
s;=grpinf0.norm;t:=0; 
n:=12; 
listgens : = [] ; 
genset:=0;brows:=0; 
MeatAxe.MatrixRows:=1; 
numgens:=numsyIgens;f irstperm:=1;se cperm:=2; 
#make the condensed matrices for the normalizing p-elements if 
#they exist 
if (numsylgens > 0) then 
gens: =normperms [2] •{ [Length (normperms [2] ) -numsylgens+1.. 

Length(normperms[2])]}; 
permlist:=[normperms[1].normperms[2]{[1..Length(normperms[2])-

numsylgens] }•] ; 
Condense( permlist, gens, grpinfo.splitf); 
for i in [1..numsylgens] do 
options:=[ Concatenation( "Kdg.", String(i)), 

Concatenation( "z.", String(i))]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zcv, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 

od; 
options;=[ "-g". String(numsylgens), "-b", "bas", "z", "vec"]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, newzsp, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "res" ); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false ); 
Process (BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Nonein, name, [ "-Gs", "beis" ]); 
Closestream(name); 
infile:=Filename(BasicWorkingSpace, "res"); 
Read(infile); 
basedim:=MeatAxe.MatrixRows; 

else 
basedim:=1; 
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Process(BasicWorkingSpace, Cp, Noneln, NoneOut, ["vec", "bas"]); 
fi; 
#make elements of eFGe and check generation 
while basedim < dim do 
genset:=genset+l; 
listgens[genset]:=rec(); 
listgens[genset].genlist:=[]; 
listgens[genset].basedim:=[]; 
if genset=l then 

if Length(normperms)>0 then 
listgens[genset].resstrline:=ResultOfStraightLineProgram(fr, 

normperms [2] { [1.. normperms [1] ] )•) ; 
fi; 
listgens[genset].bigresstrline:=ResultOfStraightLineProgreun (fr, 

condperms[2]{[1..condperms[1]]}); 
else 
secperm:=secperm+l; 
if secperm=firstperm then 
secperm:=secperm+l; 

fi; 
if secperm > 11 then 
f irstperm:=f irstperm+1; 
secperm:=1; 

fi; 
listgens[genset].name:=Concatenation(String(firstperm),":", 

String(secperm)); 
if Length(normperms)>0 then 
listgens[genset].resstrline:=ResultOfStraightLineProgram(fr, 

[listgens[1].resstrline[firstperm], 
listgens[1].resstrline[secperm]]); 

fi; 
listgens[genset].bigresstrline:=ResultOfStraightLineProgram(fr, 

[listgens[1].bigresstrline[firstperm], 
listgens[1].bigresstrline[secperm]]); 

fi; 
if Length(normperms)>0 then 
gens: =listgens[genset] .resstrline-C[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11]}; 
perms:=[normpenns[1],normperms[2]{[1..Length(normperms[2])-

numsylgens]}]; 
else 
gens:=listgens[genset].bigresstrline{[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11]}; 
perms:=[condperms[1],condperms[2]{[1..Length(condperms[2])]}]; 

fi; 
Condense( perms, gens, grpinfo.splitf); 
for i in [1..11] do 
options:=[ Concatenation( "Kdg.", String(i)), 

Concatenation("kdg.", String(i))]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zcv, Noneln, NoneOut, options); 
options:=[ ConcatenationC'kdg.",String(i)), "try.l"]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, Cp, Noneln, NoneOut, options); 
options:=[ "-g", "1", "-b", Concatenation("bas.",String(i)), 



"try", "vec"]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, newzsp, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
if (basedim >1) then 
options:=[ "bas". Concatenation( "bas.", String(i)), 

ConcatenationC "clean.", String(i)), "junk"]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zcl, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
options:=[ Concatenation( "clean.", String(i)), 

Concatenation( "bas.", String(i))]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zef, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 

fi; 
outfile:=Filename(BasicWorkingSpace, "res"); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
options:=C "-Gs", Concatenation("bas.",String(i))]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Nonein, name, options); 
CloseStrearn(name); 
infile:=Filename(BasicWorkingSpace,"res"); 
Read(infile); 
listgens[genset].basedimCi]:=MeatAxe.MatrixRows; 

od; 
while ((basedim < dim) and (ForAnydistgens[genset] .basedim, 

x->x>0))) do 
max:=Maximum(listgens[genset].basedim); 
maxpos:=Position(listgens[genset].basedim,max); 
Append(listgens[genset].genlist,[maxpos]); 
options:=[ Concatenation("kdg.",String(maxpos)), 

Concatenation("z.",String(numgens+l))]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, Mv, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
options:=[ "newbas", Concatenation("bas.",String(maxpos)), "bas 
Process( BasicWorkingSpace, zpt, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
Process( BasicWorkingSpace, zef, Nonein, NoneOut, 

["newbas", "bas"]); 
numgens:=numgens+l; 
options:=[ "-g". String(numgens), "-c", "-b", "tempbas", "-x", 

String(999), "z", "bas"]; 
Process( BasicWorkingSpace, newzsp, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
Process( BasicWorkingSpace, Mv, Nonein, NoneOut, 

["tempbas", "bas"]); 
outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "res"); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Nonein, name, ["-Gs", "bas"]); 
Closestream(name); 
infile:=Filename(BasicWorkingSpace, "res"); 
Read(infile); 
basedim:=MeatAxe.MatrixRows; 
for i in [1..11] do 

options:=[ "bas", Concatenation("bas.",String(i)), 
Concatenation( "clean.", String(i)), "junk"]; 

Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zcl, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
options:=[ Concatenation("clean.",String(i)), 

Concatenation("bas.",String(i))]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zef, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 



options:=[ "-Gs", Concatenation("bas, String(i))]; 
outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "res"); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Nonein, name, options); 
CloseStream(name); 
infile:=Filename(BasicWorkingSpace,"res"); 
Read(infile); 
listgens[genset].basedim[i]:=MeatAxe.MatrixRows; 

od; 
od; 

od; 
#check to see if any generators are redundant 
BigSieve("z",numgens,dim,listgens,numsylgens); 
return(listgens); 
end); 
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A.4. The GylP-procedure Condense 

InstallGlobalFunctionC Condense, functionC perms, elms, fieldsize) 
local orb, orblens, gp, subgp, bound, conv, i, j, k, outfile, 

name, cj, 1st, zeropos, c, ints, tmp; 
gp:=GroupCperms[2]{Cl. .perms [1]]}); 
subgp: =Group Cperms [2] •[ [perms [1] +1.. Length Cperms [2] ) ] }) ; 
#get the list of field elements in MeatAxe order 
conv:=FFListCGFCfieldsize)); 
orb:=Orbits Csubgp,[1..LargestMovedPoint Cgp)]); 
orblens:=List Corb,Length); 
#find the bound on row-speireness 
bound:=MinimumCMaximumCorblens),LengthCorblens)); 
for i in [1..LengthCelms)] do 
#construct a sparse MeatAxe matrix 

^ . =11 M . 
^ • f 

name:=FilenameC BaisicWorkingSpace, 
ConcatenationC "Kdg.", StringCi))); 

outfile:=OutputTextFileC name, false); 
SetPrintFormattingStatusC outfile, false); 

#write the header 
FrintToC outfile, "sparse matrix field=". StringCfieldsize), 

" rows=". StringCLengthCorb)), 
" cols=". StringCLengthCorb)), 
" nonzero=". StringCbound), "\n"); 

for j in [1..LengthCorb)] do 
cj : = [] ; k:=l; 
1st:=ListCorb[j], x->OnPointsCx, elms[i])); 

#find a row 
while 1st <> [] do 
ints:=IntersectionCist, orb[k]); 
if LengthCints) > 0 then 

cj[LengthCcj)+l] : = 
[PositionCconv, 
C COneCGFCfieldsize))*orblens[k])~-l) 
•Length C ints))-1, k] ; 

1st:=DifferenceCist, ints); 
fi; 
k:=k+l; 

od; 
#fill the row to full sparse length 

zeropos:=FilteredC [1..bound+1], x-> 
ForAll Ccj , y->y [2] Ox) ) [1] ; 

while LengthCcj) < bound do 
Append C cj,[[ 0, zeropos]]); 

od; 
tmp:=StringCFlat Ccj)) ; 
tmp:=tmp{[3..Length Ctmp)-2]}; 
tmp:=JoinStringsWithSeparatorCSplitStringCtmp,',')," "); 
Append Ctmp,"\n"); 

#write row to string c 
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Append(c, tmp); 
od; 

#write out data for matrix 
AppendTo(outfile, c); 
CloseStreamC outfile); 

od; 
end ); 
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A.5. The G'j4P-procedure CondenseModuleTom 

# Condense a permutation module coming from a subgroup given in 
# the table of marks 
# 
Inst alIGlobalFunct ion(CondenseModuleTom, 
function(grp,prime.makenum,condnum,alggens,subinfo) 
local tom, gp, mattom, maxlist, maxl, i, Isub, vec, sub, g, kdrep, 

modrep, o, ol, infile, name, outfile, m, makestr, 
p, newg, newkdrep, newmodrep, gens, perms, permlist, 1, j, 
resstrlinprg, imprim, newgenperms, options, Nrep, newpgens, 
kdrepgens, firstperm, secperm, simpsub, falsenum; 

tom:=TableOfMarks(grp); 
gp:=UnderlyingGroup(tom); 
makestr :=StraightLineProgramsTom( tom ) [meikenum] ; 
falsenum:=Length(StraightLineProgramsTom(tom)); 
#make the group whose perm mod is being condensed 
simpsub:=Group( List( makestr, x->ResultOfStraightLineProgramC x. 

GeneratorsOfGroup(gp)))); 
#construct perms using atlasrep 
if FindVecs( grp, condnum, falsenum, makestr. Size(simpsub), 

Flat(subinfo.gens)) > 0 then 
g:=[]; 

#read constructed perms 
for i in [1..Length(GeneratorsOfGroup(gp))] do 

outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "gapperm"); 
name:=OutputTextFile(outfile, false); 
Process( BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Nonein, name, 

["-G", Concatenation( "perm.", String(i))]); 
Closestream( name); 
infile;=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "gapperm"); 
Read(infile); 
g[i]:=MeatAxe.Perms[1]; 

od; 
for i in [1..Length( subinfo.gens[2])] do 

options:=[ Concatenation("perm.", String( i + 
Length( makestr) + 
Length( subinfo.gens[l]) + 
Length( GeneratorsOfGroup( gp)))), 
Concatenation( "g.", StringTi))]; 

Process( BasicWorkingSpace, Cp, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
od; 

#make the generators of eFGe in this representation 
resstrlinprg ; = [] ; 
resstrlinprg[1]:=ResultOfStraightLineProgram(fr,g); 
gens: = [] ; 
firstperm:=1; 
secperm:=3; 
for i in [1..Length(alggens)] do 

if (i > 1) then 
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if Length(alggens[i].genlist)>0 then 
resstrlinprg[i]:=ResultOfStraightLineProgramCfr, 

[resstrlinprgCl] [firstperm] , 
resstrlinprg[1][secperm]]); 

fi; 
secperm: =secperin+l; 
if secperm = firstperm then 

secperm:=secperm+l; 
fi; 
if secperm >11 then 

secperm:=1; 
f irstperm:=f irstperm+1; 

fi; 
fi; 
for j in alggens[i].genlist do 

Append(gens,[resstrlinprg[i] [j]]); 
od; 

od; 
#write out gens of eFGe in this rep 

p: =LzirgestMovedPoint (Group (g) ) ; 
for i in [1..Length(gens)] do 

m:=MeatAxeStringT [ gens[i] ], p ); 
outfile:=Filename(BasicWorkingSpace, "g"); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
SetPrintFormattingStatus( name, false); 
PrintTo( name, m ); 
Closestream ( name); 
options:=[ "g", Concatenation( "g.", String( i + 

Len^h(subinfo.gens [2J ) ) )] ; 
Process( BasicWorkingSpace, zcv, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 

od; 
for i in [l..Length( subinfo.gens[1])] do 

options:=[ ConcatenationC'perm.", String( i + 
Length( makestr) + 
Length( GeneratorsOfGroup( gp)))), 
Concatenation( "kd.", String(i))]; 

Process( BasicWorkingSpace, Cp, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
od; 

#condense the generators 
Kond( prime, "g", "kd", 

Length(subinfo.gens[1] ), 
Lenrth(gens)+Length(subinfo.gens[2])); 

for i in [1..Length(gens)+Length(subinfo.gens[2])] do 
options:=[ Concatenation( "kdg.", String(i)), 

Concatenation^ "mod.", String(i))]; 
Process( BasicWorkingSpace, Mv, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 

od; 
#if atlasrep method failed, use ImprimPerm to construct rep 
else 
mattom:=MatTom(tom);; 
maxlist :=FindMeiximalOverGroupsTom(tom,makenum); 
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maxl:=Lenrth(maxlist[1] ) ; 
for i in do 

if msuclist [2] [i] <> 1 then 
lsub:=Filtered([l..Lenrth(mattom[maxlist[1][i]])], 

x-> mattom[maxlistLl][i]]Cx] <> 0); 
vec:=Filtered(lsub,x->mattom[x][1] = mattomCx][x]); 
if Length(vec) = 1 then 

brezik; 
fi; 

fi; 
od; 
sub:=RepresentativeTom(tom,meixlist [1] [i]); 
g:=Group(List( 

ImprimPerm(gp,sub,sub,GeneratorsQfGroup(gp)),x->PermList(x))); 
Nrep:=RepresentativeTomByGeneratorsNC(torn,subinfo.Normalizer, 

GeneratorsOfGroup(g)); 
newpgens: = [] ; 
for i in [1..Length(subinfo.gens[2])] do 
newpgens[i] : =ResultOfStraightLineProgreim(subinfo.gens[2] [i] , 

GeneratorsQfGroup(Nrep)); 
od; 
kdrepgens: = [] ; 
for i in [1..Length(subinfo.gens[1])] do 
kdrepgens[i]:=ResultOfStraightLineProgram(subinfo.gens[1][i], 

GeneratorsOfGroup(Nrep)); 
od; 
kdrep:=Group(kdrepgens); 
modrep:=RepresentativeTomByGeneratorsNC(tom, 

mcikenum, GeneratorsQf Group (g) ) ; 
o:=Orbits(modrep,[1..LargestMovedPoint(g)]); 
ol:=ShallowCopy(o); 
Sort(ol, function(a,b) return Length(a) < Length(b); end); 
p:=PermList(Flat(ol))~-l; 
newg:=Group(List(GeneratorsQfGroup(g),x->x"p)); 
newkdrep:=Group(List(GeneratorsQfGroup(kdrep),x->x~p)); 
newmodrep:=Group(Concatenation(List( 

GeneratorsQf Group (modrep) ,x->x''p), CO] )); 
newgenperms: =List (newpgens, x->x''p) ; 
imprim:=ImprimPerm(newg,Stabilizer(newg,1),newmodrep, 

Concatenation(GeneratorsQfGroup(newg), 
GeneratorsOfGroup(newkdrep),newgenperms)); 

perms:=List(imprim,x->PermList(x));; 
resstrlinprg:=[]; 
resstrlinprgCl]:=ResultQfStraightLineProgram(fr,perms{[l.. 

Length(GeneratorsQfGroup(newg))]}); 
#write out the perms created by ImprimPerm 
gens: = [] ; 
firstperm:=l; 
secperm:=3; 
for i in [1..Length(alggens)] do 

if (i > 1) then 
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if Length(alggens[i] .gGiilist)>0 then 
resstrlinprg[i]:=ResultOfStraightLineProgramCfr, 

[resstrlinprg[1][firstpenn], 
resstrlinprg [1] [secpenn]]); 

f i ;  
secpenn:=secpenn+l; 
if secpenn = firstpenn then 

secperm:=secperm+l; 
fi; 
if secperm >11 then 

secpenn :=1; 
f irstpenn:=f irstperm+1; 

fi; 
fi; 
for j in alggensCi].genlist do 

Append(gens,[resstrlinprg[i][j]]); 
od; 

od; 
permlist:=[Lenrth(GeneratorsOfGroup(newg)), 

perms{Ll..Length(perms)-
Length(subinf o.gens[2])]}]; 

#condense the gens of eFGe 
MakeGensKondSubgroup(permlist,gens.prime); 
1:=Length(gens); 
for i in C1..1] do 
options:=[ ConcatenationC'kdg.",String(i)), 

Concatenation("mod.", 
String(i+Length(subinfo.gens[2])))]; 

Process(BasicWorkingSpace, Mv, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
od; 
gens:=perms{[ Length(perms)-Length(subinfo.gens[2]) + 

1..Lenrth(perms)]}; 
MakeGensKondSubgroup(permlist,gens.prime); 
for i in [1..Length(subinfo.gens[2])] do 
options:=[ ConcatenationC'kdg.",String(i)), 

ConcatenationC'mod.", String(i))]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, Mv, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 

od; 
fi; 
end ); 
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A.6. The G^P-procedure FindBasicHoms 

# 
# Find the homomorphisms which for a gen set for the basic alg 
# return quiver information 
# 
InstallGlobalFunction( FindBasicHoms, 

function(grp,gnamelist,repr,wordrepr,grpinf o) 
local Inamelist,pimlist,newnamelist,cartan,i,ii,admat,m,k,a,HomNum, 

j,sn,11,j j,1,stpimlist,ngen,j value,jpos,headpos,jlocal,input, 
name,head,pos,outf ile,options,inf ile.Tempi,Tempk,HOMS,basicalg; 

HOMS:=rec(); 
basicalg:=rec(); 
Inamelist: = [] ; 
for i in [1..Length(gnamelist)] do 

if IsReadOnlyGlobalC'CFInfo") = true then 
MakeReadWriteGlobalC'CFInfo"); 

fi; 
UnbindGlobalC'CFInfo"); 

infile:=Filename(BasicWorkingSpace, ConcatenationC'pim", 
gnamelist[i],".cfinfo")); 

Read(infile); 
Inamelist:=Union(lnamelist.CFInfo.ConstituentNames); 

od; 
#lnamelist is the local name list, names from the second chop 
#(may not match gnamelist) 
#create list of all pims (actual names) 
pimlist : = [] ; 
pimlist:=List(gnamelist, x->Concatenation("pim",x)); 
#find global peakwords 
options:=Union(["-t"].pimlist); 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, pwkond, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
#we need to reorder gnamelist so that it matches the cairteui 
#matrix we have from infokond 
newnamelist:=ShallowCopy(gnamelist); 
Sort(newnamelist); 
cartan:=IdentityMat(Length(newnamelist)); 
for i in gneimelist do 

options:=Concatenation("pim",i); 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, rad, Nonein, NoneDut, [options]); 
if IsReadOnlyGlobalT"CFInfo") = true then 

MakeReadWriteGlobalC'CFInfo"); 
fi; 
UnbindGlobaK"CFInfo"); 
infile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, Concatenation("pim",i, 

".cfinfo")); 
RQad(infile); 

#pos is the position of the head of this pim in 
#CFInfo.ConstituentNames 

pos:=Position(CFInfo.Heads[1] ,1) ; 
outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "res"); 
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name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
options:=[ wordrepr, ConcatenationC'pim",i, 

CFInfo.ConstituentNames[pos])]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, cfcomp, Nonein, name, options); 
Closestream(name); 
name := Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "res" );; 
input := InputTextFile(name);; 
a:=ReadAll(input); 
CloseStreamCinput); 

#head is the name of the head of this pim in terms of the global names 
head:=a{C(Position(a,'=')+2+Length(repr))..(Length(a)-l)J}; 

#headpos is the position of head in newnamelist 
headpos:=Position(newnamelist,head); 
for j in newnamelist do 
outfile:=Filename( BaisicWorkingSpace, "res"); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
options:=C Concatenation("pim",i), Concatenation(wordrepr,j)]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, cfcomp, Nonein, name, options); 
Closestream(name); 
name := Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "res" );; 
input := InputTextFile(name);; 
a:=ReadAll(input); 
CloseStream(input); 
jpos:=Position(newnamelist,j); 
if Position(a,'=')=fail then 
cartan[headpos][jpos]:=0; 

else 
jlocal:=a{[(Position(a,'=')+5+Length(i))..(Length(a)-1)]}; 
jvalue:=CFInfo.Multiplicity[Position( 

CFInfo.ConstituentNames,jloceil)] ; 
cartan[headpos][jpos]:=jvalue; 

fi; 
od; 

od; 
gnamelist:=newnamelist; 
#stpim's are the pims above treinsformed into a useful basis 
stpimlist : = [] ; 
sn:=String(CFInf o.NGen); 
for i in gnamelist do 

options: = [ "-H", "1", Concatenation("pim",i)] ; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, rad, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
for j in Inamelist do 

#identify the local pim which is the head of the global pim and use 
#that info to find a basis and script for stpim 

if not (Filename( [BasicWorkingSpace], 
Concatenation("pim",i,j,".hl")) = fail) then 

outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, 
Concatenation("GAPpim",i,j,".hi")) ; 

name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
options:=L "-G", Concatenation("pim",i,j,".hi")]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Nonein, name, options); 
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Closestream(name); 
inf ile:=Filename( [BasicWorkingSpace], 

Concatenation("GAPpim",i,j,".hi")); 
ReadCinfile); 
if not (MeatAxe.Matrix = []) then 

options:=[ "-g", sn, "-t", "-b", ConcatenationC'bas",i), 
"-o", Concatenation("scr",i), 
ConcatenationC'pim" ,i), 
Concatenation("pim",i,j.hi")]; 

Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zsp, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
fi; 

fi; 
od; 
options:=[ Concatenation("bas",i), Concatenation("basin",i)]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, ziv, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 

#trainsform pims into new basis 
for j in [1..CFInfo.NGen] do 
options:=[ Concatenation("bas",i), 

Concatenation("pirn",i,",String(i)), 
Concatenation("left.", String(jT)J; 

Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zmu, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
options:=[ Concatenation("left.",String(j)), 

Concatenation("basin",i), 
Concatenation("stpim",i,".",String(j))]; 

Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zmu, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
od; 
stpimlist:=Union(stpimlist, [Concatenation("stpim",i)]); 

#chop the new pims so that we get a .cfinfo file to run pwkond 
options:=[ "-g", sn, Concatenation("stpim",i)]; 
Process(BeisicWorkingSpace, chop, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 

od; 
#more globeil peakwords 
options:=Union(["-t"].stpimlist); 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, pwkond, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
admat :=NullMat(Length(gnamelist) ,Length(gn£imelist)); 
#now we can identify the pims in the second radical layer 
#to spin up the homs we want to calculate 
#this is a big mess because we have to work eiround einy 
#naming inconsistencies introduced in the different chops 
for ii in [1..Length(gnamelist)] do 

i:=gnamelist[iiJ; 
options:=[ "-H", "2", Concatenation("stpim",i)]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, rad, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
if IsReadOnlyGlobalT"CFInfo") = true then 

MakeReadWriteGlobal("CFInfo"); 
fi; 
UnbindGlobal("CFInfo"); 
infile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, 

Concatenation("stpim",i,".cfinfo")); 
Read(infile); 
Tempi:=CFInfo; 
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for jj in [1..Length(Tempi.ConstituentNames)] do 
j : =Teiapi. ConstituentNames [jj] ; 
outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "GAPmat"); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
options:=[ "-Gs", ConcatenationC'stpim",i,j.h2")]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Nonein, name, options); 
CloseStream(name); 
Read(outfile) ; 
HomNum:=MeatAxe.MatrixRows; 
if not MeatAxe.MatrixRows = 0 then 
for k in gnamelist do 

if IsReadOnlyGlobalC'CFInfo") = true then 
MgJseReadWriteGlobalC'CFInfo"); 

fi; 
UnbindGlobalC'CFInfo"); 

infile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, 
Concatenation("stpim",k,".cfinfo")); 

Read(infile); 
Tempk:=CFInfo; 
for 11 in [1..Length(Tempk.ConstituentNames)] do 
1:=Tempk.ConstituentNames[11]; 
inf ile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, 

Concatenation("GAPpim",k,l,".hi")); 
Read(infile); 
if not (MeatAxe. Matrix = []) 
and Tempi.PeakWord[jj]=Tempk.PeakWord[11] then 
options:=[ "-g", sn, ConcatenationC'stpim",i), 

Concatenation("stpim",i,j,".h2"), 
Concatenation("scr",k), 
Concatenation("hom",i,k)]; 

Process(BeisicWorkingSpace, zsc, Nonein, NoneOut, options); 
for m in [1..HomNum] do 

outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "GAPHm"); 
ncime:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 

options:=[ "-G", Concatenation("hom",i,k,".", 
String(m))]; 

Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Nonein, name, options); 
Closestream(name); 
infile:=Filenzune(BasicWorkingSpace, "GAPHm"); 
Read(infile); 
admat[Position(gnamelist,k)][Position(gnamelist,i)]:= 
admat[Position(gnamelist,k)][Position(gnamelist,i)]+1; 

a:=Concatenat ion(i,k,String(m)); 
HOMS.(a):=rec( 

steurt :=Position(gnamelist ,k), 
ende:=ii, 
name:=Concatenation(i,k,String(m)), 
mat:=MeatAxe.Matrix); 

od; 
fi; 

od; 
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od; 
fi; 

od; 
od; 
basicalg.group:=grp; 
basicalg.generators:=[]; 
basicalg.npims:=Length(gnamelist); 
basicalg. pimnames: =gnaunelist; 
basicalg. Ccirtan: =cart em; 
basicalg.f ield;=GF(grpinfo.splitf); 
basicalg.diin: = n ; 
for i in gnamelist do 

outfile:=Filename( BasicWorkingSpace, "GAPstpim"); 
name:=OutputTextFile( outfile, false); 
options:=I "-G", ConcatenationC'stpim",i,".1")]; 
Process(BasicWorkingSpace, zpr, Nonein, name, options); 
CloseStream(name); 
infile:=Filename(BasicWorkingSpace, "GAPstpim"); 
Read(infile); 
Append(basicalg.dim,[Length(MeatAxe.Matrix)]); 

od; 
basicalg.adjmat:=admat; 
for ii in [1..Length(gnamelist)] do 

i:=gnamelist[ii]; 
basicalg.(i):=rec(); 
basicalg.(i).start:=ii; 
basicalg.(i).ende:=ii; 
basicalg.(i).name:=Concatenation("id",i); 
basicalg.(i).mat:=IdentityMat(basicalg.dim[ii],basicalg.field); 
Append(basicalg.generators,[i]); 

od; 
for i in RecNames(HOMS) do 

basicalg.(i):=HOMS.(i); 
od; 
Append(bas icalg.generators,RecNames(HOMS)); 
outf ile:=Filename(BasicWorkingSpace, "Input.gap"); 
PrintTo(outf ile,"basicalg:="); 
AppendTo(outfile,basicalg); 
AppendTo(outfile,";"); 
return(basicalg); 
end); 
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basic algebra, 73 
construction algorithm, 86 

bimodule, 20 
block, 83 

idempotent, 83 
principal, 85 

Brauer character, 52 

category, 36 
equivalence, 39 

chain complex, 40 
chain map, 40 
character, 47 

Brauer, 52 
induction, 50 
projective indecomposable, 53 
restriction, 50 

coboundaxy, 41 
cochain complex, 40 
cochain homotopic, 41 
cochain homotopy equivalent, 41 
cochain map, 40 
cocycles, 41 
cohomology, 42 

complete set of primitive idempotents, 
34 

composition 
factor, 21 
series, 21 

condensation 
subalgebra, 60 
subgroup, 62 

decomposition numbers, 52 
direct sum 

external, 26 
internal, 25 

direct summands, 26 
directed graph, 87 

endomorphism, 24 
epimorphism, 22 
equivalence 

category, 39 
Morita, 56 

essential homomorphism, 31 
exact, 23 
exponent of a group, 51 
Ext, 43 
Ext-quiver, 88 
external direct sum, 26 

faithful 
module, 27 

Fitting Decomposition, 80 
Probenius Reciprocity, 51 
functor, 37 

Hom, 38 
left-exact, 38 
natural equivalence, 39 
tensor, 37 

general linear group, 46 
group algebra, 19 

Hom functor, 38 
homomorphism, 22 
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essential, 31 

ideal, 18 
idempotent, 33 

central, 34 
centrally primitive, 34 
complete set of primitive, 34 
faithful, 61 
orthogonal, 33 
primitive, 33 

induced morphism, 42 
internal direct sum, 25 
isomorphism, 22 

Jacobson radical, 27 
Jordan-Holder Theorem, 23 

KruU-Schmidt Theorem, 30 

left-exact functor, 38 
linked 

primitive idempotents, 82 
proj. indecomposable modules, 82 

Loewy 
layer, 32 
series, 32 

mark, 91 
Maschke's Theorem, 29 
minimal projective resolution, 44 
module, 19 

annihilator, 27 
Artinian, 20 
decomposable, 26 
decomposition, 26 
head, 32 
indecomposable, 26 
isomorphic, 23 
Noetherian, 20 
projective, 30 
radical, 32 
simple, 21 

monomorphism, 22 
Merita equivalence, 56 
Morita's Theorem, 59 

natural transformation, 39 
Noetherian 

algebra, 18 
module, 20 

opposite algebra, 17 

orthogonal idempotent, 33 

peakwords, 80 
permutation 

character, 51 
module, 51 

primitive idempotent, 33 
principal block, 85 
progenerator, 40 
projective 

cover, 31 
module, 30 

projective resolution, 42 
minimal, 44 

quiver, 87 

radical, 32 
Jacobson, 27 
layer, 32 
series, 32 

representation, 46 
matrix, 46 

right regular A-module, 20 
row-sparse matrix, 101 

scalar product, 49 
Schur's Lemma, 27 
semisimple 

algebra, 28 
short exact sequence, 23 
simple 

algebra, 21 
module, 21 

simple algebra, 18 
spinning algorithm, 69 
splitting field, 29 
straight line programs, 90 
subaJgebra, 18 
submodule, 20 

table of marks, 91 
tensor functor, 37 
trivial 

character, 47 
representation, 47 

unique decomposition property, 29 

Wedderbum 
-Artin Structure Theorem, 28 
Theorem, 29 
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